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For a new f ace on fa<;ades

'
visit www.hu nt erdouglascontract.com/nbk

Project: Institute Pasteur, Lille, France
Product: NBK Rainscreen Fat;ade System
Colors: 12 standard, plus unlimited custom
Surfaces: Natural, honed , glazed, plus custom
Textures. Wire struck, combed, brushed, sand blasted, plus custom
Profiles: Custom to architect specification
Sizes: Tiles up to 2' x 6', baguettes up to 6'
Call toll-free 877.994.6246

HunterDouglascontract
I FACADES
C2008 Hunter Oooglas Inc. NBK, Hunter Douglas and Hunter Douglas Contract are
trademarks ol Hunter Douglas Industries Switzerland GmbH
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THIS GUY.
SELLING THAT USED CAR AT "QUITE THE BARGAIN".
There are obviously some things you can't trust.
And then there is something you always can - Technical Glass Products.
Choosing fire- rated glass demands choosing a company in which you
have the highest level of trust. That's why it makes sense to work with
TGP, a leader that's provided unequaled product quality and service
excellence for decades. We offer an impressive array of fire -rated gla ss
and framing systems. Our products carry fire ratings up to 3 hours ,
maintain complete UL approvals, and are accepted by all state and
local authorities having jurisdiction. Trust us, TGP is all you need .

vi sit fireglass. com to take our AIA registered
fire-rated gla zing co urse online

fireglass.com
800 .426 .0279

Firelite®Family of Products

I

Pilkington Pyrostop··
CIRCLE 03

FIRE RATED
one source. many solutions.•
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Balanced Doors with a Split Personality

Just Hit The Button

SOLAR BAN

2

50

Solar Control Low-E Glass

New Solarban z50 so lar control glass is a stylish, steely blue-gray glass that blocks up to 70% of total solar
energy. That gives it a light to solar heat gain (LSG) ratio that's up to 30 % better than that of competitive
products. And that makes Solarban z50 a worthy addition to the Solarban family of solar control glass products -

Solarban. ldeaScapes. PPG and the PPG logo are trademarks owned by PPG Industries, Inc.

and a colorful step forward for sustainable design. For your free energy analysis white paper
and glass sample , or to learn more about Eco l ogica l Building Solutions from PPG , call the
PPG ldeaScapes hotline: 1-888-PPG-IDEA. Or visit www.ppgideascapes.com.

~

~~

/Jea7c;ape7r.
Glass • Coatings • Paint

CIRCLE 06

PPG Industries, Inc., Glass Technology Center, Guys Run Road, Pittsburgh , PA 15238 www.ppgideascapes.com

HOVER CRAFTS.

-

Graceful. Elegant. Seamless . Powerfully confident.
Sleekly sliding close to the surface, Mantaray at
1 6 inches by four, and sublime Miniray, just 1 2 inches
by three, deliver stunning illumination of monuments
both artistic and architectural. Delightfully inconspicuous,
their low profiles and simple forms make them ideal
for landscape use . From Gardea . The natural choice.
Enlighten your next design at www.sitelighting.com.

Gar·dco Lighting rs a Phr lrps grnup bra nd.

GARDCO
LIGHTING
CIRCLE 07

Imagine there were
only one sort.
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Contact us for your personal copy of our latest FSB Catalog featuring complete locksets and hundreds of tnm designs
FSB USA, 1 Bishop Lane, Madison, CT 06443, phone 203 404 4700, telefax 203 404 4710, www,fsbusa com, 1nfo«,ifsbusa com
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Alucobond ®Spectra Colors - a new color finishing system for Alucobond aluminum composite materials - allows architects to boldly
incorporate a unique, ever-changing spectrum in the cladding of sophisticated building designs.
Inspired by color shifts that occur in everyday life -from the subtle nuances found in nature to the glowing sheen of modern metals to the
luster found in today's luxury goods - Spectra Colors change as different wavelengths of light are reflected back to the viewer at various angles.
Plus, because it's Alucobond, Spectra Colors provide extraordinary flatness and rigidity, excellent formability, low weight and outstanding
weather resistance in outdoor applications.
To learn more about Spectra, please visit www.alucobond-spectra.com.
Take your designs to the next level ...with Alucobond Spectra Colors.

ALUCOBOND"

ALCAN COMPOSITES USA INC

1.800.626.3365
www.alucobond.com

THE WORLO 'S FAVORITE ALUMINUM COMPOSITE MATERIAL
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On the Cover: A new house for Katrina victims in Biloxi. Photo by Alan Karch mer.

Right : Transit City, by the Oslo-based firm Code.
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35 Stephen Kliment, former RECORD editor, dies

133 Introduction: Civic Buildings by Jenna M . McKnight

38 U.S. firm helps China rebuild after deadly quake

134 5.4.7 Arts Center, Kansas by Charles Linn, FATA

40 Correa, Maki tapped for Aga Kahn Center

Studio 804
138 Gentry Library, Arkansas by Jane F. Kolleeny
Marlon Blackwell Architect

42 Big-box stores slim down for urban settings
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Books: Architecture that makes a difference
Practice Matters: Pro bono practice by Charles Linn, FAIA

Architectural Technolqgy
154 Getting High Design from a Low-Tech Approach
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by Josephine Minutillo
Socially minded architects turn to time-tested building techniques.

Trade Show: Coverings by Linda C. Lentz
Snapshot: Nias Design-Build Project by Elizabeth Zeva llos

Dates & Events
240 Backpage: Estudio Teddy Cruz by Suzanne Stephens
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185 Introduction by Jane Kolleeny
186 26th Street Housing by Sarah Amelar

Kanner Architects
193 Mount Rainier Artist Lofts by Beth Broome

85 Design With Conscience by David Sokol
Record examines the juncture of humanitarianism and architecture.
86 Do-Bad Architecture by Bruce Sterling

Assessing the influence of socially respons ible architecture.
90 Ban-Aid by Naomi R. Pollock, AJA

Japanese legend Shigeru Ban discusses architects' duty to do good .

HGA Architects and Engineers

197 Evangel Hall by Alex Bozikovic
arch itectsALliance
200 Parkveiw Terraces by Clifford A. Pearson

Kwan Henrni Architecture/Planning and Fougeron Architecture
204 Residential Products

94 lnbox by David Sokol

Record asks three designers to help redefine the refugee experience.
100 Biloxi Clues by James S. Russell

The Gulf Coast Community Design Studio helps rebuild after Katrina.

108 Profiles Introduction: You Can Go Home Again by David Sokol
Hashim Sarkis, Urban-Think Tank, and Joe Addo go back to their roots.

Products
209 Windows
213 Product Briefs
232 Reader Service

110 Hashim Sarkis by Jessica Dheere
An architect sp lits his time between the U.S. and his native Lebanon.
114 Urban-Think Tank by Suzanne Stephens
A design team takes their services to the Venezuelan barrios.

118 .Joe Addo by Joann Gonchar, AIA
Combining advanced techniques with traditional methods in Ghana.
120 Teaching by Example by David Sokol

Eight design-build educators participate in a roundtable forum.

Expanded coverage of Projects, Building Types Studies, and Web-only special features can be found at architecturalrecord.com.
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This month, RECORD's focus on
social responsibility carries over
to our Web site, where we profile
projects and speak with people at the
forefront of humanitarian design . We
also offer a platform for readers to
weigh in on people-centered
architecture by participating in online
forums, commenting on our stories,
and sharing images of projects at
architecturalrecord.com.

PHOTO GALLERIES

BLOGS

Reader Photo The Hollis House in San Diego,
California, designed by Silva Studios Architecture,
is one of nearly 2,000 images posted by our readers.

FORUMS

VIDEOS

COMMENTS

Your comments

Record TV
Watch some 50 videos in our
Library, including a tour of Philip
Johnso n's Glass House led by
RE CO RD editor in chief, Robert
Ivy, FATA.

Newsmaker Interviews
Weekly interviews with peo ple
making headlines. New this
month: A conversation with Kyu
Sung Woo.

House of the Month
Houston can be an architectura l
free-for-a ll. But these two town
ho uses, designed by Francois
de Menil, provide a sculptural
soluti o n to a difficult site.

"Do the AJA bigwigs
think our purpose in life
is to sit in classrooms
rather than serve our
clients, doing our own
cutting-edge research
as we once did?"
-

Reader ljmiles, on I.he A/A

adding sustainability to continuing
education requirements.

Lxr >CJr\ded Coverage
~

Practice Matters
How to balance doing good with
the bottom line? Join a discussion
about incorporating pro bono
service into your firm's practice
in our o nline forum.

Profiles
Web-exclusive profiles of architects
designing with social responsibility
in mind include the awardwinning South Africa-based firm
MMA Architects.

AR2
Meet Houser Walker Architecture, a firm turning heads with
a co mmitment to core values.
We also introduce the collective
design power of Wikitecture.

Photography (from top right, left to right): Co 11rtesy markitect; © Paul Warchol Photography; co11rtesy KSWA; Sebastian Howard;
McCall Design Gro11p; © Wieland Gleich!Archigrap hy.co111; co11rtesy Ho11ser Walker Architecture;© Nico/tls Cabrera Antiratle

CEU
Read about high design using
low-tech building methods,
a nd take an onl ine test to earn
valuable health, safety, and
welfare credits.

Matelux®-Soft Light At Its Finest
Introducing Matelux, a translucent glass with a satin finish. It filters light softly, smoothes out contours and produces silhouettes
in a variety of both interior and exterior applications. Matelux, an acid etched glass, offers numerous different color choices, a
variety of thicknesses from 3mm to 19mm, is available double sided, and can be fabricated to specifically meet your needs. The
product is even available w ith a range of Stopsol® reflective coatings on one side and the Matelux satin finish on the other. So,
whether you are designing shelving, partitions, doors, showers, lighting, furniture or looking to enhance the building fa~ade, only
Matelux provides uniformity, simplicity and purity in a true art form .
Call us today for more information at (800) 251-0441 . Or, visit us online at www.na.agc-flatglass.com/matelux.

Matelux: When Elegance is Everything!
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entrances
that create

buzz

Custom Storefronts and Entrances from Oldcastle Glass®Vistawall~

Now your storefronts and entrances can reflect your next project's sryle and
functional requirements perfectly-without any compromises. Thar's why some
of America's most prominent names in retail and corporate America rely on
Oldcastle Glass®Vistawall• to attract customers and make an unforgettable

first impression from standard to completely custom storefronts. With a
national footprint of 72 locations throughout North America, we have
the unique ability to engineer and manufacture innovative entrances and
storefronts wherever you or your projects are. And storefronts are just the
beginning of the most extensive collection of best-in-class curtain wall,
windows, architectural glass and skylights in Norcl1 America. For more
information , call 1-866-653-2278, or visit us online at oldcascleglass.com.
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Oldcastle Glass·

Pushing the building envelopeN

Vistawal r

(

EE curtain wall

Dentrances/ storefronts

Bwindows
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skylights

O glass

Target, Custom
Storefront by
Oldcastle Glass
V1stawall.

"To create a bold look,
we chose a versatile material ."
When designing the Trade Mart, Brian Kuper at Good Fulton & Farrell Architects of Dallas wanted to create a signature
look that could eventually be used throughout the entire Dallas Market Center. The solution included a signature material:
Reynobond" ACM. It allows consistent, precise color replication of the Trade Mart's bold red fa<;;ade and other design
elements. Versatility, durability and ease of maintenance also weighed into the designers ' decision. From inspiration to
implementation, no one's dedicated to your success like the people of Alcoa Architectural Products.

~

ALCOA

Dedicated to your Success
Alcoa Architectural Products • 50 Industrial Boulevard • Eastman, GA 3 1023-4 129 • Tel. 4 78 37 4 4 7 46 • www.alcoaarchitecturalproducts.com
©2008 Alcoa Architectural Products. Reynobond 1s a registered trademark of Alcoa Inc.
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Making It Real

Editorial
By Robert Ivy, FAIA

eality television may compel you to run away shrieking,

of Grass." Building and art occurred almost simultaneously. Who designs

but as an architect, you owe it to yourself to tune mto

for the common man or woman today? Today's architects increasingly do.

R

Architecture School. Conceived by two individuals with

Visit any architecture campus in the United States, where com-

experience both in film and architecture (Michael Selditch-

munity-based design and design-build have taken a hold. The enthusiasm

a director trained as an architect-together with architecture professor

for socially conscious architecture witnessed in the academy and on

Stan Bertheaud, currently teaching at Woodbury University in Southern

Architecture School, in locales from the now-famous Rural Studio to the

California), the series highlights the acute, nail-biting joy and anguish of

heart of Manhattan, reflects a core value that students are hungry to share.

the architectural studio. For any architect who has been through school

Throughout history, architects have been drawn to the need for

years before, the six-part series induces a frisson and a welcome peek at

shelter. This social art has attracted architectural leaders who have been

our shared past.

articulating its values, including, in our time, many of the architects featured

At the same time, Architecture School seems wholly new. We

-...,

er

Mouton's fourth-year studio in a program called Urbanbuild. We laugh or

such as Michael Pyatok, Larry Scarpa, Michael Lehrer, Michael Rotondi,

cheer or shrug for the designs and the personal decisions of Amarit,

Frederick Schwartz, and Ca rol Burns, each of whom has stood up for real

Adriana, Chris, Kim, Ian, Alex, Carter, and Casey. Should Chris have

people with real needs, have managed to interweave a range of human

gone rock climbing with a design review looming? Can Amarit transfer

needs into the fabric of their practices throughout their careers.

his smarts into a compelling house? And former dean Kroloff's design

At a time that electronic technology allows us to think and prac-

critique, fully earned by the studen t, may make you squirm. We 've all

tice differently, to encounter our architectural subject in the abstract, to

been there; it's a rite of passage.

conduct the architectural discourse in a virtual, hands-off way, is it any

Unlike your own school experience, this Tulane program (full

wonder that the incoming generation is seeking new answers about what it

disclosure: The writer is a Tulane graduate, never mind when) works in

means to be an architect? Architecture consists of more than three-dimen-

partnership with a nonprofit, the Neighborhood Housing Services of New

sional digital mastery, or technical skill, or formal inventiveness-all

Orleans, in a post-Katrina midcity neighborhood, allowing students to

qualities that have been trumpeted and practiced for the past decade.

design and build a low- cost residence for a future client. The students get

Architecture shelters real people living real lives, with real needs and

to build the house the entire studio chooses, and then meet the prospective

wants. Architecture School reminds us of the social milieu that gives rise

owner. What an exhilarating education for students and their teachers.

to our design ideas. Students remind us that architecture serves the whole

For a profession traditionally cast as the servant of the rich and

culture-more than any individual firm or practice. Our calling is both

powe1ful (think god/king or C.E.O.), how refreshing to move architecture

humble and profound, pragmatic and inspired, but people-centered.

away from the Masters of the Universe and answer the call enunciated

Check out the reruns.
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150 yea rs ago by Walt Whitman. Whitman, perhaps our greatest poet,

>-

followed his father's path and became a carpenter, building simple houses

I

Socially conscious architecture

need not be limited to a single issue of one publication. Active practitioners
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RECORD.

meet eigh t bright young ones, eagerly signed into professor Byron

z
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in this issue of ARCHITECTURAL

Q_
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er

for working people. Jn the mid-1850s, the lyric genius of democracy read

"r-

Emerson, hammered, and moved from house to house, forming ideas as he

0

0
I

Q_

built, read, and reflected, a period when he began his masterwork, "Leaves
10.08 Arc/1itecturnl Record
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Letters
The power of knowledge

cost much more than storage water

false. Many conservators (including

the solution was going to be air-

Since the first time I read your

heaters. it can take up to 22 years to

those who advised this project)

conditioning . Somehow that is not

....

respectful magazine in 2003 when

break even ..." Consumer Reports

agree that sudden changes in rela-

a good enough answer considering

LI.I

I was just a student in the first stage

notes that "tankless models' electric

tive humidity are dangerous for

how even primitive cultures have

U1

(i n the architecture and engineering

controls mean that you'll also Jose

works of art, but that very gradual

dealt with this problem using vents,

department), I understood how it

hot water during a power outage"

shifts over time are perfectly fine.

overhangs, recessed openings and

could twist my mind in a right way.

as opposed to the available hot

Harvard has ramped the relative

so on. There were also no real ges-

ARCHITECTURAL RECORD raised my

water stored in a home's tank. But

humidity at Otto Hall between 40

tures made toward the idea of

thoughts to high levels and kept me

this important consideration is only

percent RH winter and 50 percent

sustainability except for the housing

in touch with international updates

mentioned obliquely in your article

RH summer, the same as it has at

for New Orleans. And none seemed

in the architectural world. The

by a footnote to one of the photos.

the Straus Center for Conservation,

dedicated to meeting the needs and

magazine became one of the most

As those seeking credits from AJA

a project with no evidence of con-

comfort of real people who might

important and trusted sources in

are "required to read the entire

densation issues.

occupy them one day. One of a

our academic field. It aided me in the

article," I wonder if they are being

period of war when it was impossi-

given the entire story?

tion in his piece that the moisture

these structures were meant to edu-

ble for me to reach any source from

- John Hylton

problems were "probably incurable"

cate about the advantages of prefab

which to study. And even after war,

Toronto, Canada

is also false. When signs of intersti-

housing, they didn't do a good job.

tial condensation first appeared

- RitaSue Siegel
New York City

in an environment of destruction,

Finally, the overarching allega-

I was inspired by your publication.

More on moisture

around and on the windows, the con-

It gave me the power not to give

It is unfortunate that Robert

tractor remedied the flawed

museum's charters is to educate; if

up and let my big dreams go with

Campbell has done such sloppy

installations uncovered in those

the sound of clashes and guns.
- Dina G. Omar

research to support his Critique

areas - and the level of condensa-

A juror's quote about 25 Bond

about moisture problems at Werner

tion precipitously dropped. After an

Street, one of the winners of the

University Of Technology

Otto Hall [August 2008, page 53].

Baghdad

The straight story?

Contrary to the implication

Corrections

analysis by an independent consult-

AJA Housing Awards [July 2008,

ant identified various steps that

page 197], inaccurately referred to

that the design team was oblivious

could be taken to arrest remaining

the project as a renovation. In fact,

to vapor dispersion (as well as diffu-

interstitial condensation. the client

it is a new building. In the September

As an enthusiastic reader of the

sion) in a climate-controlled building,

opted not to pursue those efforts.

On the Boards News section [page

Record, I have been somewhat

Gwathmey Siegel issued a thorough

Otto Hall has been a successful

42], two photos were inadvertently

puzzled by the heading above

and extensive package of details

home for the Busch Reisinger

swapped. Of the two photos below,

the sponsored Continuing

specifically addressing barrier -

Museum since 1991; it closed last

the top image should have accom-

Education features: "Educational -

and insulation - continuity, and we

month, simultaneously with the two

panied the description of the border

Advertisement." as it seems to me

alerted the owner and contractor

other Harvard Art Museums, only as

station in Maine by Robert Siegel

to be a contradiction in terms unless

to the importance of their correct

part of a complete institutional

Architects. The bottom image

the articles are somehow vetted

installation. Numerous field reports

makeover by Renzo Piano.

should have accompanied the
description of the Olso Central
Station redesign by Space Group.

by your editorial board to confirm

further documented our concern

- Charles Gwathmey, FA/A

the educational value of the claims

with those details. The problems

New York City

made by the advertising promoter.

resulted from poor and incomplete

I was therefore surprised to
read the recent advertorial "Hot

installations, not inadequate design,
communication, or documentation.

Water on Demand" provided by GE

Campbell accuses Harvard of

Not so fab
I was looking forward to the opening
of the Home Delivery show at MoMA

Appliances [September 2008, page

"shortsighted ... cost cutt ing" in

[September 2008, "Some Assembly

161], which states that "hot water on

using ga lva nized supports at the

Required," page 139] and was very

demand is one way to reduce energy

exterior panels - another false

disappointed by the houses erected

costs" and, "The higher cost of a

on the empty lot. It was sweltering

typical tankless hot water system

accusation. We designed the building to last: All the angles and clips

in New York when the show opened,

is offset by the energy savinqs.'' l

supporting the exterior limestone

and each time I visited the struc-

had just received the October 2008

and metal panels are stainless steel.

tures I marveled at the lack of
attention paid to how fresh air might

issue of Consumer Reports, which

Campbell 's presentation of

states: " Tankless water heaters -

the "art guys" as unbending in their

flow through them. Each was a hot

they're efficient, but not necessarily
economical," and, "because they

demand for totally static tempera-

box. How they would be cooled did

ture and humidity conditions is also

not seem to be considered unless

...

.
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Architect: Cindy Rendely Arch1texture

Project: The Ravine Residence , Toronto, Ontario

Discover the world's most inspiring windows and doors at www.loewen .com

J;;s
FSC

Res ponsibl e Fore st Managem e nt

SW-COC-1739

C 1996 Forest Stewardship Council A.C.

or luxury homeowners -

and the architects , designers and custom builders who create their dreams -

oewen is the brand that delivers an unriva led combination of artisanship, experience, and environmental
:nsibility in an extensive line of Douglas Fir, FSC Douglas Fir and Mahogany windows and doors .
ontact Loewen at 1 . 800.563 .9367 to begin the experience .

)esign. Creat e . Ins p ire.
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Nuconsteel is registered trademark of Nuconsteel Corporation. 2008.

If you can imagine it, we can help you build it.
An imagination knows no bounds. And neither do we . If you can imagine it, we can help you build
it. It's this unwavering conviction that has made us the most innovative steel company in the world .
Our state-of-the-art des ign softw are can he lp you rea lize your wi ldest imaginings. From design
right through to finis hed works of art, it does it all. A ll you have to do is have the courage to dream .

NUCCN 5iTEEL.®
A NUCOR COMPAN Y

Innovations in steel
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•

Now there's a powder coating tough enough to support the
unequaled reputation of Duranar"' Coatings - new Duranar Powder
Coatings. Only PPG can answer the specific needs of your project
with the right formulations, the right technology, the assurance of our Certified Applicator Program and now liquid and powder coatings. Which means that now there's on ly one question for you to ask:
Liquid or powder? Find out at www.ppgduranar.com .
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Let the GE!llius Loose.
Then Watch it Work.
GenerativeComponents'" enables architects and engineers to pursue designs
and achieve results that were virtually unthinkable before. Direct your
creativity to deliver inspired sustainable buildings that are freer in form and
use innovative materials and assemblies. Explore a broad range of "whatif" alternatives for even the most complex buildings, quickly and easily,
and spend less time working on edits, deletions and remodeling changes
that can slow down the design cycle. Open a world of new possibilities
while you work more productively than ever before.
Discovery Subscription now available
for immediate download!
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Stephen Kliment, former

RECORD

editor, dies

Stephen A. Kliment, FAIA, who was

both publishing and architectural

the editor of ARCHITECTURAL RECORD

circles. He served on the board of

from 1990 to mid-1996, passed away

directors for the New York Chapter

on September 10 while visiting

of the American Institute for

Germany. He was 78 years old. The

Architects (AIA), and as editorial

cause of death was cancer, accord-

director of the chapter's Oculus

ing to his wife, Felicia Drury Kliment.

magazine, he played a key role in

Kliment had a varied career,

the launch of e-Oculus in 2003.

working as a magazine and book edi-

He was editor of the Principal 's

tor, an architect, and a teacher. He

Report, a newsletter for managers

led RECORD during the construction

of architecture and engineering

industry's worst recession since the

firms, and the author of Writing for

1930s, shaping a leaner publication

Design Professionals . He also taught

that emphasized straightforward

writing courses at the Harvard

writing and concern for architectural

Graduate School of Design and City

practice, not just architectural

College of New York. Furthermore,

design . "Stephe n Kliment upheld

he drew attention to the need for

the century-old traditions of ARCHI-

greater diversity in the architec-

TECTURAL RECORD, bringing personal

tural profession and was named an

experience and deep commitment

honorary member of the National

to the practice of architecture to

Stephen Kliment (top,

its pages," says current editor in

at left ) and desiqner

z

w
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Massimo Viqnell i work

understanding of architecture as a

on a redesiqn of RECORD

director of AIA New York, says

multifaceted profession engaged

in January 1991. Kliment

Kliment was a gifted editor who

with real people, ca lling for business

was a lonqtime member

knew how to deliver information to

acumen and technical savvy, as well

of t he University Club in

traditionalists, yet also embraced

as an aesthetic sensibility."

New York City (left).

new technologies with gusto. He
was vigorous and young-spiritedand always armed with an anec-

Kliment oversaw a redesign of the
magazine by Vignelli Associates,

dote or quip. "Steve had an effect

RECORD'S 10oth anniversary celebra-

on people, even if they didn't spend
a lot of time with him," Bell says.

-'

tion in 1991, and special issues on

«

topics such as the new workplace

"'>w

and social housing. It was during
Kliment's tenure that RECORD helped

to include 15 volumes. "I have
many fond memories of my

bring early attention to some of
today 's architectural stars, includ-
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Rick Bell, FAIA, executive

chief Robert Ivy, FAIA. "He had an

While at the magazine's helm,
1--

Organization of Minority Archite cts
for his efforts.

"His presence was radiant."

years of collaborat ion with Steve,"

an M.Arch. from Princeton University
in 1957. He also studied at the Ecole
Specia le d'Architecture, in Paris, and

Kliment is survived by his wife,
an author of books on alternative
medicine; daughters Pamela Drury

says Amanda Miller, Wiley vice

at the University of Havana, in Cuba.

Kliment and Jennifer Kliment

ing Steven Holl in the United States,

president and publisher. " He was

He was a partner with Caudill Rowlett

Wellander, both of Seattle; and two

Rem Koolhaas in Eu rope, Enriqu e

focused when he needed to be,

Scott from 1968 to 1980, and worked

grandch ildren. Hi s broth er, Robert.

>-

Norten in Mexico, and Ken Yeang

but his humor was often a terrific

for Skidmore, Owings & Merrill for a

is a partner at New York-based

1--

distraction."

year and a half after graduating from

Kliment Hal sband Architects.

:=>
0

in Asia.
Before joining RECORD, Kl iment

>-

served as an acquisitions editor at

Czechoslovakia, Kliment grew up in
England, and emigrated to the United

Princeton . He served as editor of
Architecture and Engineering News

a remembrance ceremony in
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John Wiley & Sons. He returned to
the company in the late 1990s with
the concept for the book series
Building Type Basics, which grew

Born in 1930 in what was then

States in 1950. He graduated with

from 1960 to 1968, at a time when
the technical aspects of architecture

a B.Arch. from the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology in 1953, and

were not wid ely covered in journals.
Kliment was a prolific force in

AIA New York plans to host
the upcoming months at the Center
for Architecture.
ARCHITECTURAL RECORD staff
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Vertica l gardens sprout in L.A.'s Skid Row
Brilliant inventions usually result

was already experimenting with how

when someone asks the right ques-

to grow crops vertically. The team

tion at the right time. Taja Sevelle,

quickly came together and dubbed

the founder and executive director

their project the Urban Farming

of Urban Farming, a Detroit-based

Food Chain. It debuted this summer

nonprofit dedicated to eradicating

at four sites in Los Angeles's Skid

hunger. had just such a query for

Row, a district with one of the

architect Robin Osler when the two

nation's largest homeless popula-

met last year for the first time: If

tions. The sites include a courtyard

sedum and other nonedible plants

at the Michael Maltzan-designed

thrive on green roofs and walls,

Rainbow Apartments, a transitional

why not tomatoes, peppers, and

housing facility for the homeless

onions? If so. she reckoned, these
gardens could supply free, healthy

and mentally ill.
Each 30-foot-long-by-6-foot-

food for economical ly distressed

high wall contains 4,000 plants

neighborhoods.
Sevelle had consulted the right

growing in 180 square panels made
of stainless steel; the pane ls, in

wa lls up," says Joyce Lewis, Urban

nationwide "chain" of green wal ls

person. Osier's Manhattan-based

turn, are divided into 4-inch-by-

Farming's L.A. project manager, who

akin to Frederick Law Olmsted's
Emerald Necklace park system.

Walls covered in food plants are being installed in areas rife with homelessness.

atelier, Elmslie Osler Architect.

6-inch soil-filled cells. Drip lines

organizes local volunteers to tend

created a 2,000-square-foot green

irrigate the crops from above, and

the vertical gardens. "They greened

wall - the largest in the U.S. - for

water drains through X-shaped

an environment that would other-

the Huntsville, Alabama, location

slits on the underside of each cel l.

wise just be concrete and steel."

of clothing retailer Anthropologie.

A fully loaded wa ll weighs roughly

Lewis is still raising money to

"There's been a definite shift
across the country in understanding the value of locally grown food,
but as a society we're not very

After meeting Sevelle. Osler con-

15 pounds per square foot and can

comp lete the first L.A. sites, but

tacted George Irwin, whose firm,

attach to an adjacent bui lding or a

she's already eyeing new locations

urban real estate for parks," Osler

Green Living Technologies, manu-

freestanding metal framework .

across the city. Os ler and Sevelle

explains. "The advantage of vertical

likew ise hope to take the project

farming is that it doesn't take up a

to Chicago or New York, forming a

lot of space." James Murdock

factured the Anthropologie wall
system, and discovered that he

"Bees and butterflies arrived
within seconds after we put the

Yale students design house for disabled veteran
The 2,100 - square-foot

" The brief was to design and

good about giving up valuable

All students regrouped to

construct a two-family house for

fina lize the chosen design; one

a female vetera n return ing from

week later, construction began.

0

0

either the conflict in Afghanistan

"There was a whole host of deci-

upstairs apartment,

or Iraq, in order to address the

sions that were made on the fly

which the homeowner

burgeoning crisis of home lessness

once the walls were going up," says

can rent out to offset

related to veterans," says project

student J. D. Messick. "It's a fun

"'::::>

mortgage costs.

director Adam Hopfner. Indeed,

and unique opportunity to be there

...z

the National Alliance to End

on-site, constructing the house,

::::>

project from sta rt to

Homelessness estimates that veter-

and to know that everything isn't

a.

finish in just over five

ans represent roughly 26 percent of

set in stone."

!:::

months as part of the

homeless people, but only 11 percent

Yale architecture
school's Building

of the civilian adult population.
The students originally split
into seven teams and were given five

The project. completed in late
August, went beyond providing the
emerging architects with an educational experience. Given its flexible

Doing good while gaining hands-on

course for first-year graduate

weeks to develop proposals. After

design and considerations related to

building experience, Yale students

students. This year's project was

presentations to Yale faculty and

accessibility, Messick says the house

have constructed a prototypical resi-

completed in collaboration with

partner organizations, one scheme

is a good candidate for reproduc-

dence in New Haven, Connecticut,

nonprofit developer Common

emerged as the winner: a home with

tion. "Common Ground noted that

for a disabled female veteran of the

Ground and the Connecticut

a 1,500-square-foot ground-floor

this project might be something of

U.S. Armed Forces and her family.

Veterans Administration at a cost of

unit for the owner and a 600-

a prototype for future develop-

Responsible for both design and

$200,000 - in addition to plenty of

rnent on a variety of different

construction, 64 students took the

free labor and donated materials.

square-foot apartment for a tenant.
to help offset mortgage costs.

A rch itect ural Reco rd 10.08
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dwelling contains an

Project, a mandatory
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sites," he says. Tim McKeough
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Momentum grows for futuristic scheme
In 2007, the nine-year-old architec-

asked us, we were ve ry excited but a

ture studio Urban Lab won the

little worr ied," Felsen says, noting

History Channel's City of the Future

that they wanted to ensure Urban

ideas competition with its entry,

Lab wouldn't get neglected. The two

Growing Water. Most notably, the

principals started to develop ways

submission envisioned how Chicago

the school and their firm cou ld wo rk

could insert "eco-boulevards" into

together, particularly with regard to

the street system that would clean

realizing Growing Water.

wastewater and storm water by

WWCOT has helped create a new master plan for a city In Sichuan prov ince.

U.S. firm helps China rebuild after deadly quake

Th ey have since developed four

bioremediation. The concept has

projects that wi ll help advance the

Dujian gyan, a city of 630,000 peo-

aspects of urban life, such as public

gained traction in various city's

scheme. In one, studen ts wi ll work

ple in central China, ranks among

transportation and sanitation infra-

departments, according to Martin

with residents of Littl e Village, a pre-

the most visited tourist destinations

structure; WWCOT is envisioning

Felsen, AIA, Urban Lab coprincipal

dominantly Latin o neighborhood,

in the country. Historians cite its

basic urban-design principles. The

with Sarah Dunn. But for a yo ung

to design pocket parks that deploy

Qingcheng Mountains as the birth-

f irm had only one month to submit

office juggling a gamut of projects,

water-manage ment strateg ies. In

place of Taoism, and at the base of

its ideas. According to Lu, authori-

Felsen says, "the water project is

another, the students wil l co nceive

these forested peaks is the famous

ties want to complete all residential

much bigger than our firm ."

an exhibition highlighting eco-boule-

Dujiang yan Irrigation System, a

construction within seven months,

vards in conjunct ion with Chicago's

2,250-year-old network of distribu-

and all rebuilding by mid-2010.

get help with their futuristic

bid to land the 2016 Olympic s. Felsen

taries that st ill provides water to

scheme. In September, Felsen and

notes that the school has focused

farmers . Furthermore, the local

Dunn took over as director and

primarily on Chicago's underse rved

panda reserve is home to 43 of the

Most momentous, the city center

research director, respective ly, of

South Side, and these projects

nation's beloved giants.

will be shifted 20 miles to the east,

The architects are about to

WWCOT's contribution invo lves
several changes to the city plan.

Archeworks, a Chicago school that

will continue in that tradition.

More recently, however,

closer to Chengdu. Beyond accom-

pairs designers-in-training with the

"The South Side does not have to

Dujiangyan has drawn worldwide

modating a forecasted 30 percent

nonprofit community. Archeworks

become a replica of the North Side,"

attention for the tragic scene that

population growth , this allows the

was founded in 1993 by designer

Felsen says. " It can transform to be

the unfolded there on May 12: It was

government to start reconstruction

Eva Maddox and architect Stanley

a better urban model. We want to

the city nearest the epicenter of

whi le it continues to clean up the

Tigerman. "In itiall y, when Stanley

be part of that." David Sokol

the 7.9-magnitude earthquake that

quake wreckage. "If someone's

rocked Sichuan province, killing

home was damaged, usua ll y he

more than 80,000 people and leav-

wo uld have to li ve in a tent. and then

ing at least 4.8 million homeless.
While the ancient dam largely

move among three or four different
temporary apartments," Lu explains.

escaped harm, the cityscape did

" The gove rnment would rather have

not fare so well. The downtown

victims move from tents to perma-

was mostl y wiped out. and in add i-

nent residential areas." The strategy

tion to 3,000 deaths, more than

also places Dujiangyan residents

50 percent of residences were

closer to the Chengdu airport.

destroyed. The devastation was so

In the new core, sig nificant
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massive that the rubble will not be

green space between buildings

0

cleared entirely from the downtown

will provide a public amenity. And

CD

~
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core until the close of 2009, says

once clea red, the former downtown

architect Chengzh i " Harry" Lu.

wi ll be maintained as a public

Lu is managing principal of
the Shanghai office of WWCOT

park, amplifying efforts - such as
construction of 10 art museums

Architects, a 59-year-old Californ ia-

[RECORD, August 2008, page 40) -

based firm. On June 10, the firm was

to further entice visitors to the city.
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" Eco-boulevards" inserted into Chicago's street grid would clean wastewater.
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selected by the planning department

Lu says that due to the size and

of Chengdu, Sichuan's capita l city,

visi bility of the rebuilding effort,

to part icipate in the rebuilding of

not to mention the government's
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Dujiang ya n. The department chose

strapped resources, many of these

10 different entities, from a Beijing-

design principles likely will be

based socia l science institute to

adopted by cities throughout the

c.:J

WWCOT, to create plans for different

province. David Sokol
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Correa, Maki tapped for Aga Kahn Center
One of the world's great architecture

to the world's lsmaili Muslims and

patrons has hired two distinguished

sponsor of a major international

architects - the Indian Modern ist

award for architecture, has been

Charles Correa and Pritzker Prize

closely involved in the design of the

winner Fumihiko Maki - to design a

complex, Mohammed says.

$200 million cultural and religious
complex in Toronto.
Development agencies for
the Aga Khan recently announced

The two buildings, each about
100,000 square feet. will be knitted
together on publicly accessible

A religious center and art museum are planned for a 17-acre site in Toront o.

grounds designed by Vladimir
ago when a deal to place it in central

details of the scheme, which will

Djurovic. The Lebanese landscape

cance to lsmailis. The center is one

include a pair of buildings on a

architect has envisioned formal gar-

of just six such institutions in the

London fell through. Still being final-

17-acre suburban site: a religious

dens inspired by the "four gardens"

world. "It's akin to a cathedral

ized, Maki's design includes a dome
of its own, a central courtyard, and

and comm unity center by Correa

plan found throughout south Asia

compared to a local parish," says

and a new Islamic art museum by

and the Near East. A series of water

Mohammed, noting that it wi ll

wall planes that cantilever outward

Maki. While both designs are
inspired by traditional Islamic archi-

features will help counter traffic

serve lsmaili communities in east-

on all four sides. It will house perma-

noise from an adjacent expressway.

ern Canada and the northeastern

nent exhibitions of Islamic art and

U.S., all within a day's drive.

artifacts from the Aga Kha's per-

tecture, says project coordinator

First to break ground, later this

The adjoining museum by Maki

sonal collection, along with large

Shamez Mohammed, the idea is to

year, will be Correa's lsmaili Centre.

create modern structures "with

The limestone-clad structure will

likely will draw more attention . Run

gal leries for visiting exhibitions and

modern materials, glass and steel,

include ajamaatkhana, or prayer

by the nonprofit Aga Khan Trust for

a 350-seat auditorium for cultural

that are of the time and of the coun-

space, topped with a grand, complex

Culture, the building was added to

events. Ground breaking is sched-

try." The Aga Khan, spiritual leader

glass dome that reflects its signifi-

the Toronto site plan several years

uled for next year. Alex Bozikovic

and Kuwabara Payne McKenna

embodies Gehry's sc ulptural style.

Gehry designs first major project in Canada

Blumberg Architects.
The $217 million

In order to stay within the

In many ways, the redesign
brings the museum in line with its

redesign of t he Art

museum's footprint, as it already

layout in the 1930s, when Gehry,

Gallery of Onta rio

takes up most of the roughly

now 79, lived for exten ded periods

includes a new facade

13.5-acre block, Gehry expanded

with his grandparents in a row

(left) and a four-story

vertically, most notably placing a

house about two blocks to the

wing (below) clad in

four-story wing on top of the

south. Specifically, he returned the

museum, near the rear. Clad in tita-

main entrance to the building 's mid-

::;:

nium and glass, its blue hue recalls

point, realigning it with the Grange.

>>-

the present, with an

the architect's Guggenheim Museum

The museum has been closed dur-

emphasis on Canadian

"'
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titanium and glass.

in Bilbao, Spain, but its linear form

ing construction and is scheduled

With the recent installation of

artists. The museum also boasts the

is more conventional. In fact. a

to reopen on Nove mber 14.

limestone floors and Douglas fir

world's largest co llection of works

staircase that squiggles up through

walls, the Art Gallery of Ontario

by the British sculptor Henry Moore.

(AGO) is wrapping up a top-to-

0
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The AGO is North America's

0

0
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As Gehry well knows, museum

0

a skylit court is one of the only

architecture can help boost a city's

0

features in the entire project that

global stature. "Throughout his-
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bottom, four-yea r redesign by

tenth-largest museum. Founded in

tory, the buildings

Frank Gehry, who spent much of

1900, it first was housed in the

that define a city

his ch ildhood just streets away
from the Toronto museum.
The $217 million project,

Grange, a Georgian mansion built
in 1817. Over the decades, the
museum has undergone six expan-

are the public ones,"
the architect says.
" Museums are impor-

Gehry's first major commission in

sions - the Gehry project being the

tant pieces of our

Canada, increases the museum's

seventh - giving rise to a sprawling

culture, so they

size by nearly 20 percent, from

deserve to ha ve an

486,000 to 583,000 square feet.

complex with an eclectic aesthetic.
For the front eleva tion, Gehry has

">-

iconic presence."

>-

Thi s added space will allow the

designed a new facade, a 600-foot-

C.J. Hughes

::::l

institution to display twice as many

wide sweep of ribbed glass, which

pieces from its collection, which

replaces a redbrick version from a

features artwork from 100 A.O. to

1993 renovation by Barton Myers
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Big-box stores slim down for urban settings

A decade ago, 1 percent of big-

off customers used to shopping

box stores were in cities; today, th at

with carts, retailers say. Architects

figure is up to 7 percent - about

for Target faced that problem at

120 current stores, Bemis says, not-

the store's year-old outpost in

ing that "future growth will be
exponential from here

Glendale, California, which at three
stories is the chai n's tallest. Their

Attribute it to empty-nest syn-

on in ." Going vertical

sol ution was to reconfigure the

drome, falling crime rates, or high

means making do with

escalator banks in the 180,000-

gas prices: Suburbanites are down-

less square footage.

square-foot facility. There are still

sizing to apartments and condos

For example, Circuit

escalators, but next to them runs a
specia l lift system for carts. Also,

located near theaters and cafes on

City's new " Th e City"

wa lkable downtown blocks in San

format, designed in-

parking-garage entrances on two

Diego, Milwaukee, Atlanta , and

house, shrinks its size

floors help funnel customers to the

other cities nationwide. And it's a

by 42 percent. to

store's upper reaches, says Eames

trend gaining steam, according to

20,000 square feet

Gilmore, an in-house architect. "We

the United Nations, which expects

from 34,000 square

the population of the country's 10

feet; 18 stores were

needed to make sure the entrances
were intuiti ve," he says.

open by March, says

largest cit ies to increase by 8.5
percent by 2020.

parking, fewer signs, and more

Big-box retailers are in hot

glass facades - even if it breaks

pursuit, eager to grow beyond their

with the look that once helped

longtime suburba n locations to tap

define the store's brand .

these emerging markets. But the

"Big-box retailers across the

Jim Babb, a compan y spokesman.
Making sure that size reductions don't result in the loss of too

Luring people to the store can
be made easier if it's not set back
from the street, says John Clifford ,
principa l at GreenbergFarrow. With

many signature interior design

that in mind, Clifford is eliminating

details can be a tough task for archi-

a plaza outside an Atlanta office
tower in order to extend the build-

traditionally sprawling floor plates

country are becoming substantially

tects. Eric Lagerberg, a principal of

of these stores aren't a good fit for

more fle xi ble about what kind of box

the Seattle-based firm Callison,

ing 's ground-leve l retail berth

densely sett led urban areas. So

they ca n use," says John Bem is, an

recently completed a prototype for

toward a major tho ro ughfare. The

architects are laying them out

Atlanta-based director of Jones

Cabe la's, the outdoors outfitter,

des ign, which enlarges the retail

more up-and-down than left-to-

Lang LaSalle Retail, a national real

whose new, 85,000-square-foot,

space from 20,000 square feet to

right - wi th more fl oors, less

estate firm.

two-level stores will measure less
than half of their 200,000-square-

50,000 square feet. also calls for a
40-foot glass facade, he says.

A three-level Target store in Glendale, California (below), is the cha in's

foot one-level forerunners. However,

These features should help the

tallest. Alongside escalators (top) is a special lift system for shoppin g carts.

the prototype retains Cabela's

owner attract a big-box tenant.

distinct Adirondack-cabin mien.

Not every big box is seeking

Interior ponds, now smaller, wi ll be

out cities. Ikea, the Swedish furni sh-

consolidated into one corner; ta xi-

ings store, for instance, has largely

dermy pieces will glower closer to

avoided urban areas, view ing on-

the front door. Though they' re

site parking as fundamental to its

shedding muntins, wi ndows will still

business plan. Eve n its new outpost

have heavy wood frames, and entry

in Red Hook, Brookl yn - another

gables will replace porte cocheres.

GreenbergFarrow project - man-

"I had to decide what was impor-

ages to squeeze in a parking lot.

tant and how important it was,"

"The idea is you buy a chair, carry

Lagerberg says. "There still needs

it out, put it in yo ur ca r, drive it

to be continuity across the whole."

home, and put it together yo urself,"

Eve n if a store looks the part,
though, its multiple le ve ls can put

Clifford says. "That's why we can sell
it to yo u for $14." C.J. Hugh es
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As economy weakens, architects feel the pinch

0

>LU

INQUIRIES FOR NEW WORK TRACKING BILLINGS DOWNTURN
Inquiries

BllllnQ5-

••

Architects are feeling the effects of

ects continues to be a problem,"

future does not look promising,

the stumbling U.S. economy. The

reports Kermit Baker, AIA chief

Architectural Billings Index (ABI)
was at 46.8 in July, up slightly from

economist. "Many projects are
being reconsidered due to construc-

given that the ABI score reflects a
nine- to 12-month lag time between
architectural billings and co nstruc-

June, yet still far below the 60 score

tion cost increases." In terms of

tion spending. On a brighter note,

in July 2007. Above 50 indicates an
increase in billings, and below 50, a

regional averages, the West had
the lowest score - 42.2 - while the

July's inquiries score rose to 54.6,

decrease. " Financing for new proj-

Midwest had the highest - 50. The

46.5 in May. Jenna M. McKnight

after dropping to an all-time low of
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PELLA ADVANTAGE NUMBER 204:
A LONG LINE OF COMMERCIAL SUCCESS .
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First skyscraper by Herzog & de Meuron rising in Manhattan
The design of 56 Leonard Street equally promises to upend expectations of lu xury condo
towers in a place still teeming with them. (Homes
at 56 Leonard Street will start at $3.5 million,
and prices are expected to reach $33 mil lion.)
Whereas many of these buildings feature highly
transparent skins or gestura l facades, 56
Leonard Street joins a smal ler family of bui ldings whose forms pose alternatives to the
ubiquitous terraced setback scheme.
Constructed by rotating structural slabs
from axis - and compr ising cantilevers, protruding
ba lcon ies, and profiled slab corners - the tower
will appear something like a Brobdingnagian stack
of glass Jenga pieces or a flamboya nt nod to
architecture's Metabolism movement. Thi s irregular arrangement of blocks yie lds a different floor
plan for each of the 145 condo units.
Above the double-height lobby - under
whose shifting vo lu mes arti st An ish Kapoor will
slip a giant, kid ney-shaped mirrored scu lptureand a pri vate parking ga rage on the second
level , the building div ides into several zones.
The Switzerland-based firm was hired to design a

The lowest, contained within four floors that the
architects ha ve dubbed "the town houses,"

luxury condominium tower for Tribeca.

includes amenity spaces such as a 75-foot-long

PELLA ADVANTAGE

pool and adjoining sundeck, a film screening
On September 15, developers Izak Senbahar and

room, and conference and fitness ce nters. Two-

Simon Elias unveiled the design of 56 Leonard

to fi ve -bedroom residences populate floo rs eight

Street, a 57-story condominium tower now

through 45. The top nine stories, seem ing ly pre-

under constr uction in New York's Tribeca dis-

cario usly stacked, contain 10 full- and two

trict. It will be the first skyscraper realized by

half-floor penthouses ranging in size from 3,650

Switzerland-based Herzog & de Meuron,

to 6,380 square feet.
Inside, the material palette, which includes

founded in 1978.
The 2001 Pritzker Prize winners Jacques
Herzog and Pierre de Meuron completed their

travert ine and Thassos marble, complements the
exterior glass and exposed concrete. Elements
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Inside, the material palette includes travertine and Thassos marble.
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first building in New York just last year. That proj-

such as sculptural enamel-steel fireplace hearths

ect. the 11-story upscale residential building 40

and undulating black-lacquer kitchen islands will
provide a counterpoint to the orthogonal geome-
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Bond, features a gate in which graffiti was transformed into three-dimensional ornament, and
rounded green-glass mullions that evoke the
cast-iron facades of the city's industrial buildings.

try of the arch itecture.
Ground was broken last year, and occupancy
is tentati ve ly scheduled for fall 2010. David Sokol

NUMBER 52 :
LOWER MAINTENANCE .
HANDS DOWN .

Nothing Frame
Your Masterpiec
like A Steel Door~
Strong yet stunning. Impervious to the
elements, yet open to your imaginaMon.
No other door can simultaneously fulfill
your design inspirations and safety
considerations like a steel door.
And only an SDI steel door can do
it so beautifully.
Since 1954, the Steel Door Institute
has set standards for the performance,
care and use of steel doors and frames.
The SDI Fact File is the only resource
you need to ensure the steel doors and
frames you choose meet the highest
standards of all-yours.
For the rest of the story, visit

www.steeldoor.org. While
you're there, download the SDI
Fact File for the latest specifications
and performance standards.
Durability meets design at an SDI
steel door. What a great opening!

I News Briefs
Aditya Prakash, a British-trained architect
who worked closely with Le Corbusier, died
August 12 at the age of 82. He wa s hired by Corbu
to work on the Chandigarh project, an undertaking
to build a new capital for the state of Punjab after
India gained its independence in 1947. Prakash had
just graduated from London Polytechnic in 1952,
when he joined th e project. and devoted much of
his career to reali zing it, along with other projects
(Agriculture University Hostel in Ludhiana, right ).

Only SDI
embers Set
The Highest
Stanclarcls
Ancl Have Th
11
Metal'' To
et Them.

In 1996, the Indian Institute of Architects awarded
Prakash its Gold Medal. David Sokol

Yale University has turned within its own ranks in selecting an architect to design the first
new residential colleges at the Ivy League school since 1963. The university announced on
September 4 that Cla ss of 1965 alumni Robert A.M. Stern, FAIA, who is current dean of the Yale
School of Architecture, was selected for the job. The nearly $600 mi llion project will add 460,000
square feet of space to the New Haven, Connecticut, campus, which has seen a flurry of new construction in recent years. The new colleges should allow Yale's undergraduate enrollment to grow
by about 800 students, to a total of 6,000, school officials say. The siting of the buildings, next to
a cemetery and former canal on a 6.2-acre plot on the campus's northwestern edge, also is an
attempt to physically unite the campus, which unfolds across 320 acres. Th e school expects to
break ground on the project in 2011 and finish by 2013. C.J. Hughes
Architect Clifford Curry and his wife H. Delight Stone have teamed up with the University of
Kentucky College of Design, in Lexington, to establish the Curry Stone Design Prize, which will be
be stowed each year to an indi vidual or group for design innovations that make a positive contribution to humanity. Modeling itself on the Ma cArthur Fellowship, the prize invites leading designers
and global thinkers to nom inate between one and three designers each. A jury-selected winner is
awarded $100,000, and up to four finalists receive $10,000 each. The 2008 finali sts, announced
::;:
0

in September during the 11th International Arch itecture Biennale in Venice, are Shawn Frayne,

::::

Wes Janz, MMA Architect s, Marjetica Potrc, and Antonio Scarponi. A winner was to be named on

~

September 25 at the ldeaFesti val in Louisville, Kentucky. Anya Kaplan-Seem
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On .July 3, the City of Frankfurt am Main, Germany, and
its partners DekaBank and the Deutsches Architekturmuseum
announced five finalists for the 2008 International High rise
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Award. The prize of 50,000 euros and a sculpture by artist
Thomas Demand are awarded every two years to a project completed within that period. For 2008, 26 projects were nominated
from 11 different countries. A jury of architects, engineers and crit-
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and the winner. The finalists are the Hearst Tower, New York City,

Vl
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Foster and Partners; the TVCC, Beijing, Office for Metropolitan
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Renzo Piano Building Workshop and FXFOWLE; Newton Suites,

>
a.

Singapore, WOHA; and Missing Matrix Building (left), Seoul,
Korea, Mass Studies. The winner will be announced November 14
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ics, including Alejandro Zaera Polo (jury chair) of Foreign Office
Architects, and RECORD'S Suzanne Stephens selected the finalists

Architecture; the New York Times Building, New York City,

in a ceremony at Paulskirche in Frankfurt. Suzanne Stephens
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Check out our new web site:

steel door.org

r' Read the full stories at architecturalrecord.com/news/.
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Simpson Strong-Tie®

Design Tip

I News Briefs
The Pentagon Memorial, which commemorates the 9/11 terrorist attacks, was dedicated
on September 11. Designed by Kaseman Beckman Advanced Strategies (KBAS), a Philadelphia-based
architecture firm fo unded by Keith Kaseman and Julie Beckman, the $22 million memorial is

Introducing the value-added
moment-frame solution-

composed of 184 canti levered be nches - one for each victim who died at the site on September 11,

Strong Frame,.

creating a place that's tru ly like no other, simply because the day of September 11th was like no

Ordinary Moment Frame

as well as the collective."

2001. KBAS won an international competition for the commission in 2003. "The concept was about

ngineered moment-frame solutions
save time for the designer, but the
Strong Frame moment frame has also
been designed to reduce the time and
cost associated with installation:
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other day we had ever experienced," says Beckman. "We really wanted to emphasize the individuals,
Each of the cast-stainless-steel
benches is engraved with the name of a
victim on the tip of the cantilever. The
units have granite seats and hover above
their own small reflecting pools. At night,
custom light fixtures buried at the edge
of each pool illuminate the benches with
a cool glow from below. The benches si t
within a two-acre bed of granite gravel
on the Pentagon's West Lawn, adjacent
to where American Airlines Flight 77
struck the building. Tim McKeough

100% field-bolted connections:
faster assembly and installation, no
welding or special inspection needed
Wood nailers are pre-installed on
the frame: No more field-dril ling and
bolting of nailers
Frames fit in a standard 2x6 wall:
No thicker walls or furring required
Field adjustability to account for
anchor-placement issues: Column to
beam connection can be shimmed 3/<i"

Entries are being accepted for a competition to design a Washington, D.C. monument honoring
Dwight D. Eisenhower, the 34th pres ident of the United States. For a 4-acre site south of the Mall,
and near many Cabinet agencies that Eisenhower had a hand in creating, the Dwight D. Eisenhower
Memorial Commission seeks proposals that emphasize open space. One of the only requirements
is a canopy to protect against rain, plus 2,500 square feet of enclosed space for a bookshop, bath -

::;o
0

rooms, and ranger station, which could be contained in one structure or several, says commission

0

spokesman Daniel Feil, FAIA. The $110 million project, expected to be completed by 2013, is part of

"'

the General Services Administration's Design Excellence Program. The first deadline is October 8.
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For more information, visit archrecord.construction.com/news/daily/. C.J. Hughes

For more information call (800) 999-5099
or visit www.strongtie.com .
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New York celeb rated the completion of the first
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phase of an extensive, $97 million renovation and
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Architects. The most notable component of

Pre-assembled anchor bolt
assemblies: Easy to layout and
attach to the form
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expansion plan designed by Polshek Partnership
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On August 13, the Museum of the City of
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phase one is a new single-story, 3,000-squarefoot glass pavilion attached to the rear of the
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museum's Georgian Revival building, designed

0

by Joseph H. Freedlander in 1932 and desig-

"....z

nated a city landmark in 1967. This first phase
also adds two additional levels beneath the
pavilion for a much-needed curator ial center, which provides environmental control s and equipment
to help preserve the museum's photographs, prints, textiles, and other artifa cts. Furthermore, the
museum's entrance has been restored (pictured above), and outdoor terraces have been revamped.
Th e expansion was designed as a three-phase project so the museum can remain open during
construction . Phase two, now under way, includes new offices, the renovation of galleries and classrooms, and the redesign of the museum shop. Phase three will involve the renovation of the north
wing . Polshek's firm originally designed an expansion plan for the museum in the mid-1980s, but it
was scrapped due to lack of funding. The firm began working on the current plan in 2003. The
entire project is scheduled to be finished by 2011. Tim McKeough
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Read the full stori es at architecturalrecord.com/news/.
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SIMPSON

Strong-Tie
®

ONE MAN'S TRASH IS ANOTHER MAN'S

CORPORATE HEADQUARTERS.

Durable. Distinctive. Divine.
For the architect whose artistry requires only the finest materials,
nothing compares to Western Red Cedar. Offered in a wide
variety of standard and custom profiles and specifications, its
lasting elegance, natural warmth and beauty, versatility and
performance are second to none. Western Red Cedar is good
for the environment, too. The product has a low carbon footprint
and is sourced from sustainably managed and certified
forests . For more information on how to specify Western Red
Cedar and where you can purchase it, visit our website or call
1.866.778.9096.

www. rea Iced a r. org
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WESTERN RED CEDAR

ARCHITECTURAL
Design Awards 2008
The Weste rn Red Cedar Lumber Association (WRCLA) together with
the Cedar Shake & Shingle Bureau (CSSB) are prese nting the fi rst
"Western Red Cedar Arc hitec tural Design Awards" rec ognizing innovative
design using nature 's ultimate building material. Winners will be selected
by a jury of re nowned arc hitects Jim Cutler, Martin Finio and Ellen Watts.
Awards will be presented May l , 2009 at a spec ial awards event to be
held in conjunctio n with the AIA National Convention April 30 - May 2. 2009
in San Franc isco .
The award c ategories are:
• Residential
• Landscape/Outdoor Living (WRCLA only)
• Commerc ial/Non Residential • Specialty Shingle Display (CSSB only)
• Resort/Vac ation
For more details and how to enter. please visit:
www.construction.com/cedarawards/

Cedar Shake &
Shingle Bureau
CIRCLE 31

www.cedarbureau.org

www.wrcla .org

The Fine Print: Projects ore to be submitted for judging within 1 of 2 distinct product classifications:
(1) those featuring extensive use of West ern Red Cedar lumber such as siding, trim, paneling. decking.
timbers or (2) those featuring extensive use of Western Red Ceder shakes and shingles. In either case. the
winning designs will demonstrate on understanding of the special p roperties of Western Red Cedar (Thujo
pllcoto) including beauty and durability in structural or aesthetic applications. Projects must hove been
completed on or ofter January 1, 2005. Contest entrants ore invited to subm it projects of any size, design,
building o r b uilding type. New, remodeled and restored buildings ore all e ligible. Typical projects might
Include single fornlly or vocation homes. apartment or town house projects. schools, hotels, stores. resorts.
churches or other cultural. recreational or educatlonal complexes.

North America, United States/Canada, Niagara Falls - Olivo Barbieri for F~ORIM

Time is on our side.

•

www.florim .it
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For and about
the emerging architect

archrecord2
For our featured young guns this month, the process is really where interest and impact collide. Meet
Atlanta-based Houser Walker Architecture - two architects who have taken the time to define their firm's core
values, gathered an expert team, and are now finding that their region is taking notice. Also, meet Wlkitecture:
These guys believe in the power of many, and they're shepherding a new day in design. Online: Do yo u think
architectural design works better if it comes from one or many minds? Respond at construction.com/community/forums.aspx.

Design

Biq House, Atlanta, Georqia, 2006

An addition to an existing 1920s

Houser Walker Architecture:
Half a glass, full plate
Gregory Walke r, AIA, and Hank Houser,

bungalow includes a new kitchen, family
room, master suite, and stair to the attic
rooms. Each added volume is a different
material texture.

AIA, principals of Houser Walker
Architecture worked in different departments at their previous jobs at the large
Atlanta firm of Lord Aeck Sargent
Architecture, with Walker in the science
arena and Houser in the arts and culture studio. Yet they don't think each
of them contributes a left brain or a right brain mentality to their business
partnership. "It's more of a glass half empty, glass half full kind of thing, "
laughs Houser, admitting he's the glass half full. Whatever the two young
architects bring to the mix that makes up their seven-person firm, it's working, and despite equivalent shares of optimism and pessimism, they're both
equally su rprised at their success. An example is the Toco Hills Library,
which just broke ground and is schedu led for completion in 2009. The city
of Atlanta had a bond referendum pass allowing it to choose a pool of architecture firms to design 14 branch libraries. "We killed ourselves to get in
that pool," says Walker. Despite the effort to get into the water, they were
w
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shocked to find themselves, well, swimming happily in the deep end, so to
speak. " It was surprising to us how well we did against the firms we were
competing against," says Houser. "But that success has given us the impe-
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tus and confidence to go out there and figure out how to compete again."
In a place where big well-known firms like Lord Aeck Sargent; Mack

"'

Scogin Merrill Elam; and Thompson, Ventulett, Stainback, among others,

~

are at the forefront of people's minds when they think of Atlanta architec-

°'w

tural firms, it's not easy for a small, young startup to become known.
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"Especially when yo u're as horrible as we are at promoting ourse lves,"

I

>-

says Houser. Houser Walker began in 2004, and with the work now speak-

0

institutions as well as developers and private clients. Houser and Walker's

River Heritaqe Museum, Paducah, Kentucky, 2016

design for the River Heritage Museum in Paducah, Kentucky, a 32,000-

This 32, 000-square-foot expansion will be a pivotal project in the redevelopment
of Paducah's riverfront arts community. The expansion features a new building

"'>-w
°'::J
u

ing for itself, the firm is gaining a reputation with cultural and academic

square-foot expansion in three phases that has an estimated comp letion
date of 2016, is both dramatic and ambitious. The new museum, with its

linking to a twin-pronged satellite pavilion and riverfront park via a gla zed bridge.
10.08 Architectural Record
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th ing affects another thing affects another thing, and so on.

\ archrecord2

Affecting the firm, at least since the 1996 Ol ympics in Atlanta, is the
renaissance Atlanta seems to be having . It could mean more work for
Houser Walker - if they want it. Houser Walker has already had the lu xury
Common Pond, Elijay,

of turning down some potential clients who were looking only to hire a

Georgia, 2009

firm to give them a cook ie cutter design . "What we wa nt is clients with

Five spec homes, each

high standards," says Houser, "c lients who demand a lot." Walker agrees.

constructed fo r $120 per

"We're not particularly good at just handing ove r a bo x. That's just not

square foot, and each

us." For these up-and-come rs, knowing what they 're not is just as crucial

with radiant heating and

as knowing who the y are. Ingrid Spencer

renewable local materials.

W House, Dacatu r, Georgia, unbuilt

The design for an expansion to

bold, new building, twin-pro nged satellite pa vilion, and riverfront park, is

a 1950s house featu res a wood floor

part of Paducah 's riverfront re development.

that wraps up one wall, areas between

Houser and Walker admit tha t tl1e road from new firm to new-firm -

different materials that define open-

with-c lients has meant a lot of long hours and intense work establishing

ings, and intern1eaving inside and

the firm's core values. "We are really into the process," says Houser,

outdoor areas.

"a nd we think that putting a lot into process has a direct correlation to
sustainability. I don't mean that in the usually understood sense, but sus-

For othe r images of projects by Houser Walker Architecture. vis it architectural

tainability as approaching a design from an ecological framework: One

record.com/archrecord2/.

School of Architecture, Brouchoud

Work

and Schultz ce lebrated a vi rtual
reunion - their avatars bumped

Wikitecture: From clicks to bricks,
avatars to architects

into one another on Second Life.
They learned that both had been

It takes a village to conceive architecture.

inspired by their domain: In 2002,

Just consider Studio Wikitecture, which

Brouchoud tried garnering public

won Architecture for Humanity's
Founders Award in the 2007 AMO Open
Architecture Challenge. For its design of a
health-care and te lemedicine fa cility in the
western Nepal settlement of Sanfe Bagar, Studio Wikitecture assembled
the insights of more than 40 peop le into a cohesive sc heme. Not only we re

For Jon Brouchoud (portrait far left),
and Ryan Schultz (portrait, near Left),
architecture is a democratic process.

participation in a design-competition entry, although Internet
technolog y at the time thwarted
the process; Schultz had been

researching architectural applications for open-source software.
Together the y pooled their knowledge to improve th e making of

approximately half of these contributors not architects, but also the group

Wikitecture, using Second Life as their venue. Wherea s Brouchoud

never collaborated in the sa me room.
As the prefix "W iki" suggests, this Open Architecture Challenge entry

and Schultz's first attempts were crude - relying on instant messages

was designed by a community of Internet surfers who had sketched, co m-

example - for the Open Architecture Challenge the duo created a

mented on, and redrawn the medical building. It is a visual analog to how

dashboard where users could build forms , vote and comment on others'

or a public Flickr group to allow participants to comment on work, for

people might wri te and edit an entry on the popular reference Web site

con tributions, share screen shots, and modify their co lleagues' designs,

Wikipedia. But in this case, they used a proprietary interface plugged into

all in Second Life. This interface, called the Wiki -Tree, looks something like

the online wo rld Second Life, deve loped by Studio Wikitecture's Jon

a Doric co lumn clad entirely in buttons. The tree also tracks the design's

Brouchoud and Ryan Schultz.
Pre viously classmates at the University of Wisconsin-Mil wa ukee

progress. Above it hove rs a so -called Ocanopy in which each leaf represents a design iteration, with the branches between them highlighting
the evolution of those three-dimen sional model s. Lea ves are color-coded
according to their popularity among contributors.
Yo u can say that the Sanfe Bagar conceptual project doesn't belong
to Brouchoud and Schultz, per se. They were simply the tech-savvy conduits for making it possible. Indeed, Studio Wikitecture 's Open Architecture
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Moreover, if th e project were constructed, Brouchoud and Schultz would

I

welcome the re siden ts of Sanfe Bagar to log on and make tweaks. And ye t
are simplifying the interface and pursuing other ways t o allow as many
people as possible to dance around the Wiki-Tree. David Sokol
One of Studio Wikitecture's entry boards for the Open Architecture Challenge
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(above). Hosted by the Open Architecture Network, the design is for a telemedi-

For information that can provide a more thorough understanding of the Wikitecture

cine center for a village in Nepal.

process and technology, visit architect uralrecord.com/archrecord2/.
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Chal lenge design is the result of more than 50 iterations and ZOO votes.

the designers clearly are the shepherd s of the work, and currentl y they
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Mark Sexton, FAIA, Partner, Krueck + Sexton Architects, Chicago, Illinois

The Spertus Institute was a challenging project. It is designed with 726 pieces of glass fabricated in
556 unique shapes. including parallelograms that tilt in two directions. The integrity of the design
relied on the absolute flatness of the glass, so we used 50% thicker exterior panels to reduce roller
wave. We wanted a very neutral, low-reflective look but with high-performance numbersespecially in UV transmittance . Other companies just can't fabricate glass with this level of
complexity. We worked with Viracon from the very beginning of the concept. When you only have
one material to work with, you better be confident about how it's engineered and fabricated . At the
end of the day, Viracon is just as concerned about the quality of the product as they are about the
quality of the process. Do you want a turn? Contact us for
details. Call 800.533.2080 or e-mail glass@viracon .com.

J

<:>2008 Viracon.
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Sending the wrong message
to the rest of the world

Commentary
By Robert Campbell, FAIA
Forty thousand people die every

one (me) who mostly wrote. After

year in auto accidents in the United

the State Department filled us in on

States - 400,000 every decade.

the program in great detail, each of

Far, far more than have died from

the competitors came and presented

terrorism in this country. But we do

its design in person. We were asked

not respond by withdrawing the

by the professional adviser, Don

right to drive.
It's an analogy that occurs to

Stastny, not to discuss the entries
among ourselves; he didn't want

me whenever I see the latest field of

cliques forming. Finally, we took

bollards or other barriers in front of

what was supposed to be merely an

a government building, or enter a

informal straw ballot to get a sense

corporate lobby that's been priva-

of which designs had a chance at

tized by security guards. Because

winning. Each of us could vote for

of the threat of terrorism, we are
slowly withdrawing the right of free

as many as we wished. But not a
single juror voted for any of the five

civic movement and assembly.

other entries. All seven voted only

Safety is important. of course.

for the one by MRY. Seven diverse

But how does a society locate the

observers had arrived, independ-

balance point between security and

ently and without discussion, at

age state government building from

freedom? And who makes that

the same conclusion. It was a result

New Jersey.") I admire MRY for

sits next to Brandenburg Gate, but

determination for the rest of us?

unique in my experience.

hanging on to as much of the qual-

is set back from the street.

These are thoughts I've har-

After such a prologue, I was,

The new U.S. emba ssy in Berlin

ity as they did. But to most people,

bored since a recent visit to the

needless to say, looking forward

including me, the embassy looks like

new American Embassy in Berlin,

to seeing this remarkab le design

a lonely fortress, withdrawn from

rorist weapons don't require the

which opened in July on a site near

as actually built. I was in Berlin in

the city behind wide swaths of what

defacing of architecture. These are,

guess that the most useful antiter-

the Brandenburg Gate. In what now

September for a one-day sympo-

I can only call no-man's-land, which

surely, intelligence, surveillance,

seems like decades ago, I served as

sium, held in the embassy itself,

isolate it like a noxious germ on a

and redundancy.

a juror in the design competition

where a group of a dozen or so

microscope slide. Sometimes the

for this embassy. That was back in

invited guests gathered to discuss

strip of no-man's-land is filled with

By shrinking the building back from

1995. A brilliant proposal by Santa

the subject of embassies and

a hideous forest of black bollards;

the streets to create the no-man's-

Monica architects Moore Ruble
Yudell (MRY) beat out designs by

embassy architecture. We were
led by John Ruble of MRY and

at other times, it's hidden behind
a fence of fierce, tall steel palings.

land, the government. of course,
reduced the size of the floor plate.

<t

five other distinguished architects.
That competition jury reached

the embassy with Ruble, and also

are described as necessary for

I

its verdict in a surprising manner.

the nearby British Embassy with

security. But in fact they're dealing

had. This was their brave decision

We jurors were a diverse group of

its architect, Michael Wilford.

with only a single threat: car bombs.

to build one wing directly along the
east property line, sharing a party
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three architects who mostly prac ticed, one who mostly taught, and
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Co ntributing ed itor Robert Campbell
is th e Pulitzer Prize-winning architec-
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ture critic of Th e Boston Globe.
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0

writer Diana Ketcham. We toured

I came to several conclusions,
all of them depressing.

All those bollards and barriers

There are, obviously, other kinds of
terrorism: biological; electronic (in

Security did other damage.

It thus casually destroyed the best
single idea the architects originally

which the enemy disables computer

wall with what later became the
wonderful DZ Bank building by Frank

systems and records); or even, in
the worst case, nuclear. When you

tors had the nerve to do this,

so far as a writer for one German

lock the door against one kind of
terrorism, another one may open .

although it turned out that the State
Department had no objection. By

newspaper, who called it "an aver-

I'm not an expert in security, but I'd

this simple move, MRY achieved an

The American government
and its security experts turned a
potentially great building into a
merely acceptable one. (I don't go

Gehry. None of the other competi-
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Commentary

infinitely superior plan, a squaredoff figure 8 in which the cross bar
was a social center - the "lodge" that pulled the whole design
together. Now MRY's building, too,
has been squeezed like all the others
into a C-shape plan with dead-end
corridors, and with the DZ now
exposed as a huge windowless blank
wall along the courtyard. Security
also required that windows be no
larger than 30 percent of floor area,
thus mandating a facade that is

In a rendering (above) , MRY shows an intention t o capture the spirit of Karl Friedri ch Schinkel's work. The embassy's

peppered with repetitious identical

neighbors in clude Gehry's DZ Bank (left in photo, bottom left ) and Eisenman's holocaust memorial (bottom right).

windows that remind you of a prison.
Finally comes the quest ion of
meaning. Any building, of course,

tion of the emblematic embassy.
If a building is placed on a

schools, so administrators

the ambassador's residence, with

responded , for a time, by erecting

no showy billboard presence of an

nearly windowless buildings that

embassy building.

must possess two basic qualities:

prominent site as an emblem of the

It must function for its users, and it

presence and prestige of the U.S.A. -

looked like forts. Studies showed

must express some meaning to the

a site like the Pariser Platz - then it

that vandalism went up, not down.

It's just a thought. But it does
seem better than offering to the

world outside. "It's an office func-

is advertising itself as a target.

The visibly fortified school was

world, in a major public setting,

tion, not a museum," we were told

One obvious alternative is to forget

especially appealing as a challenge

a message of fear and loathing.

by the American ambassador,

about being a nationalist emblem

to the vandal. The visibly fortified

All that said, I st ill like much

embassy is, maybe, a similar target

about the Berlin embassy. It will

to the terrorist.
So what's the answer? One

certainly improve as landscape
plantings by Laurie Olin begin to

possibility is to abandon the

fill in the no-man's-land. I have

emblematic embassy. Embassy

quarrels with some changes the

functions could be dissociated and
scattered here and there more or

architects made on their own,
mostly because they came to

less invisibly through a city, con-

believe their marvelous original
design was too "genteel" to hold
its own in the presence of Gehry's
bold DZ Bank or Foster's nearby
Reichstag. I don't agree, but that's
a minor matter of taste.

William Timkin. But a building

and build, instead, a fortified

cannot help being a bearer of mes-

embassy somewhere on the urban

Security guys aren't the only
vi llains. There were the usual

sages. And if it there were no desire

fringe, where it can be safe. The U.S.

excitable cost-cutters, too. You can't

to broadcast a message, why would

government has, in fact, built dozens

create a worthy emblem of America

we build the embassy in such an

of such embassies in recent years,

with a tightwad's purse, and in 2002

internationally prominent location?

seldom with the help of a distin-

our government cut an astonishing

At Berlin, alas, the message is clear:

guished architect. Here, though, the

nected by information technolog y.

We hate and fear the world around
us, so we've retired behind a moat
of defendable space.
I realize, of course, that an

message is once again clear: We're

So far as I could find out at our

budget. I'm reminded of the Senate

running away and hiding; we do not
wish to socialize with the locals; and

Berlin conference. there is no
research to prove that workers

committee that once censured
architect Henry Cobb's federal

we care nothing for sustainability.
I would speculate that it is

are safer in a defended emblematic
embassy than they would be in

courthouse in Boston because it
committed the sin of having "above-

bombings of American embassies in
Tan zania and Kenya in 1998, and the

just possible that the safer you try

such a dispersed world. And the
concept of the emblematic

sta ndard light fixtures."

to make an embassy, the more dan-

tragedy of 9/11, it's clearly necessary

gerous it will be. I'm reminded of
that paradox as it was defined by

American embassy, after all, is less
than a century old. It arose in the

the security expert who is, appar-

architectural sociologists in the

wake of nationalism in the early
20th century. Before that, diplo-

it in balance with other va lues.

matic functions were centered in

Including good arch itecture. •

embassy is a special case. After the

to protect users from car-bombers
if we wish to build an emblematic
national embassy like this one. But
that merely raises the whole ques62
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case of elementary schools back in
the 1970s. Kids were vanda lizing

40 percent from the embassy's

But the major villain here is
ently, accountable to no one.
Security is important. but let's keep

Palacio de Congresos, Badajoz - Project Jose Selgas and Lucia Cano Architects
Model Flow - Design Monica FOrster

Poltrona Frau Contract can provide standard and custom variations
for auditoriums, theatres, airports, museums, restaurants, hotels and offices
145 Wooster St. New York, NY ph. 212 777 7592 fax 212 777 8481 www.frauusa.com frauusa@frauusa.com
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Architect: Richter Architects
Design Principals: David Richter, FAIA
Elizabeth Chu Richter, FAIA
Client: Texas Department of Transportation
Completed: 2003
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Architecture
that makes a difference

Books
Thomas's account of a competition

thrilled when his design was cho-

the TVA. The Tennessee Valley

held by cityworkslosAngeles, an

Authority: Design and Persuasion

urban version of Samuel Mockbee's

sen. But Habitat's clients eschewed
Van Meh l man's house for more

Rural Studio. When the group

conventional models. A client

enlightening narrative told in essays

invited architects to propose ways

eventually selected the house,

by authors from different disciplines
and intellectual perspectives.

to improve the built environment

but the costs and difficulties of

of Southern California, the entries

getting it built left Habitat adminis-

The TVA, chartered by

were so varied that, in the words of

trators - and, to some degree, Van

Congress in 1933, sought to better

Ray Kappe, a juror and renowned

Mehlman - chastened.

architect, it was impossible to "compare the projects as equals."
Expanding Architect ure: Des ign

recovers this history in a thoroughly

Similarly, there is no comparing

These bittersweet stories

the lives of the poorest Americans,
those residing in the seven-state

should be a warning to anyone who

watershed of the Tennessee River.

thinks America's affordable housing

The TVA set out not only to control

As Activ ism, by Bryan Bell,

a plan by Ryan Gravel for Atlanta 's

problems can be solved by activist

floods and improve navigability but

Katie Wakeford, Steve Badanes,

vast Beltline development with

architects. Only government can do

also to reforest hills, advance agri-

and Roberta Feldman. New York:

Sean Donahue's fascinating experi-

the job. But in the meanwhile, it's

culture, jump-start industry, and

Metropolis Books, 2008,

ments in graphic design for the

great that architects - though

above all provide electrical power.

288 pages, $35.

blind or with efforts to turn a for-

overworked and underpaid - are

mer slaughterhouse in Zagreb into

still working pro bono publico.

cess. It was directed by a Modernist

Fred A. Bernstein

architect from Budapest, Roland

Design propelled the TVA's suc-

In the introduction to this inspiring

a concert venue. For this reason

volume, Jose L.S. Gamez and Susan

alone, the weakest of the book's 30

Wank, and included everything from

Rogers complain that today's "archi-

essays are the ones that attempt to

remaking the territorial landscape,

tectural discourses and practices are

generalize about what architects

creating 34 dams, and detailing the

almost entirely apolitical due to the
loss of a unifying agenda.'' In fact,

should do. The strongest are those

graphic design of posters. The TVA

that recount real-world experi-

was a visionary exercise not only in

there's little to suggest that architec-

ences. Dari Rastorfer describes the

bui lding but also in branding, which

ture ever had - or should have - one

achievements of Community Design

is driven home by the book's rich

agenda. "Most of us doing this work

Collaborative, a Philadelphia group

selection of period images and pow-

ci'o not need to decide whether we

that helps nonprofit organizations
obtain architectural services. It does

erful new photographs by Richard

not. however, provide those services.

are in a movement or not," writes

Barnes. Unfortunately, the volume is

Bryan Bell, founder of the North
Carolina-based Design Corps (which
builds housing for migrant workers),
in his preface. The label-defying

Ra storfer writes, "One key to the
organization's enduring success is

The Tennessee Valley Authority:
Design and Persuasion,

the narrow scope of assistance it

edited by Tim Culvahouse.

too small to do its contents justice.
The TVA story also has
a poignant personal side, as
reflected in the recollections of

diversity of public-interest architec-

offers.'' Ru ssell Katz, of Washington,

New York: Princeton Architectural

Tim Cu lvahouse, Jennifer Bloomer,

ture is reflected in the scope of this

D.C., in describing his effort to

Press, 2007, 144 pages, $40.

idea-packed directory.

deve lop affordable housing, notes,

The book's projects range
from helping the Yaqui women of
Sonora, Mexico, build homes to

and Senator Howard Baker Jr. Tennesseans all. Each had relatives

"prob lems stemming from lack of

Once upon a time when America

in the valley who were deeply

experience started cropping up."

was down and out, she was not

affected by the TVA project, for

Erik Van Mehlman writes of

afraid to dream big. During the Great

better and not. With America now

Depression, we embarked on a
series of visionary, publicly funded,

in need of bold new initiatives for

culty of finding a single rubric for

entering a competition, sponsored
by Habitat for Humanity of Wake
County, North Carolina, for a 1,000-

massive infrastructure projects -

these activities is underscored

sq uare-foot house to be built with

iconic vis ions of progress to this

Tennessee Valley Authority should
be a sou rce of study and inspiration.

by Eli zabe th Martin and Le sli e

$48,000 in materials. He was

day. One of the most audacious was

John A. Loomis

using text messages to explain
public art insta llations. The diffi -

sustainable infrastructure, the
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I Books

their creatio ns. This may be the

is serious about sustainable design.

most comprehensive text ever of

Think green roofs crowning

folk architectural exotica, a term

high-rises are cutting-edge? The

that might not be apt. Consider

Austrian artist, originally named

Sublime Spaces & Visionary

Buckminster Fuller's remark about

Friedrich Stowasser, was designing

Worlds: Built Environments

Simon Rodia, creator of Watts

them in 1951. Lacking a degree in

of Vernacular Artists,

Towers: "I am not amazed by the

architecture, Hundertwasser

by Leslie Umberger. New York:

fact that Rodia was an unlearned

(1928-2000) fashioned himself

Princeton Architectural Press.

man. I believe in intuitive intelli-

into a highly individual building

JUDD

ARCHITECT RE
IN MARFA.TEXAS
HS Pl II Jlltlllll

rehabilitator. what he called an

Donald Judd Architecture

"architecture doctor;· who gave

in Marfa, Texas, by Urs Peter

new life to sick buildings by apply-

F/Ockiger. Basel: Birkhiiuser

Angelika Taschen, text by John

ing principles of nature. This

Verlag AG, 2007, 150 pages, $45.

Malzels, photography by Deidi

book, filled with building plans.

van Schaewen. Cologne: Taschen,

photographs, manifestos, and

In southwest Texas, a remote, flat.

2007, 240 pages, $13.

analytic essays, is a freewheeling

and dusty land against a backdrop

catalogue raisonne. And don't let

of the distant Chinati Mountains, the

2007, 427 pages, $65.

Fantasy Worlds, edited by

Fantasy
V\forlds

Hundertwasser: Architecture,

Hundertwasser's predilection for

scu lptor Donald Judd saw beauty

edited by Angelika Taschen.

onion domes on industrial buildings

and possibility. In 1979, he began

and crayon-bright cladding fool you .

construction on a complex at Marfa

Cologne: Taschen, 2007,
319 pages, $40.

gence ... almost all great design is

His was the work of a sophisticated

blending art. architecture, landscape

first intuitive design. Rodia was a

(if unschooled) architectural theo-

architecture, and furniture design.

rist and practitioner whose triumphs

The artist gave new life to run-down

Fuller's insight goes to the

included an industrial incinerator

main street buildings and military

heart of professional architecture's

and public bathrooms infused with

structures at the former Fort D.A.

essence: design and mastery of

riotous beauty and environmentally

Russell. After transforming an old

These four books dealing with

materials. Further, the Watts Towers

sensitive functionalism.

unconventional vernacular archi-

have functioned since their incep-

tecture might seem far removed

tion in 1955 not merely as folk art,

houses, and offices into a library,

from the practical business of

but as an architectural monument.

studios, a compound for his family,
and multiple art galleries. He linked

Heideqqer's Hut, by Adam Sharr.
Cambridge: MIT Press, 2006,
139 pages, $25.

master of his material, cement."

bank into his design studio, Judd
converted airplane hangars. ware-

practicing architecture, but only if

a gathering place, and the symbol

you read without questioning your

of a neighborhood perpetually

many of the buildings by courtyards

definitions of " professionalism"

regenerating itself. Th e towers,

and walls and used his own designs

and "function." These volumes can

made largely of recycled materials

to furnish many interior spaces.

broaden your ideas about what

and devoid of welds and bolts. have

architecture is.

withstood major earthquakes with

Judd also placed furniture by
Schindler, Aalto, Rietveld. and Mies

minimal damage. They are among

throughout the complex, as well as

many examples of oddball vernacu-

Heidegger's Hut, a slim,

lar architecture that holds va luable

provocative vo lume, answers the

of Swedish furnishings. He included

lessons for architects.

question: Why the architectural

artworks by Dan Flavin and Frank

Baedeker to quirky vernacular archi-

interest in the drab, three room,
20-foot-square Black Forest hut

cated a former office and warehouse
to the colorful, twisted metal sculp-

Fantasy Worlds is a quick

pieces by Stickley and a collection

Stella. Matisse and Albers. and dedi-

tecture, a coffee-table book with

without running water or electricity

brief text and terrific photographs.

inhabited by the German philoso-

ture of John Chamberlain. And he

Budget-priced and with a useful bib-

pher Martin Heidegger throughout

installed Richard Long's Sea Lava

liography and map of sites, it works

his career? The photographs of the

Circles, which meshes landscape

as an attractive primer.

little building suggest its nearest

architecture and art.

Hundertwasser: Architecture is
a must-read for any architect who

cousin was Thoreau's rough-hewn

produced catalog from a recent

hut at Walden Pond. Author Adam
Sharr argues that Heid egger's

Photographs throughout the
book illuminate Judd's primary thesis, the importance of light's effect

exhibition at the John Michael

hut successfu lly performed as an

on form in Minimalist art. architec-

Kohler Center in Sheboygan,
Wisconsin. The book offers a dis-

incubation chamber for philoso-

ture, and landscape. Drawings by

phizing about the principles of

FIUckiger and his students at the

cerning and entertaining guide to

building and dwelling. With a lively

College of Architecture at Texas

" folk artists of the built environ-

curiosity and careful scholarship,

Tech clarify the artist's thought

ment." Short biographical essays

Sharr clarifies the connection
between a philosopher's minimal

process. FIUckiger's fascination

digs and his philosophical quest.

has resulted in a fascinating book.
Barbara Karth

Sublime Spaces & Visionary
Worlds: Built Environments of
Vernacular Artists is a spectacu larly

about unconventional. often
untrained builders are punctuated
with large, detailed photographs of
66
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Norman Weinstein

with Donald Judd's work at Marfa
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Getting bullied?

Let our durable pyrolytic coatings help soften the blow.

• Shorter lead times
• improved yields
• No edge deletion

•
• Des ign flex ibili ty
• Lower replacement costs
No fa bricator program

• Q ui cke r rep lacement glass
• So lar Co ntro l
• Lowe r costs
• G lare co ntro l
• Durabili ty
• Energy effic iency

@
PILKINGTON
NSG Group Flat Glass Business

Pilkington Eclipse Adva ntage.," (ava ilab le in six co lors) Low-E, Energy Ad va ntage,.,. Low-E, Sola r-Er" Low-E, Acti vni Self-Cleaning Glass,
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Professionalizing
pro bono practice

Practice Matters
By Casius Pealer
The architecture profession faces

Schmoe activity in that it is discour-

one practical obstacle in making

aged more by the threat of jail time

the case that architects bring

than by a higher professional code

larger value to the public than

of conduct. Painting a Habitat for

,;:

simply providing design and con-

Humanity house would be a Joe

a:

struction services. That is, that

activity, as it does not require pro-

c(

many individuals and organizations

fessional skills or abilities, but does

l&I
Q

simpy cannot afford to hire an archi-

represents a voluntary contribution

tect. or doing so would create a

that benefits society. Pro activities

significant hardship for them. And

involve the use of skills and abilities

unlike law and medicine, which have

that are unique to our profession.

developed strong programs to pro-

Last year, the AIA added a

vide access to legal representation

sentence to its Code of Ethics &

and health care for all members of

Professional Conduct encouraging

society, for the most part, architec-

architects to provide pro bono

ture is currently structured as a

design services. A draft of new

fee-for-service industry.

guidelines the AIA released for com-

Victoria Beach, AIA , a former

....en
z

l&I

....

Q.

ment th is summer defined pro bona
services as "of a professional nature

The McCall Design Group provides pro bono services to Goodwill Industries.

Graduate School of Design and cur-

that are typically provided by a reg-

rent member of the AIA National

istered/licensed architect. firm, AIA

professor of ethics at the Harvard

She adds, "Pro bono service is

sistent with other professions that

based on the idea that profession-

have pro bono expectations for

als have 'special knowledge.'

their professionals. For example,

Providing this special knowledge

the medical and legal professions

A trend toward pro bono service
Although many firms do pro bono
work, recently some have begun to
coordinate these services as part
of their overall business model.
Nationally, this trend is supported by
The 1% program of San Franciscobased Public Architecture. The 1%
is a three-year-old program encouraging design firms to commit

even to people who cannot pay for

have created networks of commu-

1 percent of their billable hours each

time firm-wide via The 1% pro-

it is what distinguishes a profession from a mere business.''
She distinguishes professional

nity-based clinics, supported by
government funding as well as

year to pro bono service. Public
Architecture currently has enlisted

gram. According to vice chairman
Clark Davis, the firm 's pro bono

contributions of time and dollars

over 400 design firms to pledge a

projects are driven almost entirely

ethical activities from more general

from practicing professionals.

total of 200,000 hours of pro bona

by the initiative of the employees

philanthropy with a memorable
shorthand of Pro, Joe, and Schmoe.

Additionally, professionals in those

design serv ices. In the aggregate

in each office. "HOK is a lot of dif-

professions are widely expected to

this contribution is the equivalent of

ferent things to a lot of different

"'>-w

In this hierarchy, refraining from
fraud or deceit - not stealing from

contribute some form of pro bona
service as an integrated part of

a 100-person firm working full -time
on behalf of low-income communi-

people," says Da vis, "b ut in each

::::>
0
u

your client. for example - is a

their professional practices.

ties and the nonprofit organizations

case, our people are rooted in their
local communities.''

According to the American Bar
Association (ABA) at lea st 28

that serve them. Appro ximately
10 to 20 new firms sign on to The 1%

For one of its pro bona efforts,
the Toronto office of HOK connected

states have established specific

pledge each month.

Ethics Council, says, "Professional

component, or college/university,

ethics involves skills and situations

but for which those involved receive

that are unique to architects as

no financia l compensa tion.' '

professionals, not just as citizens."
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Casi us Pealer cofo1111ded Arch Voices
and is currently a11 affordable-ho11si11g
attorney based in Washington, D.C.

This definition is broadly con-

annual goals for pro bona service
in their codes of ethics.

Through The 1% program,
Public Architecture focuses on firms

rather than on individual architects, based on the belief that the
coordinated resources of a firm are
needed for pro bono clients just as
they are for fee-generating clients.

Supporting pro bono work
HOK has long had a commitment
to pro bona design work, and over
the pa st year formally pledged its

with a nonprofit providing hospice
care for terminally ill children.
Professionals in that office worked
10.08 Arcliitectural Record
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to do pro bona work in an arena

Practice Matters
1

the entire firm, where individual

that we feel comfortable with, which

offices can track their pro bona proj-

for us is a retail environment," says

ects, and SRI teams can learn from

McCall. Professional standards of

each other. The Chicago office is cur-

over six years to select a site for a

also pledged its time through The

care apply equally to work done for

rently working on a central physical

significant expansion, developed
planning and design drawings, and

1% program and integrated pro

free as to traditional fee-for-service

space where employees can post

bona service into its business

work, and providing professional lia-

information about their community-

then led a fund-raising campaign to

model. The firm specializes in retail

bility coverage is part of the firm's

based activities. Jolicoeur says,

make the project a reality. The

interiors for corporate giants like

pro bona contribution.

"This connection will have a positive

sheer scale of this long-term com-

Banana Republic, Williams-Sonoma,

mitment could only have been

Gap, and Victoria's Secret. This

accomplished through the coordi-

national commercial work is bal-

impact on the overall collaboration

planners and urban designers grew

to give back, but our primary moti-

interested in the Dharavi section

vations for doing this work go way

of the city. Dharavi, one of the

beyond a kind of 'feel-good' result,"

largest urban slums in Asia and

says the firm's president, Michael

home to about one million people,

McCall, AIA. "The work has to com-

is on the brink of being affected by

plement our own mission and goals,

Formal firm policies
Although many firms do pro bona
work, very few have instituted policies and formal structures to
support and guide this work. One
firm that has been rigorous about
formalizing its pro bona program is
Perkins+Will, which crafted a firmwide policy on pro bona with the aid
of Public Architecture back in 2006
In 2007, the firm developed a
firmwide Social Responsibility
Initiative (SRI) mission statement

a large-scale redevelopment proj-

including by providing specialized

and structure, including an SRI

ect undertaken by the Indian

training opportunities overseen by

committee in each of the firm's

pro bona work is to credibly reject

government in partnership with

our managers, direct client contact,

22 offices in North America. These

projects as well. "We're simply try-

local developers. Working on its

and increased morale generally."

local committees are overseen by

ing to direct the firm's resources in

nation of an entire office, not by

anced by local pro bona design

one or two individuals acting alone.

efforts, including an ongoing rela-

The Asia Pacific office of HOK
is working on a project in Mumbai,
India, and a number of the firm's

own rather than with a formal gov-

tionship with Goodwill Industries to
design new Goodwill retail stores.
"People say how good it feels

After a recent experience

that we need to accomplish highquality work for all of our clients.''
Even with a firm the size of
Perkins+Will, there is still a limit to
what the firm can take on.
According to Jolicoeur, "There is
occasionally a tension between projects we know are good projects, and
projects that fit our mission statement for SRI. We try to look
critically at whether each new project helps us achieve our written SRI
mission statement.'' One reason to
have a formal structure for a firm's

senior staff or principals represent-

a targeted way that best fits the

ing three geographic regions.

firm's stated mission."

ernment client. HOK independently

working on a cultural arts project

developed an alternative approach,

for a significantly reduced fee,

Individual offices take the lead in

which would give developers

McCall recommends doing design

identifying local projects, and then

and financial sponsor of The 1%

access to certain sites, but also

work either for a full standard fee or

office-designated leaders submit

program. This is the firm's second

make them responsible for infra-

completely pro bona. "Once you

regular information and updates to

year of participation, and data

structure improvements and

accept some money, you're treated

the principal responsible for their

being collected through the SRI

affordable housing adjacent to

as a project manager and not a

region. Each submits a quarterly

program will be reported internally.

those sites to minimize displace-

project partner," says McCall. "The

SRI report to the firm's governing

Additionally, the 1 percent goal has

ment and preserve the culture,

relationships and implications are

board. These include the total

been incorporated as part of the

livelihoods, and lifestyle of the

very different."

annual budgeted hours per office,

firm's 2009 budgeting process. The

locals. The scale of this project also

McCall also ensures that he

required the resources of a profes-

has a written contract with each

sional office.

pro bona client. "In California, we're

Perkins+Will is also a member

as well as each office's progress to

opportunity to measure and assess

date in achieving that amount.

the firm's pro bona contribution will

Some of Perkins+Will's pro

help communicate the extent of the

actually required to have a written

bona design projects presently

ice has provided tremendous

contract for pro bona projects, but

include transitional housing for

baseline on which to improve in

bonding experiences for HOK

it's good practice to do so. We

homeless families in Seattle; a

future years.

Clark says that pro bona serv-

firm's commitment and provide a

employees, who need to communi-

typically have very simple letter

national training center for a

cate and collaborate effectively all

agreements with our pro bona

children's health nonprofit in Los

of the time. And what works for one

clients." As with any inexperienced

Angeles; site selection for a

Increasing public appreciation
It is possible to do well by doing

firm can also work for our profes-

client, it is often especially impor-

nonprofit working to stop human

good. Pro bona service is a way for

sion as a whole. "Architects have
often been so introspective that it

tant to describe in detail the
anticipated scope of work and the

trafficking in Houston; and master
planning for a homeless and run-

has often hurt us and our standing

final work product in order to man-

away youth facility in Minneapolis.

large firms to have more local relevance and to build collaboration and
teamwork. For smaller or more spe-

as leaders in the community," says

age expectations.

Clark. "If we have the attitude that
'we can do it better,' then we've got
to be ready to show the public how."

Pro bono clients like any other
The McCall Design Group, a 35person firm based in San Francisco,
70
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Although pro bona service can

Asked to identify the single-

cialized firms, pro bona service can

most unique element of the SRI

also be used to stand out in an oth-

be an opportunity to gain experi-

program, Mark Jolicoeur, the princi-

erwise crowded field. And, as more

ence with different kinds of projects,
liability issues remain a top consid-

pal responsible for offices in the

firms expand that access through

central region of the U.S., settled on
the firm's internal communication

pro bona design efforts, the public
appreciation of the benefits and

about the program. Perkins+Will
established an SRI intranet site for

necessity of architectural services

eration for firms, according to a
recent survey by Public
Architecture. "When possible, we try

will also expand.•
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Choose genuine

Indiana Limestone and take an innovative
approach to create timeless beauty for
premiere residences. Select Vanderbilt
Classic®, the true, natural building stone
veneer with a direct lineage to our nation's
magnificent buildings. Learn more about
Indiana Limestone residential building
veneers at lndianalimestoneCompany.com
or call (800) 457-4026.

Vanderbilt
Classic® Indiana
Limestone
Veneer offers
a prestigious
custom look with
the versatility of
modular design.
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GlasRoc Sheathing
with breakthrough EGRG™Technology.
Embedded

Glass
Reinforced

Gypsum"'

CertainTeed's GlasRoc®sh ea thing features
patented technology with reinforced glass mats ,
full y-embedded into a water- resistant core for complete
protection inside and out.
• Moisture and mold resistant
• Meets ASTM C 11 77 fo r Sheathing
• Lightweight and easy LO cut
• Acrylic-coated , paperless su rface
• Holds up to long-term weather exposure,
with a 12-month warranty

Toll Free: 1-800-233-8990 • www.certainteed.com

Acrylic coating bonded
to a polymer-modified
gypsum surface
Specially formulated
water resistan t core
Reinforcing glass mats
fully embedded beneath
a polymer-modified layer
of gypsum

CertainTeed El
Quality rnode certain. Satisfncfio11 g11nra11teed. "

EXTERIOR: ROOFING• SIDING• WINDOWS• FENCE• RAILING• TRIM• DECKING• FOUNDATIONS• PIPE
INTERIOR: INSULATION • GYPSUM • CEILINGS
··~
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Trade Show Review

Orlando· coverings

The premier exhibition of tile and stone in the U.S., this year's Coverings, held April 29 to May 2, showcased
an innovative mix from the world's top producers featuring larger formats, color-through bodies, digitally
printed patterning, textural surfaces, recycled glass, and advanced glazing. Linda c. Lentz

1 Vitreous microcosm Meshmounted on 12" x 12" sheets,
MetroMosaics are made of 484 jewel-like

Yz" square, '/e" deep Venetian glass tile
available in 11 colors, including iridescents
and precious metals. Epro, Bloomville,
Ohio. www.eprotile.com CIRCLE 200

2 Layered effects Made of colorbody-porcelain stoneware, the 3D
configuration of the Soho Collection's
supersize, mesh-mounted mosaic is
ideal for residential, medium-commercial,
and light-institutional wall applications.
Marazzi USA, Sunnyvale, Tex.
www.marazziti le.com CIRCLE 201

3 Forbidden pleasures Evocative of
richly appointed gentlemen's quarters,
Horn porcela in stoneware tiles have
been treated with a highly specialized
glaze imparting a satiny "under glass"
effect. Rex Ceramiche Artistiche, Fiorano
Modenese, Italy. www.florim.com
CIRCLE 202

4 Material goods Digitally printed
to mimic the texture of woven cloth,
Tex porcelain tile by Land Porcelanico
is available in lime and orange, as well
as black, white, and brown . Suitable for
floor and wall applications, sizes include
17.6" x 35.2", 8.8" x 35.2", and 11.7"
square. Tile of Spain Center, Trade
Commission of Spain, Coral Gables, Fla.

4

3

www.spaintiles.com CIRCLE 203

5 Basic whites Developed to inte-

I

grate with the most popular natural
stones, the Metro Cotton collection is
offered in five shades of white. Sizes

include 311 x 6 11 , 3" x 9", 4 11 square, 4 11 x
12", and 6" square. Trikeenan Ti leworks
Londonderry, N.H. www.trikeenan.com
CIRCLE 204

6 The Wright way New to the Frank
Lloyd Wright Collection, 7373 Storer
Triplet and 5353 Storer Cascade border
tiles are an homage to Wright's 1920s tex-

5

tile block creations for the John Storer
House in L.A. Motawi Tileworks, Ann
Arbor, Mich. www.motawi.com CIRCLE 20s
6

For more information, circle item numbers on Reader Service Card or go to archit ectura/record.com/ products/. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - '
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I Trade Show Review

Orlando · Coverings

7 What goes around Nearly 24"
square, Penthouse porcelain floor tiles
feature overlapping y, circles enhanced
by a textural metallic glaze that combine
to form a large-scale circular patterning
in four dual-toned colorways. Viva,
Sassuolo, Ital y. www.cerviva.it CIRCLE Z06

8 A natural approach Based on a
single stone, the Basaltina Stone Project
is a series made up of three sizes: 47.2" x
23.6". 23.6" square, and 11.8" x 23.6".
Available in a natural tone and shades of
gray, plus smooth or chise led nonslip te xtures, this porcelain floor tile can work
for interior and exterior installations.
Lea Ceramiche, Fiorano Modenese, Italy.
www.ceramichelea.com CIRCLE 201

9 Thin is in At .12" thick, Lam'Slab is
an advanced ceramic offered in a variety
8

of colors that can be bonded to other
materials and cut to suit many interior
and exterior applications: ventilated
facade s. walls. floors. counters. and furniture. Laminam, Fiorano Modenese, Italy.
www.laminam.it CIRCLE 20s

10 Elegant formations Intentionally
irregular, the handcrafted, mesh-mount
Gregoriana Stone honed-brick mosaics
are part of an extensive through-body
porcelain collection that is available in
three shades. The collection also includes
pencil listellos in glass, stainless steel, and
9

mirror, plus stair treads, corners, cove
bases, and sk irting. Seneca Tiles, Attica,
Ohio. www.senecatiles.com CIRCLE 209

11 Awash with color A natural for
baths, Keraben's high-gloss Tribeca
comes in 12.6" x 23.2" and 3" x 23.2" wall
tiles and 12.6"-square floor tiles, plus
mosaic listellos in gray, turquoise, and an
orangey red. Tile of Spain Center, Trade
Commission of Spain, Coral Gables, Fla.

10

www.spaintiles.com CIRCLE 210

1Z Green glass In 15 luminous hues,

11

and clear, iridescent, and frosted-matte
finishes, Echo Recycled Glass tile has up
to 100 percent recycled content. Sizes
include 1" square, 1" x 3'', 2" square. 2" x
4", and listellos. Crossville, Crossville,
Tenn. www.crossvilleinc.com CIRCL E 211

12

For more information, circle item
numbers on Reader Service
Card or go to architecturalrecord.

com/products/.
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By Elizabeth Zevallos

A building as playground
for displaced orphans

In 2005, Indonesia's Nias Island was struck by two devastating
natural disasters. The combination of tsunami and earthquake within a span of three months took hundreds
of lives and destroyed nearly 90 percent of infrast ructure, leaving thousands of inhabitants interna lly displaced.
Isolated among Indian Ocean waters, just miles from the fault line between two tectonic plates, the island had only its precarious location to blame. In 2007, the Catholic
relief organization Caritas Osterreich, and a design-build team from the School of
Architecture at Vienna University of Technolog y in Austria, joined together to create
a recreation center for displaced orphans. Under the guidance of Austrian architect
Peter Fattinger, 20 graduate students completed the Nias Design-Build Project in May
2007, on the northeast coast of the is land.
Tucked into a landscape of palms, the new 2,000-square-foot hal l replaces
a smaller, wo rn-out hut to accommodate a now considerab ly higher number of
homeless ch ildren. In conversation with the architects, the Franciscan nuns who had
been running the nearby orphanage for 20 yea rs asked for a bu ilding that wou ld
accommodate the ch ildren's va riou s recreational interests while serving as a meeting and dining place. Re stricted by a $58,000 budget and re lying on topograph ical
measurements made by the island's loca ls, Fattinger's determined team des igned a
bui lding that is playfully dynamic and physically transformat ive, accommodating
the nuns' many req uirements despite the project's smal l scale.
10.08 A rc/1it ect11rnl Record
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Snapshot

Tucked into the landscape (opposite, top
and bottom), the new,
2,000·square·foot hall
replaces a smaller hut.
The use of corrugated
metal and exposed
concrete (right) kept
construction costs
down, while a system
of sliding doors and
folding walls make the
center a versatile,
well-ventilated place
for children (below) .

"By integrating sliding doors and folding walls, we were able
to construct a segmented yet continuous building," explains Fattinger.
"This also helped create a comfortable climate throughout the structure."
The building, made of corrugated-metal cladding over a wood-framed
structure, follows the downward slope of the rocky hill on which it sits.
Running the length of the building is the main atrium, which acts as a
communal sitting and play area, auditorium space, and stairway to the
upper level. Its shape allows soft breezes to sweep through the building
while hot air rises up the hill. At the lowest point, the music room can be
opened to form an extension of the prosceniumlike stage or closed during
perfo rm ances to become a backstage. When needed, the workshop converts to an additional performance space and play area while the library,
on the highest level, can open to provide an outlook post or audience
mezzanine. Equipped with ladders, nooks, and jumping areas, the center
is a veritable child's playground.
After eight rigorous weeks on the island, "working with the local
people and being part of the community was one of the most rewarding
aspects of the process," notes Fattinger. Although the team benefited
from this formative experience, more important is what they left behind .
Like the 80 children who enjoy it on a daily basis, the Nias Design-Build
Project symbolizes a hopeful future for Nias Island.•
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BY DAVID SOKOL. GUEST EDITOR

rchitects have embraced social responsibility longer than the media has
acknowledged. In fact, an optimistic view of design's ability to improve
the world has defined great movements in the profession's history. But
only recently has activity in this field and attention from the press reached
critical mass. This issue of RECORD considers the flourishing of design with consciencefrom isolated instances in the academy to an increasing trend in practice.
Why the explosion? "What may be different today is that we can no longer isolate
ourselves from factors that compel ethical, more inclusive practice," says Sergio Palleroni,
who, as co founder and director of BaSiC Initiative, now based at the University of Texas
at Austin, has helped students realize desperately needed facilities for underserved communities all over the world since the late 1980s. The insight partly refers to the
information technology that connects us immediately to natural disasters and political
genocides. Yet global crises have not only flashed across our computer screens, but also
arrived at our doorsteps. The phenomenon of do-good architecture may, in fact, reflect a
critical mass of wealth bifurcation, government neglect, and environmental degradation
that have propelled desperation, anger, and ultimately, the desire to help.
So while this issue features stories investigating the people, buildings, and concepts that wed humanitarianism and architecture, there is still a nagging sense that more
needs to be done. In the introductory essay that follows on the next page, visionary
thinker Bruce Sterling underscores that need. Following Sterling's commentary, we highlight the potential of conscientious design and suggest that after a decade of prosperity
and self-indulgence the profession is returning to the social contract upon which architecture is founded. David Sokol is a contributing editor for RECORD.
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authentic. It's hard and daunting work, almost a Gandhian
direct action. However, like a Gandhi ashram, it doesn't translate to a larger scale. Despite their sympathies, most architects
don't make careers housing the poor because the housing
industry can't make that pay. That's why, all over the planet,
the poor are housing themselves inside corrugated metal
and tarpaper.
Architectural ingenuity has repeatedly attacked the
architectural problems of emergency housing. It's scarcely
possible to get much cheaper, lighter in weight, or more
portable than the paper tubes and tents of Shigeru Ban-but
only a handful of people have erected them. The late Iranianborn, California-based architect Nader Khalili invented solid,
roomy, even elegant structures made entirely of ultra-cheap
sandbag fabric , barbed wire, and dirt. Poor, displaced people
could have settled the moon with those constructions-in
fact, Khali li's "superadobe" was originally designed for that
purpose. But you don't see these structures in real life, especially in the slums.

Or in refugee camps. From Sudan to Sichuan
Province, the world is pockmarked with them . None are brilliant places using minimal resources and maximal design
genius to make the inmates safe, healthy, and comfortable.
Do-good architecture cannot create such places. That's
because while refugee camps are marginally better than the
mayhem refugees are fleeing, they are also punitive by their
nature. Happy refugees are not "refugees." They are strange
people living in a new town built at somebody else's doorstep
and expense. Jealous locals naturally ask why they themselves
are so badly housed in comparison .
So refugees live in do-bad architecture: the dominant
architectural expression of our times.
Do-bad architecture comprises informal, emergent,
spontaneous, make-do structures. It is built to manage and
contain seething problems rather than to resolve or transcend
them. Do-bad architecture hurts and harasses.
And do-bad architecture is eminently practical. We
are all afraid of it, because we all sense that its invisible hand
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Bruce Sterlin9 considers the
one s111all voice of socially
responsible architecture - and the
nefariousness overwhelmin9 it
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is waiting for us. And it is.
The ultimate do-bad facility is the graveyard, following, in varying degrees of harm, gulags and extermination
camps, battlefields, prisons, refugee camps, poorhouses,
and the colossal global variety of slums, barrios, favelas,
and ghettos.
Then come the semilegalized slums and squats that
are found in urban areas throughout the world.
Finally, we arrive at some legal, conventional, lowincome housing. This is the first of these vast and growing
structural complexes not directly intended to hamper or
harm people, and the first that directly involves architects
and architectural ethics.
But do-good architecture does not merely respond
to material poverty. Instead, it tangos with the colossal
dysfunctionalities outside any blueprints. Today's durable
disorder is the playground of city-busting militias, gangsters,
armed fanatics, and the blooming demimondes of narcotics,
offshore pollution, and human trafficking. A vast, planetgirdling belt where the majority of the population has been
systematically marginalized. Meanwhile, the elite is increasingly sequestered in gated containers like so many figures
encased in snow globes.
It's easy to recognize the worst in do-bad architecture, because it's the stuff that happens to "them"-say, in
some obscure Chinese boom town where children are buried
in an earthquake-shattered heap of criminally substandard
cement breeze-blocks. Like fish in water, we are surrounded
Bruce Sterli11g, contril111ti11g editor at Wired magazine, is the author of
Tomorrow Now: Envisioning the Next Fifty Years. Ill 2005 he was the

"Visionary in Residence" at Art Center College of Design in Califonzia.
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by the do-bad architecture that shapes us.
The American prison system, by far the largest in
the world, comprises huge-scale badness engineered for those
Americans legally guaranteed to be bad. It is so unwieldy,
yet so vital to the country's identity, that the mentally ill
and the penurious are left untended to wander American
streets. Their ghostly, ill-considered presence means that
American cities must take on the general character of flophouses and madhouses.
Every passerby e),.'Periences the mildly psychotic affect
of Jersey barriers, metal detectors, and vidcams. American cities
have evolved a baroque decor of bum-repellents, including jagged
sawteeth on all sittable and sleepable surfaces.
American do-badness has become the architecture of
the "stealthy, slippery, crusty, prickly, and jittery," as the geographer Steven Flusty memorably puts it. These spaces are much
worse than the weirdly abandoned Koolhaasian "junkspace"
where individuals have no opportunity or incentive to engage in
the civic realm. These Flusty spaces-fence-ringed green spaces,
uninhabitable "public" plazas, policed shopping malls-are bent
on our frustration, since they are hidden from our sight, physically unreachable, legally inaccessible, built to repel or irritate, or
placed under scary levels of surveillance.
Do-bad architecture is native even to societies that
claim cohesion and common purpose. As the general levels of
misery rise, even the respectable and the privileged regard their
neighbors as potential bad actors. Thus, at the same time that
Russian and Chinese wealth is expanding, Americans find themselves in an increasingly predatory environment taking on the
classic symptoms not of imaginary "late capitalism," but of realworld late Communism. The Stalinist-gingerbread erections of
the nome11klat11m no longer disguise the morale-crushing

decline of the infrastructure, the loss of direction and confidence. The whole shebang is visibly going bust. Even if they can't
guess why, people sense it.
Architecture has the power to recognize and reverse
the ills of bad construction. That is its very purpose. However,
the social influence of architects is in inverse proportion to the
problems: the explosive growth of the world's poorest and leastorganized cities, and the can't-go-on exhaustion of oil-fueled
suburbs mortgaged past the hilt.
Consider the modern spectrum of private apartments, homes, offices, prestige public buildings, transport

contrast between the gated communities of right-wing San
Diego and the heterogeneous slums of Tijuana-those vernacular constructions made of wrecked American tires and
refrigerator doors-inspire Cruz to fits of prophetic oratory
worthy of his dystopic pal Mike Davis. But architecturally, the
slums of Tijuana can make little use for the services of Teddy
Cruz. Any barrio local who strikes it rich doesn't redesign his
slum with smart touches and appropriate technology. Instead,
he flees the do-badness for something as much like San Diego
as he can afford.
Cruz knows that San Diego is transforming into
Tijuana even faster than Tijuana is becoming
San Diego. In 2008, that's the world's story in
brief. The quickest way to turn San Diego
into Tijuana is to set fire to it. Given that San
Diego undertook the largest peacetime evacuation in American history due to wildfires
of unprecedented scale, that's quite plausible.
Because Tijuana is San Diego: It's
made from San Diego's exported debris. The
underclass inhabiting the debris are not a
thrifty proletariat gamely working in the
informal sector. They're scary agents of the
badness, just like you and me.
Entropy requires no maintenance. The Golden
Straitjacket, as New York Times columnist Thomas Friedman
once described it, of neo-liberal laissez-faire gleams brightly
when the economic boat is rising. If the boat is taking in
water, though, a golden straitjacket is the fastest way to
drown. We're in the straitjacket. We're hoping for someone
who can undo its knots.
Where are they?

lt"s easy to reco9nize the worst in do•
bad architecture, because it•s the
stuff that happens to ••them... Like
fish in water, we are sunounded by the
do•bad architecture that shapes us.
hubs, stadia, museums, resort complexes, and at the needlelike Dubai apex, an astounding blowout of mega-palaces for
the new fossil-fuel plutocrats. Since form follows finance,
architects are absolutely necessary at the top of this scale.
Architecture's importance dwindles rapidly all the way down.
Finally, the practitioners cross the border into the shadowy
world of illegality where they have to go underground . There
they must look and act rather like architect Teddy Cruz.
As a writer, Teddy Cruz is terrific. The Voltairean
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By Naomi R. Pollock, AIA

ARCHITECTURAL RECORD: What
inspired you to take on relief work?
SHIGERU BAN: When I came back to
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Japan after studying in the U.S., I realized that architects are not respected in
Japan, and I wondered why. One of the
reasons is that the profession has a very
short history in Japan. Another is that
many people think architects drive up
costs and create unusual buildings to
call attention to themselves. Historically,
architects worked for privileged people,
such as kings and religious groups; it is
the same today when big corporations
and government entities use architecture
to make their power and money visible.
Some medical doctors and lawyers work
for the money while others engage in
pro bono, humanitarian activities-yet
architects rarely take on this kind of
work. So I thought it was reall y important for us to do something for society,
not just to build monuments or help
developers make money.
My relief work started in 1994

...""'z

Naomi R. Pollock, ALA, is RECORD's special
correspondent based in Tokyo and is the
author of Modern Japanese House, published
by Phaidon in 2005.
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after I saw some shocking photos of
refugees in Rwanda. I thought most
African countries are hot, but the United
Nations gave these refugees very poor
plastic sheets that couldn't keep them
warm during the rainy season. In addition, the U.N.'s solution was creating a
serious deforestation problem since the
2 million-plus refugees were cutting
down trees to make wooden poles to
support the plastic sheets. In response,
the U.N. supplied aluminum pipes,
but the refugees sold them and then
resumed cutting trees. I thought we
ought to improve their shelters, so I
contacted the U.N. High Commissioner
for Refugees (UNHCR) in Geneva, and
I proposed using paper tubes instead of
aluminum. I was hired as a consultant
to develop this idea further.
AR: How do you select which disasters to
work on?
SB: In 1995, shortly after I started work-

ing with the UNHCR, the Great Hanshin
Earthquake struck Kobe. I knew I had to
help after I read about a Catholic church,
where many Vietnamese worshipped,
that burnt down. Because of my work
with refugees, I thought that minorities
must have a more difficult time after a
disaster, so I went to Kobe to look for this

church. When I found the congregation,
they were having their morning service
outside, gathered around a fire . It was
such a heartwarming moment. And so I
offered to rebuild the church out of paper
tubes. The priest refused. After that, I
commuted to Kobe every Sunday and
tried to convince him. I also visited the
park where the Vietnamese congregants
were living. The conditions were horrible, yet these people had no choice but to
stay there, since they worked nearby. So
my students and I started building temporary shelters for these people out of
paper tubes and plastic beer-bottle crates.
After that, the priest permitted me to
rebuild the church out of paper tubes as
long as I raised the money and gathered
volunteers to build it.
AR: With so many disasters, how do
you choose?
SB: After Kobe, I got many faxes and
e-mails from disaster-stricken areas
asking me to help.
AR: So it sounds a little bit like
the disasters choose you.
SB: When the Gujarat Earthquake
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struck India in 2001, I got a fax from a
woman who helps villages preserve their
tradition of making handmade paper.
She knew about my paper buildings, so
she asked me to design a refugee shelter
and offered to finance the project. In
addition, her nephew's firm, Kartikeya
Shodhan Associates, volunteered to be
the project's local architect.
AR: Do you have any specific criteria
for projects that you take on? What
1. The Rwanda qenocide inspired Shlqeru
Ban to launch Into humanitarian architecture, In 1994. He introduced paper-tube
structures In this first effort. 2. While Ban's
Paper Church may be his best-known work
in Kobe, Japan, followlnq the Great Hanshin
Earthquake, he also deslqned Paper Loq
Houses for those refuqees, usinq sandbaqloaded beer crates for foundations.
3. Ban adapted the Paper Loq House deslqn
from Kobe to shelter victims of the lzmit
Earthquake In Kaynasll, Turkey, in 2000.
Ban enlarqed houslnq units to accommodate
Turkey's larqer plywood specs - and its biqqer families. Extra Insulation was inserted
Into the tubes and wrapped alonq surfaces.

makes one project more appropriate
than another?
SB: Since I work with nongovernmental
organizations (NGOs) , I tend to do
projects that do not interest government
agencies. The government aids the
majority of people, but there is always a
minority they cannot help. I always try
to find those people. In the case of Sri
Lanka, where most people are Buddhist,
I helped Muslim fishermen rebuild their
village after the 2004 tsunami.
AR: How did you end up working in
Siclrnan Province this year?
SB: After the recent earthquake, I went to
China without an invitation but with a
contact at a university located in the disaster area. I hoped to build temporary
housing, but because of tight government
control I realized that this might be quite
complicated. Luckily, [met some local
school officials who asked me to build
temporary classrooms for an elementary
school instead. Actually, this school wasn't
as badly damaged as others, yet it was still
slated for demolition-this would require
kids to travel to other schools far away.
Because the government put more money
and resources into the heavily damaged
area, the less damaged school did not get
any funding or attention.

AR: Practically speaking, how do you
actually build these projects?
SB: We always work with local architects
who know the regulations and climate
and can facilitate communication with
the beneficiaries.
AR: Do you spend a long time at
the site?
SB: No, usually a few days is enough.
The important thing is to go there
immediately and meet the right people.
Architects tend to be very bureaucratic.
So there are lots of discussions but nothing happens. From experience, I know I
just have to go there, even without any
connections, to find out who needs
what. Then one thing leads to another.
A realized project is the most powerful
means to convince people of your willingness to help.
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AR: After you create a prototype, do
the local people clone it or do you stay
around to help? Do you create a system
and then leave?
SB: Essentially, yes. In Kobe, the church
financed the temporary structures and
student volunteers built them. In India,
students and the local NGO helped us.
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And after the 1999 Izmit Earthquake in
Turkey, we worked with students from
Istanbul Technical University.
AR: Is your relationship with these
relief clients-that is, the users-and
your commercia l clients very different
or the same?
SB: In some ways it is very different, and
in others it is very similar. Both groups are
very demanding. In Turkey, we started by
asking the villagers who lost tJ1eir houses
what tJ1ey wanted . It is important to hear
people's opinions and then devise or adapt
a design to some of their requests. They
are more comfortable if we start building
after we have heard their ideas.
In Sri Lanka, the government
wanted to control the size of tJ1e houses
and so they provided a standard plan
to all NGOs. I designed my prototype
according to this size but inserted a
semi-outdoor space covered by a roof
in the middle. The families love this
space and do everything here. Because
of the hot climate, people usually eat or
walk under the trees, so I thought a
shaded area like this would be very
important. But my solution created a
new problem, since other villagers,
whose homes were not destroyed or

who moved in to houses made by other
NGOs, also wanted my houses.
AR: What is the biggest challenge you
face when doing relief work?
SB: Everything is a challenge, but
the most important thing is meeting
the right people.
AR: Given your hectic schedule, how do
you manage to find time for relief work?
SB: Actually, I give priority to and
rearrange my schedule for this relief
work. If a disaster strikes, I cancel or
postpone other things to go to the site
as soon as possible.

local architects [who, in disaster cases,
will volunteer their services], and choosing suitable materials.
AR: Do yo u have any advice for
architects who want to do relief work?
SB: Go to the site first to find out for
yourself what people need. That is the
most important thing. •

4.

n responded to the Gujarat Earthquake

In 001 by bringing the Paper Log Houses to
Bhuj, India. Building rubble was deployed for
foundations, and vaulted roofs were fabricated from bamboo and laid wf
mats sandwiching clear tarpa

AR: Do you ever get paid to do
relief work?
SB: No. Never. [Donors covered Ban's
travel expenses to India and Turkey. In
Kobe and China, Ban paid not only for
his travel, but also the cost of prototypes.]

he

aftermath of the Indian Ocean
December 2004, more than 10 organizations approached Ban to aid victims of the
natural disaster. The architect ultimately
partnered with Colliers Klrlnda Trust to help
rebuild Kirlnda, a small fishing vi
Lanka populated larqely by Musi

AR: Do you ever test out new materials
or structural systems in your relief projects that you th en use for commercial
projects? Is there a crossover of ideas?
SB: For me, there is no border between
commercial and noncommercial work.
I approach both tJ1e same way-by
working with the climate, finding good

ane
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his most recent relief work, Ban i
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with Chinese and Japanese students to
build a temporary elementary school In
Chenqdu, one of the maior Chinese cities
located near the epicenter of the May 2008
Sichuan Province Earthquake.

Flemington Youth Center m.i·ilill•aJ
In Octol:ier 2007, Australia's then minister of immigration, Kevin
Andrews, admitted that the government had alterea its refugee
policy in response to the impression that Africans, and P.articularlx Sud,rncsc asylum-seekers, had trouble assimilating with the
culture. In the wake of. the murder of Sudanese refugee Liep
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By James S. Russell
!most three years after Hurricane Katrina
pushed a 30-foot-high surge of water through
East Bilox.i, Mississippi, tall weeds grow along
streets once lined with houses. Bilox.i's
casinos have been reconstructed, larger than
their former selves. Many residents have returned to neighborhoods that missed the worst of the flooding. But those weeds
rise in the easternmost part of the city, on a low-lying peninsula where almost half the houses were destroyed. It was a
neighborhood of modest cottages and bungalows, with longtime residents who lived in the same houses for decades
shopping and attending church alongside newer residents,
primarily Vietnamese, who had revitalized the city's fishing
fleet. Many lost everything.
Rebuilding after the disaster has been slow here, but
no community has handled the recovery of worst-hit neighborhoods better. lts success has been due to a unique partnership
between the Gulf Coast Community Design Studio (GCCDS)
and the East Bilox.i Coordination Center.
Since London's Great Fire in 1666 architects have
seen disasters as opportunities to cast off the mistakes of the
past and build bigger and better. The GCCDS, which has
taken on most of the architectural-design duties of the partnership, views its mission as considerably more modest. "We
work like a design practice," says David Perkes, who heads the
studio. Yet he rejects the big-picture role designers often
choose. "You can't have any impact without partnering with
people already there." The key question, Perkes underlines, is
not what needs to be designed, but "How can we help?"
Perkes is an associate professor of architecture at
Mississippi State University's College of Architecture, Art
+ Design , based in Starkville. He
had been helping low-income
communities for seven years
already, running the Jackson
Community Design Studio. But
as the enormous scope of
Katrina's devastation became
clear, Perkes and his dean at
Mississippi State decided to move
the studio to the coast within
weeks of Katrina's landfall.
As the Bilox.i move
was being planned, local city
councilman Bill Stallworth and
Sherry-Lea Bloodworth-whom
Architecture for Humanity
(AFH) hired as its Gulf Coast
coordinator-set up the East
Bilox.i Coordination Center in a
flooded African Methodist Episcopa l church to synchronize
the work of dozens of relief organizations. "I met Bill
Stallworth early on," Perkes explains, "and he saw the benefit
of having the architecture school involved. For us, it proved a

A

really important decision." The center not only coordinated
the work of dozens of volunteer organizations, but it also surveyed the conditions of homes and helped local residents with
cleanup. Since then, it has assigned case managers to help with
paperwork for insurance and government grants, and assisted
people in scoping out needed repair work and working with
contractors. Nowhere else in the post-Katrina landscape do you
encounter any government or nonprofit agency offering such
systematic and comprehensive aid of the kind residents-especially those of limited means and education-have needed most.
At the start, the work ranged from "GIS mapping to
crawling under a house," Perkes says. The tasks were unglamorous
but key: "If you help a community group make, say, a map, they
see that architects have design skills. It introduces to people the
possibility of in1proving their own environment." As they faced
utter devastation, many didn't know they could do better than
buy plans from hardware stores or use drawings that church
groups had downloaded from the Internet. "It opened opportunities to do things people hadn't thought about before;' Perkes says.
Only when homeowners' -needs are understood and
financing is in place (cobbled together from savings, insurance,
and grant programs from state, federal, and private sources)
do center case managers refer them to the GCCDS for architectural services. Perkes says he typically has about $70,000 to
build a house from the ground up, which means that the house
must be small and exceedingly simple to erect, since volunteer
labor is essential to stretch such limited funds.
Most of the new home designs subtly upgrade the hiproofed cottages and small bungalows commonly found in the
area. An attractive wheelchair ramp wraps some houses such as
Edward Parker's (opposite), since as many as a third of the resi-

The Gulf Coast
Community Design
Studio provides a
model for rebuilding
after Katrina

Jam es S. Russell, for merly an editor at RECORD, is th e American
architecture critic for Bloomberg News.

dents, many retired, need mobility aid. In other houses, a few
carpentry flourishes dress up a screened porch. Studio designers
often push ceilings to the underside of rafters and add clerestory
windows to aid ventilation and brighten the interiors.
"We're not looking to make a sweetened vernacular,"
Perkes ex.plains. "If anytl1ing, we're looking for something energetic or a bit more robust." A striking butterfly roof allows the
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prototypes had an ambitious agenda: to be wind- and flood house for Le and Nghia Tran (opposite) to fit gracefully under
resistant and to lower environmental impact, and yet be attuned
mature trees and directs runoff to a cistern to water the garden.
to the owner's specific needs at an affordable cost. Studio Gang,
Working with students from Penn State University, as well as
Huff & Gooden, Marlon Blackwell, CP+D Design Workshop,
University of Texas, Austin professor Serge Palleroni and Bryan
and MC2 architects participated.
Bell of the Charlotte-based social-outreach organization Design
These prototypes were indeed innovative, but most
Corps, the studio designed a fretwork of wooden braces to enliven
cost too much to be built as designed. AFH, too, had to rely in
the underside of a house for Patricia Broussard (next spread),
which is raised 13 feet. "I love my garden,"
Broussard says. Even though it's now a
"WE'RE NOT LOOKING TO MAKE
flight of stairs away? "You learn to adapt."
One of the toughest problems
A SWEETENED VERNACULAR. WE'RE
would be easily overlooked by designers
LOOKING FOR SOMETHING ENERGETIC."
less attuned to the way people live. "We
worry that neighborhoods with elevated
part on volunteer labor, including the GCCDS's: The studio
houses may not be so socially active as when they had porches
created construction drawings for CP+D and designed a house
on grade," Perkes says. Porches or generous landings at interfor Louise Odom, her daughter, and grand-nephew, which
mediate levels ease the transition. The designers try to program
replaces a more complex scheme by Studio Gang but retains
the ground level and encourage the gardening culture that has
long flourished locally. "That's important here, with the lush
the gestures of the original. Regardless of AFH's helpmate,
plantings and long growing season;' Perkes adds.
realizing the model homes required design simplification. "It's
hard to reconcile making a housing model for the future with
In contrast to the studio's low-key pragmatism, in
the months immediately after Katrina's landfall AFH gave the
the needs of a family still living in a FEMA trailer," reflected
GCCDS a $25,000 grant and provided vital support in establish- AFH program manager Michael Grote on a visit last year.
AFH's Biloxi houses are not alone in having to pare
ing operations in Stallworth's Center, and then , in the summer
of 2006, it launched a high-profile model-home program. The
down their aspirations. A similarly ambitious prototype in New
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Orleans built by Global Green was completed largely as designed,
computers. Now the stud io, having helped rehabilitate hunbut only because fund-raising covered much higher than anticidreds of homes and built about 30 new houses with the Biloxi
Housing Authority, the local Back Bay Mission, Mercy
pated costs. Make It Right, also in New Orleans, intends to build
150 model homes designed by prominent architects. It is likely
Housing, and Habitat for Humanity, is growing. It's opening
to face similar barriers since government support-scandalously
branches with local partners in nearby Bay St. Louis and Moss
absent-or large-scale charitable funding would be needed to
Point, supported by expanded state funding.
realize innovations yet to be embraced by market builders.
With more than 2,000 empty lots in East Biloxi, the
AFH's seven-house prototype program is nearly finwork of the studio so far, Perkes admits, "is a small chip out of a
ished, and it is winding down work in Biloxi to concentrate
huge obligation." He adds, "We're trying to get our head around
on its core mission of immediate disaster relief. "The AFH
the fact that this could be a fragmented community for quite a
houses had somewhat larger budgets, and
we have been able to learn from what they
"THIS COULD BE A FRAGMENTED
could devote more resources to," says
COMMUNITY FOR QUITE A WHILE."
Perkes, citing beefed-up foundation
designs. The East Biloxi Coordination
while." In the meantime, the studio is planning on a larger
Center now calls itself the East Biloxi Coordination, Relief,
scale, mapping bayous and other vulnerable areas to assist the
and Redevelopment Agency as it changes its focus to ongoing
city of Biloxi in encouraging owners of risky sites to trade their
social services as well as rebuilding.
Grote is now working for the GCCDS, which reloproperty for plots on higher ground.
Perkes urges architects to "break down the professional
cated to larger quarter on the grounds of the East Biloxi
structure" that tends to keep citizens at arm's length. "It often
Church in spring 2007 . The redevelopment agency's case mangets in the way of being useful to the community." The rewards
agers share the studio space as well, tracking their clients on
can be different and perhaps more gratifying. Edward Parker
large blackboards. About a dozen people-a mix of full-time
Mississippi State staff, interns, and vol unteers, mainly from
says that the many people who designed and built his house "are
universities all over the country-share drawing boards and
in my prayers every night. Bless them and their families." •
10.08 Architectural Record
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lA The Pink Project (2007). New Orleans
Graft, Los Angeles
The brainchild of Brad Pitt, the Pink Project was a large-scale,
outdoor installation of internally illuminated faux-houses
constructed of pink Earthtex fabric on aluminum frames. The
spectacle of illuminated pink structures drew publicity for Pitt's
Make It Right rebuilding project in the Ninth Ward.

3A 39571 Project (2006), Delisle, Mississippi
SHoP Architects, New York City
Shortly after Katrina hit Delisle, local businesswoman Martha
Murphy contacted SHoP Architects to design a community
center for her neighborhood. The 39571 Project, named for
DeLisle's zip code, features a cafe, bookstore, computer center,
and art gallery screened by an undulating canopy.

l B Make

It Right House (2008). New Orleans
KieranTimberlake, Philadelphia
Pitt established the Make It Right Foundation in 2006 with
the belief that rebuilding New Orleans was an opportunity to
build a greener city. In 2007, the foundation commissioned
13 original designs from as many firms, and construction is
under way or completed on several of the projects, such as the
energy-efficient KieranTimberlake design shown here.

3B

2A Robinson Residence (2008). Biloxi. Mississippi
Huff + Gooden, Charleston, South Carolina
Huff+ Gooden designed this residence for the Robinson family
of Biloxi in conjunction with Architecture for Humanity's
Biloxi Model Home Project. The architects consulted with the
Robinsons before finalizing the open-plan design, which will
replace their three-generation home. The construction budget
for this, as with each AHF model, is $110,000.

4A URBANBuild Prototype 1 (2006), New Orleans
Tulane University School of Architecture
and Professor Byron Mouton, New Orleans
URBANBuild is part of Tulane's design-build program: Students
under Professor Byron Mouton designed four prototype houses
for different New Orleans neighborhoods, and constructed them
with nonprofit community agencies through 2008. Each home,
such as this Treme district building, was designed to suit context.

2B Porchdog (2008), Biloxi, Mississippi
Marlon Blackwell, Fayetteville. Arkansas
Each of the designs for the Biloxi Model Home Project is
elevated 12 feet off the ground to endure a Category 4 hurri cane. This project's namesake feature is a one-and-a-half-story
porch extending from the interior of the home. It can be
shuttered against excessive sunlight or inclement weather.

4B URBANBuild Prototype 3 (2008), New Orleans
Tulane University School of Architecture, New Orleans
The third URBANBuild prototype is a three-bedroom, 1,200square-foot home constructed with SIPs (structural insulated
panels). Both the project and the school have played starring
roles in Architecture School, the reality TV show filmed at Tulane
that appears on the Sw1dance Channel through October.
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Laundromat and Information
Center (2006), Delisle. Mississippi

Parsons Design Workshop, New York City
Members of the Parsons Design Workshop erected the
Laundromat and Information Center adjacent to 3957 1
Project, thanks to the suggestion of a recent graduate.
Students took cues from SHoP's massing and material
choices in designing the much-needed facility.
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BY SEBASTIAN HOWARD

Design-build studios, NGOs,
community outreach organizations,
and private practices have risen
to the challenge of rebuilding the
Gulf Coast since Hurricane Katrina

THE
COASTGUARD
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hen Alfredo Brillembourg and Hubert Klumpner told their fellow Columbia graduates they would hang the
shingle of their stud io, Urba n-Think Tank, in Venezuela, they were greeted with disbelief. South America,
riven by political turmoil, as well as immense poverty represented by the barrios, was no place to m ake a
name in high design. Yet the architects recognized the value of the barrios-there could be something to
learn from millions living off the grid, and social ho using schemes to replace barrios had largely failed. They also aspired to create
buildings that would cap italize on that knowledge, benefit deserving people, and lend dignity to overlooked landscapes.
Brillembourg and Klumpner are not alo ne. Harvard Graduate School of Design professor Hashim Sarkis splits his time
between Cambridge, Massachusetts, and his native Lebanon, and architect Joe Addo from Ghana has reestablished his Los Angeles
stud io in the Ghanaian cities of Acc ra and Tamale. On our Web site, archrecord .com, yo u can read about other variations on this
theme of homecoming. German architect Anna HeriJ1ger, for example, recently returned to Bangladesh, where she had designed
the Aga Khan Award-winning METI school, to complete housing and another school that meld local resources and a modern
architectural idiom. In South Africa, local firm MMA Architects has designed an array of buildings that address both the needs
and memories of its countrym en, and it has exported their stories to Berlin with a design for the South African Embassy there.
Together, these profiles introduce architectural talents who have come into their own by meeting challenges on home turf. The result
is inspiring design possessing the fores ight of an o utsider, the sympathy of a compatriot, and none of the formal pretensions that
so often characterize contemporary arch itecture in the global marketplace. David Sokol
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Hou1lnc, for the
Fishermen of
Tyre, an 84·unlt
re1ldentlal bulldlnc,,
i.unched Sarld1's
wvrk In Lebanon.

By Jessica Dheere

ike the village wise man , Hashim Sarkis has a knack
for making the counterintuitive intuitive, which
accounts for some of his success meeting the needs of
his buildings' users-among them farmers , fishermen, and
child workers-who often depend less on formal education
than on their keen observation, close relationship to the environment, and common sense in their daily lives.
"Thinking abo ut space helps us to imagine certain
political, social, and economic circumstances and situations,"
says the Lebanese-born Sarkis, who is Aga Khan Professor of
Landscape Architecture and Urbanism in Muslim Societies at
the Harvard Graduate School of Design and principal of his
own firm in Cambridge, Massachusetts. Whether creating a
new Gulf Arab city or a subsidized housing project on the outskirts of a rural town, for Sarkis the process of learning about
a community and of designing for it are intertwined . "It's not

possible for us to imagine what their community is without
building a building," he says.
The fishermen's housing project in the ancient port city
of Tyre in south Lebanon was the first of several commissions
from Lebanese civil society organizations that he has tackled.
Others include a cooperative olive-oil press, an agricultural center, a school for working children, and a public library branch.
Because of Tyre's rich archaeological history, the city
was designated a World Heritage site by UNESCO in the late
1990s. This meant that local fishermen were not permitted to
add onto their homes, which were located within the boundaries of the historic site, as their families expanded.
Sarkis was in the country at the time working on the
Beirut souks project with Spanish architect Rafael Moneo, when
he was approached by a friend, the head of the nongovernmental
organization (NGO ) funding the fishermen's project, to propose
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designs for
Lebanese communities by collaborating with them
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f'or a balloon launch on
Beirut's waterfront,
due for redevelopment ,
Sarkis used the site's
natural qradient to slip
kiosks and other visual
obtrusions underneath
the landlnq platform.
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a design for new housing or the fishermen's extended families in
a radish field donated by the Greek Orthodox Church outside
the heritage site. His challenge was obvious: How do yo u create
modern apartments that feel like home for a community that has
lived for generations in traditional houses by the sea?
Working against the notion dating from the 1960s
that social architecture lacks "continuity with formal explorations;' Sarkis was convinced that yo u can "empower people
through design." He tailored each corner of the ho using complex to respond differently to the adjacent sites, a hodge-podge
of uninspired, unregulated construction that rose during
Lebanon's 15-year civil war. The interior courtyard-a common feature of many of Sarkis's projects-provides an oasis of
greenery and cool breezes, and a gathering place for residents.
The 84 units were designed with various configurations,
a feature Sarkis favored despite the initial objections of the future
tenants, who feared that this would create unwanted competition.
Over the course of several conversations with them, Sarkis reasoned that, because some apartments were duplexes, some had

0
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Jessica Dheere is a free lance journa list living in Beiru t.
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To accommodate a
small site, a public
library in Beirut's
Hamra neighborhood
will feature a bookstack-lined ramp
(above and below).

112

Sarkis's designs in the

For children of a poor

region include a land -

neighborhood in Tripoli,

scape-hugging private

Sarkis has conceived a

residence on the

school jutting with wind

Aegean coast (top two) .

catchers (above).
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In the vlllaqe of Kflfane,

from hlttlnq the press

Sarkis deslqned an

equipment. Inside, a

olive-oil-press bulldlnq

vlewlnq platform allows

whose external veil

farmers to follow the

prevents direct liqht

oll-presslnq process.

roof access, and others ground -level gardens, to be truly equal,
they had to be different. The prospective tenants found this
acceptable, seeing that each unit would have something special.
The housing commission led naturally to projects with
other NGOs in Lebanon, who often partner to pool resources.
And while Sarkis acknowledges that "there is a bit of altruism in
all of us;' he admits that his conscience isn't necessarily what
motivates him to take these assignments. "What private clients
would come up with these kinds of projects?" he asks, his enthusiasm evident. They provide "freedoms at certain levels that are
not usual in architectural projects," such as dealing with unique
programs; having a say in site selection, phasing, and other
aspects that are typically predetermined; and working with firsttime clients to achieve "self-expression through the architecture."
One of his latest commissions will help develop an
area of th e Lebanese capital that few see. A branch library
devoted to travel and the Mediterranean Sea wi ll be located in
Hamra, Beirut's most vibrant and diverse di strict, and will
bring together books and readers in a city that wou ld benefit
from higher co ncentrations of both.
To comply with requirem ents for two means of

egress and handicap access o n the 4,844-square-foot wedge
of a site, Sarkis co nfigured the book stacks along a ramp that
wends back and forth. The peripheral incline and central
atrium are illuminated by a skylight and a band of glass that
wraps around the building-"scores the pigmented concrete
facade," as Sarkis says-getting more expansive in areas
where light is wanted and narrowing where books are stored.
A rooftop cafe will afford views across the city to the sea .
Sarkis pores over these projects with love, but confesses that if they were all he did, there wou ld be no practice:
"!play a bit of Robin Hood with my other clients." In the
meantime, like many in Lebanon these days, he makes ends
meet by "looking for the necessary" and "trying to achieve the
most with what is available."
The facade of the fishermen's residence was in fact
supposed to have a different finish-either sto ne and stucco or
stencil on stucco-instead of the bold blue, red, yellow, and
orange pigments it now displays. The colorful exterior, unusual
for Beirut, was inspired by the contractor, who told Sarkis at
the end of the project that wit h the money left in the budget
for the facade, "We could buy a bucket of paint." •
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By Suzanne Stephens

D

uring the past 10 years, when a burgeoning economy
meant that even young architecture offices could attract
commissions with hefty budgets, Urban-Think Tank
(U-TT) has operated somewhat differently in the barrios of
Caracas, Venezuela. "We work in an environment with problems
of poverty, violence, and migrating populations;' says principal
Alfredo Brillembourg. When Brillembourg and Hubert
Klumpner started their Caracas-based research and design
firm in 1998, the two architects went into the barrios, where 60
percent of metropolitan Caracas's 4.7 million inhabitants live.
"We want to address the bottom of the pyramid, not the top,"
BrilJembourg says. These slums, lacking a city infrastructure of
electricity, plumbing, or garbage removal, and euphemistically
called "non formal" or "informal" cities in planning circles, have
been getting intense scrutiny lately. In university and college
design studios, plus conferences, exhibitions, and publications

(s uch as the recent Harvard Design Magazine's Spring/Summer
2008 issue), barrios, favelas, and slums loom large as the next
architecture and planning frontier.
Brillembourg, who was born in New York but has family ties to Caracas, and Klumpner, who grew up in Austria, both
studied architecture at Columbia University's Graduate School
of Architecture, Planning and Preservation in New York City.
After having worked in separate firms in Caracas for several
years, they joined forces first as a nonprofit research group, later
expanding into a design practice. "We had already been moonlighting together," BrilJembourg says. "We began by holding
forums and working with community groups."
In order to improve the living conditions of the barrios
through architecture, U-TT finds small-scale intervention and
insertion is best in responding to community needs. "Since
people may not have the money for their design or realization;'

URBAN-THINK TANK stacks multiple
structures to meet the myriad needs of the barrio
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right) , includes a swim-

Tank is working on two

ming pool. Another gym,

vertical gyms for the

in construction in Barut a,

barrios. One, proposed

features a colorful poly-

for Los Teques (opposite,

carbonate skin (below).

says Klumpner, "we design for free and then present projects to
institutions and politicians to get the needed backing for their
realization." Funding has come through foundations, as well,
such as the German Federal Cultural Foundation (Kulturstiftung
des Bundes), which has helped U-TT with conferences, publications, and prototypical designs. Brillembourg and Klump ner not
only consult for government agencies that affect infrastructure,
but as Brillembourg puts it,"We also want to get corporate players to join in ventures with us."
One project in the barrios the firm finds is catching
on is the vertical gym. Brillembourg says observ ing New York
City's solution to tight spaces where gyms and recreational facilities often occupy the roofs of buildings led hin1 and Klumpner
to work on a prototype to fit into playing fields of the barrios.
Here, a narrow four- or five- level structure could provide
basketball courts, dance studios, space for weightlifting, and a
running track for the barrio youths.
Klumpner and Brillembourg currently have a 47,899square-foot vertical gym in construction in the Baruta section of
the city. The Paris-based graphic design fi rm Integral Ruedi Bauer
et Associes acted as a consultant for the splashy facade where
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A proposal for a music
center in the barrios
for young students
evolved from a structure with a foldedscreen wall (left) to a
five-level, concrete-andsteel building (below).

1. Grand rehearsal room
2. Small rehearsal rooms

3. Rehearsal-room

LONGITUOIAL SECTION
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colored bands of polycarbonate clad a prefab steel structure.
Another gym is being planned with Metro Los Teques and
Odebrecht, a construction company, as its clients. Here, a 47,899square-foot, prefab steel vertical gym on a 11 ,840-square-foot site
will include a swimming pool along with other sports facilities .
Now Brillembourg and Klumpner want to bring musiced ucation facilities to the barrios. In late August, during the
Salzburg Festival in Austria, U-TT exhibited its design for a prototypical music building, the Centro Communitario de Acci6n
Social por la Musica, which it is proposing for the Venezuelan
barrios. Designed for the Fundaci6n de! Estado para el Sistema
Nacional de Orquestas Juveniles e Infantiles de Venezuela
(FESNOJIV), founded by Jose Antonio Abreu in 1975, the music
building is lifted on colwnns so that it could hover over a playing
field in a barrio. "We have to design these buildings to fit into
leftover spaces," says Klumpner. The architects have identified 100
sites in Caracas where the five-level building, which is estimated
to cost about $14 million, could be inserted. The 48,438-squarefoot-structure, with a poured-in-place concrete frame and
concrete-block infill, is designed to accommodate 800 to 1,000
children a day. With Karl Heinz Muller of BBM Muller in

Munich as the acoustical consultant, U-TT included a 200-seat
performance hall, rehearsal space, and individual practice rooms.
Since the buildings have to be constructed in places where there
is no electricity or potable water, U-TT proposes installing solar
panels on the roof, along with a rainwater-collection system.
U-TT well knows that infrastructure is a major part of
the problem in the barrios. The firm designed five stations for
the Metro Cable, a 1.3 mile loop developed to connect the San
Augustin barrio to Caracas's metro system. Three stations are
expected to be completed by the end of this year. A standard
structure based on a 64.S-foot-by-131-foot module, and built of
concrete with a steel roof deck, allows the stations to be tucked
into crowded neighborhoods without displacement of the population. "We call this 'urban acupuncture,' " says Klumpner.
Similarly, the architects have designed a flexible, modular stair system of colored metal prefab stairs with bolted steel
columns and sheet-metal landings that can also be built outdoors in the hillside barrios. Besides promoting normal access
in these hilly areas, the stairs should provide informal gathering
spots. "It can be reconfigured in different directions for flexibility," says Brillembourg. Another project, a vertical "Growing

House," is currently being constructed for Lecuna Avenue,
which is not in the barrios of Caracas. Called Edificio Teatros,
it is part of a large development being undertaken by Metro
de Caracas. Nevertheless, U-TT plans to develop the concept for
the barrios, where the expandable framework system would be
filled in by the occupants.
The two architects also teach an advanced design studio
at Columbia University, which is called SLUM (Sustainable Living
Urban Model) LAB. Last spring tl1ey turned their attention to the
slums of Sao Paulo, Brazil, and produced a tabloid documenting
the work. This fall the studio is concentrating on three phases of
improving the barrios-upgrading buildings; using alternative
technologies for energy, water, waste, and so on; and researching
green infrastructure. Not surprisingly, tl1e two have often turned
to student interns to work in the Caracas office, including ones
from Columbia. "It's a nice umbilical cord," says Brillembourg.
With part of the office working on researching prototypes and
part oriented to specific clients, says Brillembourg, "we are now
more balanced financially." The two architects well know that
being socially responsible, or designing with a conscience, cannot
be done without serious financial input. And a lot of energy. •
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By Joann Gonchar, AIA

T

wentyyears after leaving his native Ghana to attend the
Architectural Association in London and then seek employment abroad, Joe Osae-Addo found himself contemplating
a return to his homeland during a visit in 2000. The West African
nation had just elected a new president, and Addo sensed a
"democratic fervor" that had not existed before. "There was an
atmosphere of optimism and euphoria, and I wanted to be
part of it;' he says.
ln Los Angeles he had started a practice in the early
1990s focusing on small civic projects and private houses, and
gained local renown for founding the A+D Museum with fellow
architect Stephen Kanner. From this base, he began paving the
way for his return. He started actively seeking projects in Ghana,
and by 2005 h e established his firm, Constructs, in its capital city,
Accra, and in Tamale, the capital of the country's northern region.
Adda's approach to design combines advanced techniques with traditional materials and methods. His own house is
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decidedly Modern, but made of adobe and timber. For a conference center nearing completion in Tamale, Addo created two
concrete-framed structures raised on pilotis that have adobe infill
and operable glass louvers. The buildings are wrapped in bamboo
slats, providing shade and evoking locally made baskets.
His firm is working on housing projects at both ends of
the socioeconomic spectrum. It has completed the master plan
for a $150 million mixed-used development in Accra, for which it
is now designing two residential towers for affluent Ghanaians.
Conversely, Constructs is designing a new town for
Salman Village, which sits on top of a deposit of gold reserves.
Addo has proposed rammed-earth courtyard houses arranged in
clusters around park spaces. The relocated town will have schools,
a clinic, and civic buildings, and sustainable strategies will be
deployed throughout the site. He hopes to parlay this experience
into other affordable housing projects for salaried Ghanaians of
modest means, such as civil servants. His firm is now negotiating

looks beyond architecture for his native Ghana
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A conference center In
Tamale comprises two
buildings separated by
a triangular courtyard.
It Is wrapped In bamboo
(top left and right) .

To relocate Salman
Village, Addo has pro·
posed community·

oriented plannlnQ and

""9" tllChnoloqles.

Addo designed carts for
Tamale street vendors.

with the teachers' union and the judiciary service.
But designing buildings is only one facet of Addo's
oeuvre. The architect's desire to improve the quality of life in his
homeland has generated work at all scales, and in multiple design
disciplines. For the govenunent of Tamale, Constructs has developed a "branding and beautification" scheme that includes street
signage and motorized vendor carts; a microfinancing initiative
will allow the vendors, who are primarily women, to buy their
carts and thereby provide them with financial independence.
Addo also has ventured into the development and
manufacture of building products that rely on locally available
raw materials. He is setting up a processing plant that will produce wall studs and laminated beams from bamboo, and he is
part of a group of investors, which includes his longtime collaborator Kanner, that own the rights to manufacture and distribute
a variant of pozzolana ash. The material, dubbed Pozzoghana, is
made by firing clay with palm kernel shells, a waste product of
palm oil production. In a typical concrete mix, Pozzoghana can
be used to replace as much as a third of portland cement-a
material that is imported into Ghana and requires tremendous
amounts of energy to produce and transport.

For Addo, these efforts are business ventures. Yet he
also hopes that t11ey provide employment for Ghanaians while
making construction more affordable. "We will never solve the
housing problems of Africa if architects do not shift their concerns to the development of locally manufactured systems and
materials that inform design and in1prove our way of life;' he says.
Addo sees no conflict between these entrepreneurial
efforts and his architectural practice. "Working in Africa demands
looking at needs on the ground and responding to them," he says.
Describing his current role as a "design socioeconomist," he says,
''I've had to come back [to Ghana] and reinvent myself.'' •
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By David Sokol

S

ince the inauguration of the Yale
Building Project in 1967, bolstered
by Samuel Mockbee's Rural Studio
work through the 1990s, design-build
workshops have flowered in universities
throughout the U.S. From the start, studentrun design-build conflated with community
action, and as a result these real-world classrooms have produced landmark examples
of socially responsible architecture. This
academic phenomenon continues to achieve
practical solutions that inspire the design
community at large and produce young
activists as well as knowledgeable architects.
Recently, we invited several leading professors to join us in a telephone roundtable to
discuss the surging popularity of designbuild studios, the challenges they still face,
and the impact of completed projects on
designers and their clients. (Go to architecturalrecord.com for the unabbreviated text.)

Steve Badanes !11 addition to cojim11di11g jersey Dcl'rl and tcach111g at
Ycstcrmorrow /)cs1g11/Burld School, Bada11es /ras co/l{lucted design-build
\\'orksliops nt sclrools jim11 Helsinki to )1111 Diego. At tire University of
I \lulw1gto11 111 Seattle, Ire runs tire Hownrd S. \\'rig/rt Neiglrborhood
Vcsrg11/B11ild Studio, producing s111all-scnlc work for Seattle 11or1profits.
Thomas Dutton Professor at Atin111i l..!11ivers1ty i11 Oxford, Olrio,
Dutton estnblislied tire Over-tlre-Rlri11e Design/Build Studio in 1996 to
design mrd relrabilitatc lrous111gfor residents of tire 1uw1esake Ci11ci11nati
11e1glrborlrood. That was followed by tire fim11d111g i11 2002 of Tire Miami
U11ii·ersity Center j(n Co11111111111ty Er1gagc111e11t in 01w-tlrc-Rlri11e, in
Ci11c111nati, mu/ i11 2006, tire 01•er-tlre-Rlri11e Hesidcnc\' Progrnm for students.
Andrew Freear Freear rs tire Wiatt Professor at 1lul111nr U11iwrsity Rural
\tudro 111 Alabama, wlrerc Ire 11101•cd 111 2000. Since Samuel Mockbee's death
.fi-0111 co111plirntio11s of leukemia i112002, Frecar has directed tire renowned
program iv/rile also t1dl'isi11gfiftlr-year umlergradwitc students' thesis proiects.
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Adam Hopfner 1-lopfner is a cntic at tire Yale School of Arclritec111re,
and s111ce 2007, director of tire fole Building Project. Tlris was founded

in I 967 b;· then department !rend Charles Moore and professor Ker II
Bloomer, and lras since rnostly produced affordable /rouses for deserving
New Haven residents.
David Lewis Lewis is n cofounder of Lewis. Tmnrmaki.Lewis-a RECORD
Design \fcmguardJirm i11 2000-and an associate professor of arclritecture at
Parsons Tire New Sc/roo f for Design. S111ce 2007, he has directed The Design
I \forkslrop there, a design-build studio j(m11ded by Karen Van Le11ge11 in
1997, wrd jirrtlrer developed by Peter 1Vlrcelwriglrt wlllr Terry Erickson.
Hank Louis Lours is an adjunct professor of arc/111cct11re at tire U11iiwsity of
Uta Ir College ofArclritecltlre + Plm111ing, wlriclr supports Dcsig11B11ildBLUFF.
Thar dcs1g11-lmild studio, lar111clrcd in 2000, creates sustainable homes 011
tire Namjo Natio11al l11dia11 Rescrvatio11 located outside Bl11jf. Utalr.
Dan Rockhill Rock/rill's epo11y111011s Jin11 has been widely recogruzed
for /l.lodenrist ·work that resonates witlr tire l@dsrnpe and rnlt11re of
Kansas, and the affordable builclirrgs realized by Iris U11iversity of Ka11Sas
design-build workshop Studio 804 !rave earned two ATA /-lo11or Awards,
tire NCARB Prize, and other accolades.
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ARCHITECTURAL RECORD: Are design-build studios
more popular than ever?
Steve Badanes: The students at the University of Washington
come here specifica lly for the Neighborhood Design/Build
Studio. That's true for a lot of other programs.
Adam Hopfner: That's why I went to Yale, and it's why a vast

AR: Surely some students are more intrigued by design-build
and others more by the social engagement. How do yo u balance
their needs?

majority of the graduate students come here today. Although
design-build workshops have been going on for decades, they are
now becoming recognized as great learning vehicles.

Badanes: T here are students who are interested in the socialjustice issues and underserved communities. And then there's
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Hank Louis: Ours is probably the most fledgling of the programs represented at this round table, but I'm getting word
from students now that they're coming for DesignBuildBLUFF.
T hat worries me, because we don't have room for everybody.
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an architecture student who wants to build and become a better
designer: There's a high level of fr ustration from looking at a
comp uter screen all day.

logistics of, say, trying to build in New York City helps shape the
identity of the program. Geograp hy and institution proclaim the
condition more than the comparative method.

David Lewis: In addition to students wanting to bridge social
responsibility and the tectonics of architectme, a number of my
Parsons students have done internships at larger firms where often
they've been involved in projects up to schematic design, particularly with firms doing large works in Asia and the Middle East; they
have no sense of how things go together because it's not their
responsibility. We have students coming in with the experience of
doing million-square-foot malls, but they want to experience the
exact opposite as a pedagogical challenge to themselves.

Hopfner: To build in New York or to build in the City of
New Haven is much different from building in Hale County.
And a lot of that is what shapes the program.

Andrew Freear: Design-build also exposes students to working
in teams and accepting that they may not be great at eve rythin g.
Like most people on this round table, I went through an ed ucation that was essentia!Jy a star system: You sit at yo ur desk and
you're expected to be wonderful at everything.
Louis: My students come for the hands-on experience. But once
we get to the Navajo reservation, the whole social aspect of it
becomes very strong and there's a love affa ir that develops
between the Navajo family and these students. T hey come back
to remodel parts of the ho use that don't seem to be working.
AR: Do any of you consciously try to differentiate your
design-build studio from those of your colleagues?
Lewis: We respond not to other design-build programs but to
local conditions-the constraints, obliga tions, possibilities, and
opportun ities that exist. Inevitably yo u learn from the other programs to find out what works and what hasn't. But the internal
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AR: Hank Louis organized a project in Africa, and David Lewis
has led Parsons students to create a park pavilion in th e Catskills
town of Margaretville, New York. If geography and institution
shape your design-build programs, does that identity shift wh en
you work outside your typical places?
Louis: The reason we went to Uganda is that a Ugandan coalition came to see our work and asked us to build a clinic there.
Last year we didn't have a social component to our work, because
we had to build more student housing on our little campus in
Bluff. I thought Uganda would be a great way to incorporate
the social aspect that year. I think we'll continue to do that,
because it's so remarkable to watch the students fa]J in love with
the people they're helping.
Badanes: All these programs are rooted in a place. I've been to
India, Cuba, Mexico, Vermont, doing this kind of stuff: You do a
project and yo u raise expectatio ns and then you disappear. So
we stopped doing it. 1 think this idea of thinking globally and
actin g locally is at the heart of what we do. You don't see any of
these programs going to New Orleans.
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Dan Rockhill: This year we left home and went to
Greensburg, Kansas (see story, page 134). It cou ld have been
Uganda. The town had been wiped out by a tornado.
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AR: The Greensburg project is a prefabricated, 1,600-square-foot
office and gallery, not to mention the first LEED Platinum
building in the state of Kansas. Dan, why did you decide to wrap
up-to-the-minute prefab construction into Studio 804i' Was
there longsta nding student demand for it?

Badanes: It has to do with the Kansas winter!
Rockhill: We still froze our tails off in the warehouse, but
it really was for that reason Steve mentions: We took down a
building no more than 15 minutes away from the school, and we
recycled it into prefab modules that we eventually brought to
Greensburg. It wasn't philoso phical. These kids have never had
their hands in concrete, nor driven a nail. They need to have some
of that under their belt before taking it to the next level.
Hopfner: There is a push for prefabrication and digital fabr ication in general at our school. So prior to a Yale Building Project
design, we look at what is possible with our time frame and support. Given that I have 60 laborers, it's harder to justify the lead
times of prefabrication for the entire thing. And yet we do try to
identify components that might be made on a CNC mill,
whether it's a stair or a cabinet piece o r a cladding system . So
there's exposure to it. I don't see this technology as a danger, but
as just another tool with its own opportunities and limitations.
AR: Tom, the Over-the-Rhine Design/Build Studio has a political
component. What's the origin of that?

Thomas Dutton: Design-build is just one of many things we do.
We also do agitprops-artistic installations that are devised with
community leadership to make people aware of what hap pened at a
particular site. They're like learning devices to ra ise questions about
history and urban space. We also do straight-up advocacy planning.
It's all determined by the community at that particular tin1e.

Alt: What other task besides design-build consumes most
of yout time?

Rocktilll: For us it's really fund-raising. We're not supported by
the university. As a not-for-profit corporation, the burden is on
us to raise whatever funds we can from year to year. That consumes er lot of time, at least for students, who think of the studio
as all nails and two-by-fours.

Freeab Our students traditionally have raised phenomenal
material donations, but because of gas prices and the economic
squeeze in the past year, it's become very difficult. We are contemplating completely different approaches to projects for the
next couple years simply because of that: The tax write-offs and
material donations are not going to be there.

Aft: What preparatory advice would you give all those professors
who are considering starting their own design-build studios,
especially in an economic downturn?
BldanH: They always think they should start with something
on carfipus, and that's often a bad idea. My advice is to start
with something small, out in the community. The biggest
problem is that faculty and students start new programs thinking th~y can do large projects faster and cheaper than is
realistically possible.

R6tk~lll: l find that people tend to overthink the complexity
of the Issues in front of them. They tend to meet with everybody
on campus and get everybody involved, and that's a surefire way
to draw something out for eternity. I tell them to just do it.
Aft: Adam, Andrew, and Dan, you've all inherited your
progratns. How have you dealt with that legacy, or shaped
these studios in your image?
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Hopfner: This is my second year directing the Yale Building
Project. I take tJ1e stance very strongly that I do not have authorship. I think there's a danger in that, and I'm certainly not
teaching to get my aesmetic agenda across.
I have tried to make housing issues a little more current, and to that end we've been working with an organization
called Common Ground, a nonprofit to end homelessness, since
last year. We found that veterans make up 28 percent of all homeless, and that people are coming home from mese conflicts wim
huge emotional disorders. We've identified female veterans as
the group in need of housing. We did a lot of research into the
psychology and brought these social issues to the fore to see
how mat would affect me design position. The second thing
I've tried to do is make more explicit the process as opposed to
the product-the constraints of site, zon ing, budget, time, and
environment that really come to bear on a project.
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Lewis: One ming that I think is really critical is, even though it's
design-build by students, the design absolutely has to be of the
highest mark of excellence. The students have more time than
an architecture firm can give to this project, so the results should
exceed what professionals should be able to do. Instead of just
learning how to work materials, this is an opportunity you
won't have when you go out into the profession. It's someiliing
I've inherited, and I mink it's critical to maintain that position,
especially with the client.
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Freear: From my point of view, when Mockbee dropped dead,
it was simply a case of keeping up. It never has been a deliberate
"I've got to establish my own style." I hope what I have tried
to do is protect me luxury of time: The Rural Studio has a huge
luxury of time over a lot of these omer programs. Fifth-year students, for examp le, are here technically for nine monilis, though

they stay upwards of a year afterward to finish meir projects on
their own time and dollar. I get a lot of grief from the university
for allowing that to happen. But it's about raising me standards,
me craft, the level of detail and t11e quality-it's about being
more rigorous. I don't really apologize for any of it. There are few
places where you do something because you want to do it and
yo u want to do it right. I'm trying to be fiercely protective of that
opportunity, and to have students understand how long it takes
and how difficult it is to do something well.
AR: What long-term effects have your design-build programs
wrought on their communities?
Louis: What I've found, especially with me Rosie Joe House, is
mat it afforded her me opportunity to go back to weaving rugs,
which now command as much as $10,000. Previously, she had
to give up the loom to be a receptionist at Motel 6 or waitress
somewhere else .
Badanes: It's the students who really feel me long-term effects.
Our goal is to deflect mem from finishing architecture school and
taking their portfolio to an office and getting a job. We're trying to
create a different kind of architect. Our most successful people
have become nonprofit housing developers, developers of community gardens, and a lot of mem have gone into design-build,
which from my experience is a bit more satisfying than me office
alternative, especially as mings become more automated. We teach
building and practical things, but me real lessons are perseverance
and self-motivation, teamwork, and community service. It's a big
agenda. I think mat's where we can make a real difference.
Dutton: That's one of the things I've learned from Steve
Badanes. We're not just trying to help a community, but we' re
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trying to deconstruct students' privilege. We' re trying to get
them to be better citizens, better community advocates, and to
understand the complexity of urban areas. We'd like to institu tionalize ourselves even more into that community-develop
job-training programs, get high school industrial-education
kids involved with us-so that the center is not only a site of
student and faculty learning but community learning, as well.
Freear: The Rural Studio began 16 years in one place and is
becoming a neighbor there. I'm starting to see the fruits of
that. The local politicians and community groups are coming
to us now, and they're actually bringing grants and dollars to
the table themselves. It's great to see they have the imagination
and also the courage to be involved with us. I think that's
reflected in the scale of recent projects, like a 40-acre public
park, an animal shelter, and a hospital, which may serve more
people than all the other projects put together.
From the students' point of view, I hope they leave
here feeling empowered. I know when I left school, I had no
idea who to ask or what to do in an office. Everything was a
complete mystery to me. At least these students know how an
engineer and architect engage in a dialogue, and where to look
for things and whom to talk to.
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Hopfner: One other thing that I'm beginning to push is
addressing issues of the profession: Architects have really
divorced th emselves from the building process. In such a
litigious society, they don't build , just design. By exposing
students to all of the forces that come to bear on the
making of a building, whether environmental, technical, or
political, they can begin to harness them to become more
effective as architects. I hope they have the courage to feel
good about their decisions. •
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Built on a tradition of excellence, Solomon Colors
continues as the world leader in concrete coloring solutions.
Solomon Colors, along with our decorative concrete divisions, bring the
best in decorative products and tools for your architectural concrete projects.
With consistent color and an on-site color matching laboratory, architects around the globe continue
to count on Solomon Colors to complete the picture for their architectural concrete products.

56.5 I~gtgn~~c.

Divisions of Solomon Colors, Inc.
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DECORATIVE CONCRETE SYSTEMS

The World Leader in Concrete Coloring Solutions

IL: 800-624-0261 • CA: 866-747-2656 • www.solomoncolors.com
CIRCLE 49
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New York City
Financial District Renovation

NYSE STREETSCAPE
+SECURITY PROJECT
Phase One
12,000 sq.~
Completed August 2004
Phase Two
46 , 000 sq. ft
Installation begins September 2008

eurocobble®
Modular Paving Systems

Authentic Italian Cobblestone
Preassembled in Rigid Modules
Speeds Installation at the ..Jobsite

a d ivisi on of MICHAEL VANDEVER ASSOCIATES , INC .

www .eu rocobble .com
CIRCLE 50

877 I 877 5012

USO

1-1 EA LT 11 CA R E D 0 0 R SYS T E M S

Customization at its finest ...
"it'ie are glad lo haz e collaborated
u•ith Horton Automatic,s 011 this high
profile project. Not 011(1 · did Horton
implement an aesthetic and superior
design that be/peel us differentiate our
offering. but also met stringent time
a11d quality requireme11ts. "
1

Leigh Sutphin,
Prmopal NBBJ
Client
Southwest Washington Medical Center,
Vancouver, WA

I

Honon
AUTOMA T ICS
The, \utomaw Chou t

Certainly a departure from a typical solution, the smoke-rated ICU door system created
for Southwest Washington Medical Center's newly expanded campus is a dramatic statement
in architectural design.
In collaboration with the architect, Horton produced a beautiful setting not only for the medical
staff but also for the patient. It is a perfect example of how Horton Automatics is uniquely
qualified to help you achieve the extraordinary
At Horton, creating inspired door solutions is the order of the day Every day
Visit hortondoors.com for an automatic door expert near you.

United States/Canada
1.800.531.3111
United Kingdom
+44(0) 1952670169

CIRCLE 52

A PERFECT FIT

QUALITY YOU CAN COUNT ON. A NAME YOU CAN TRUST.
Kingspan , a global leading manufacturer of insulated
panels, is pleased to announce the acquisition of the
MeTecno USA family of companies.
The addition of MeTecno API , ASI, Benchmark and Morin
is a perfect fit to Kingspan's existing manufacturing base in
Vancouver and Toronto, Canada creating a truly single
source solution across the Americas for your insulated
roof, wall and single element panel requirements.
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King~n.

5202 272nd St.
Langley, BC, Canada
T: 604-607-1101
8500 Keele St.
Concord, ON , Canada
T: 905-760-1265

Morin

ASI

lnsulat'ed Panels

2000 Morgan Rd .
Modesto,CA 95358
T: 209-531-9091

725 Summerhill Drive
Deland , FL 32724
T: 888 -882-5862

CIRCLE 54

720 Marion Rd .
Columbus, OH
43207
T: 614-444-0110

685 Middle St.
Bristol, CT 06010
T: 860-584-0900
10707 Commerce Way
Fontana, CA 92337
T: 909-428-3747

CIVIC BUILDINGS

PEOPLE FIRST
For architects, community centers often call for sensible design
on a modest budget. What these projects may lack in glamour, they
make up for in relevance to people's lives.

By Jenna M. McKn ight
5.4.7 ARTS CENTER

Greensburg, Kansas
Studio 804, a University of Kansas
program led by Dan Rockhill,
designs and constructs a LEEDPlatinum, multipurpose building
for a fanning town leveled by an
EFS tornado.

GENTRY LIBRARY

Gentry, Arkansas
In a village of 3,500 people,
Marlon Blackwell Architects
cleverly transforms a century-old
brick building into a handsome
library, adding an elegant touch
to an aging Main Street.
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Haworth Tompkins creates a highly
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adaptable, ultra-green building
animated by splashes of co lor.
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y first job after earning my journalism degree was covering
the "communities" beat for a newspaper in Indiana. The
position entailed producing daily stories extracted from a
half-dozen rural towns bordered by corn and soybean fields
and speckled with churches, farm stands, and tidy houses with white-picket
fences. As a native of Phoenix, the fifth-largest city in the U.S., this beat was
wonderfully exotic. To find story fodder, l spent ample time in community
centers, from libraries to meeting halls, where people congregated for
events such as pancake breakfasts, blood drives, and rummage sales.
Architecturally speaking, these venues were simple structures typically
clad i.n brick or wood-nothing noteworthy. For residents, however, they
were prominent sites that served a vital civic function.
Even in today's Web-obsessed world, with its nourishing on line
communities, people still need a physical place to come together. In this
month's Building Types Study, we feature projects that illustrate the
importance of these venues in both rural and urban contexts.
First, we zoom in on a remarkable project in Greensburg, Kansas,
a small town that was destroyed by a tornado in May 2007. Here, students
from Studio 804, a University of Kansas program, designed and built the
5.4.7 Arts Center in just four months. The 1,600-square-foot center, now a
popular gathering spot, has played a key role in reinvi gora ting the area.
Next stop: Arkansas, where Gentry Library, by Marlon Blackwell
Architects, is helping revive a struggling Main Street in a village near the
Ozark Mountains. In this adaptive reuse project, the firm transformed a
two-story masonry structure into a striking community centerpiece.
Then, we hop across the pond to visit London's Coin Street
Neighbourhood Centre, designed by the firm Haworth Tompkins. This
40,000-square-foot facility offers much -needed amenities for social housing
tenants in South Bank, a once-derelict district that is now booming thanks
to a grassroots movement spearheaded by residents in the 1970s. On a
dense street lined with historic structures, the architects created a contemporary building that exemplifies function with style.
Modest civic projects can be supremely gratifying for architects
who want their work to make a difference in people's li ves. Often, these
buildings don't dazzle. The standard program for a community center calls
for a highly pragmatic building with a flexible floor plan , few embellishments, and a safe aesthetic. Budgets can be exceptionally tight, given that
funding usually comes from taxpayers or private donors. The projects we
feature this month embody these challenges. They are not jaw-dropping
objets d'a rt; rather, they are well-designed, salt-of-the-earth buildings that
enrich the neighborhood. They are projects that put people first.•
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5.4. 7 ARTS CENTER
Greensburg, Kansas
Studio 804 prefabricated and completed a LEED-Platinum community
a ts center fort ·- tornado-ravaged town in just four months.
By Charles Linn, FAIA

Designer-builders: Studio 804-

If you wanted to se ttle in a fine

Dnn Rockhill, professor; Zack Arndt,
Snmh Boedeker, Krissy Buck, Jessica
Buechler, Mark Ca hill, Chris Clark,
Jt1stin Cratty, Co rey Davis, Lindsey
Evans, Jol111 Gillhn111, Erik Heironimus,
Abby Henson, Boyd Johnson, Jenny
Kenne Kivett, Will Lockwood, Simon
Mance, Ti111 Overstreet, Katie Rietz,
Corey Rt1sso, Josh Somes, John Tarr,
Megan Thompson, students
Engineers: Norton & Schm idt
Client: 5.4.7 Arts Center

place that is sa fe. secure, and filled

Size: 1,600 square feet
Cost: $336,000
Completion date: May 2008

The students of Studio 804, the

with friendly people, yo u could
hardly do better than Greensburg,
a town on the plains of southwest
Kansas, where one's sense of wellbeing can be threatened by little
other than occasional burst s of
severe weather. Unfortunately, such
was the case when, in just a few
minutes on May 4, 2007, a category
EF5 tornado blew most of it away.

Program
intensive design-build program at

The 5.4.7 Arts Center is sited on the block to the right of the water tower.

the Unive rsity of Kansas's School of
Architecture and Urban Planning,

Solution

Construction of the building's

sought a way to contribute to

The 5.4.7 Arts Center, named to

seven modules began the second

Structural: Lot1isiana Pacific;
Universa l Forest Prodt1cts; Certified

Greensburg's rebirth. In December

remember the date of the storm,

week of January 2008, in a vacant

of 2007, they accepted an invitation

has modest requirements, and

warehouse in Lawrence, Kansas,

u c s

Wood Products (fra ming)

to construct a small arts center,

the plan is simplicity itself: Starting

nea r ly 300 miles away. They were

Bath fixtures and tile: Toto USA
Curtain wall: Vitro America (glass);
Fastenal (fasteners); Unistrut (track);

with space for a gallery, classes, and

with the gallery, a meeting room,

built of wood studs, and pre -engi-

live performances. It would be LEED

lobby, kitchenette, and bathrooms

neered wood floor and roof

Platinum, as are all public buildings

are arranged linearly, in that

t r usses. The modules were clad in

Vaproshield (rain screen)
Roofing: Weatherbond (elasto111eric);
Greengrid (roof blocks); Velux (skylights)

constructed after the storm.
Dan Rockhill 's full-time, one-semes-

detailing; its construction tech-

was forme r ly an ammunition mag-

Doors and windows: Loewen
(w indo1Vs, doors}; Lynden (woo d);
Hydros1V ing (ha 11gar door system)
Alternative e nergy: BP Solar
(PV panels); Kestral (turbines);
Xnn trex (inve rter); Standard
Renewable Energy (subcontractor);
Trane (!tent pump)

ter, graduate-level class had to
accomplish the work in four months,

nique; and the additional systems,
energy modeling, and commiss ion -

az ine. The seven modules were
framed, insu lated, sheathed,

in time for the one-year anniversary

ing that are required of LEED-rated

roofed, prewired, and sheetrocked

of the storm. Studio 804 has a

buildings. The building's site is flat,

12 weeks after they were begun,

national reputation, having built

and so the structure itself was

and then loaded onto seven semi-

Students enrolled in Professor

additional sources at
architectura/record.com/ bts/.
134
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Doug las fir that was salvaged by
the students from a building that

nine single-family homes in nine

raised on a 3-foot-high plinth to

trailers, hauled to the site, and

years. Its students do the design

gi ve it prominence.

work; provide labor, including skilled

Studio 804 students have
developed a means of prefabricat-

offloaded onto the foundation .
Then, they were joined together,
and the interior finishing, plumb-

ing their residential projects over

ing, and wiring, were comp leted.

work such as plumbing and wiring;
ONLINE: Rate this project and access

sequence. The directness of the
plan belies the building's complex

raise money; develop the budget;
keep the books; and solicit donations of building materials.

the past several years, and 5.4.7
used this method, as well.

The wood cladding was protec ted by a site-built curtain wall of
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The tornado left little

otinq qlass screen on a

behind but debris

steel frame, shown here

(above) and the spirited

in its open position.

people of Greensburq.

The buildinq is set on a

The qallery doors on the

3-foot-hiqh plinth to

south elevation (below)

qive it more prominence

are protected by a piv·

on the flat site (riqht).

Students prepare to

5

0

0

0

1. Gallery
2. Meeting room

SI TE PLAN

3 . Lobby

4. Kitchenette
5 . Wind turbines

1 36
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(below left). The gallery

load one of the prefab-

(below) has sliding doors

ricated modules of the

that allow access out-

5.4.7 Arts Center onto

side. A glass screen

a truck (left); later, it

covers them when not

was hoisted into place

in use (bottom).

glass panels that were drilled and
bolted to galvanized-steel struts.
Sliding glass doors compose
the entire south wall of the gallery.
These doors are cleverly covered
by a glass-covered screen that is
supported by a steel frame that also
carries sun-shading louvers. When
a pair of hydraulic cylinders pivots
the frame from its normal vertical
position to a horizontal one, the
sliding doors can be opened to give
access to the lawn. The mechanism
that allows this is adapted from
one used to open airplane-hanger
doors. The building has a vegetated
roof, and is heated and cooled by a
ground-source heat pump. Much of
its energy is provided by wind turbines and photovoltaic panels.
Commentary
On May 4, 2008, the one-year

anniversary of the storm and just
18 weeks after design began, the
center held its first open house, and
subsequent events have been frequent and crowded. It is hard to
describe how great an influence
just one small building has had in a
town where the civic and social life
that took a century to build seemed,
only a year ago, to be gone forever.
In towns and cities where this kind
of thing has happened (New
Orleans, for instance), one finds a
particular urgency for special
buildings like the 5.4.7 Arts Center
that can give people a sense that
others believe both they and the
places where they live are important. Even in the best of times, few
American towns will ever be blessed
with a jewel like this one. But the
project is not without its critics.
Hopefully, the arguments about
whether it was necessary to build
this now, or whether it is too fancy
or costs too much - often encountered on such projects - will begin
to fade soon, because the building
really works. Just ask the kids on
bikes who pull up about every 10
minutes to see if the center is open
yet, or people in cars with out-olstate tags that circle the block
slowly so that they can get a good
look. For all of them, it is a nice bit
of Bilbao-effect on the Plains. •

Two: GENTRY LIBRARY
Gentry, Arkansas

Marlon Blackwell Architects restores a 100-year-old former hardware
store to serve as a beacon for a reawakened downtown district.
By Jane F. Kolleeny

Architect : Marlon Blackwell
Architect-Marlon Blackwell, AIA
principal; Ati Blackwell, Assoc. AJA,
project manager; Gail Shepherd, AIA,
David Tanner, Assoc. AJA;
Julie Chambers, AJA, Scott Scales,
Tony Patterson, project team
Client: City of Gentry
Consultants: Jo seph Looney &
Associates (s tructural engineer);
GA Eng in eers (111/e/p);
Civil Engineering (civil); Stuart
Fulbright (landsca pe); SSi
Incorporated of Northwest Arkansas
(genera l con tractor)
Size: 11,970 sq uare feet

The modest size and budget of
the Gentry Public Library (11,970
square feet, at $108 per square
foot) be lies its importance to the
community of Gentry, Arkansas.
The library has become the cornerstone of the revitalization of its
downtown district and an important
resource for educating the 2,500

The library was to be built in a

1. Library

residents. Wh il e it took seven years

two-story, century-old brick struc-

2. Compu ter area

to complete the project, despite

ture that formerly housed a

budget constraints and a few

hardware store. Though of little

3 . McKee Community Center
4. Gen try Comm unity Park

naysayers, "the community never

architectural significance, the

wavered," says the architect Marlon

building was treasured by the com-

Blackwel l, AIA, of Marlon Blackwell

munity, and many wished to

5 . Library arc/1i ves
6. Skylight

Architects, whose offices are

preserve it. The program consisted

rectilinear glass projections. Some

located in nearby Fayetteville.

of a reading room and related

of the projection s act as display

library services, a community room,

cases for the library's eccentric

Cost: $1.2 million
Completion date: October 2007

0
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Program
Like many sma ll towns in America,

and a history and genea logy center.

holdings, including a wildlife display

Undeveloped land around

of stuffed beavers playing on a log.

SOURCES

Gentry strugg les with a deserted

the building suggested opportuni-

Blackwell converted the full length

Metal/glass curtain wall :

Main Street where department

ties for extending community

of the Main Street facade into a

Preferred Systems (metal);
Bentonville Glass (glass)
Skylight: RGC Glass
Paints and stains: Sherwin Williams
Carpet: Shaw Co ntract Group
Ceilings and suspension: Armstrong
Terrazzo tile: Floorazzo
Wood floors: Smith Ha rdwood Floors
Lighting: LSI Industries
Hardware: Co rbin Russwin
Architectural Hardware
Doors and entrances: Marshfield
Doors; Benton ville Glass; C.R.
Laurence; Ceco Door Products

stores, pharmacies, and hardware

activities at the library outdoors.

glass curtain wall, to invite those

shops have been shuttered in

Part of the project's scope origi-

outside to "come on in."

recent decades. Employment

nally included a ve rtica l garden

opportunities are scarce: Most of

wall on the back side of the library

so much glazing become evident,

the town's residents work at the

and construction of an exhibition

with a sleek but simple, well-lit

local McKee Foods plant (best

building for antique fire trucks to

interior that ma ximizes f loor space

known for Little Debbie snacks).
Being located near the Ozark

be sited behind the library. Both
these projects were put on hold

with built-in cherry shelving. A
stairway in the back leads to a sec-

Mountains in the northwest corner

due to a shortage of funds.

ond floor containing more shelving
and an office for the librarian. Here,

:r:

Solution

a refurbished sky light thrusts

:r:

Blackwell treated the gritty and

upward to bring light into an atrium

ONLINE: Rate this project and access

additional sources at

architecturalrecord.com/bts/.
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of Arkansas, one of the poorest
states in the nation, doesn't help.
Blackwel l describes the town's

Once inside, the benefits of
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Main Street as "a hardscrabble,

pockmarked building as a historic

and illuminate a ground-floor sitting

somewhat faded, rough-around-the-

artifact. He removed the glass from

edges place that bears the evidence

the second-story windows, leaving

area. Owing to a tight budget.
prison inmates were engaged to

of a much more vital time." He adds,
though, that "it is coming back-

the masonry openings with their

remove, tag, and restore pressed-

0:

ornamental moldings intact. and
then encased them behind shallow

rnetal ceilil"lqs, o\\d Blackwell's own

>-

f-
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slowly - but with purpose."

staff painted the reinstalled ceilings
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The library occupies
a corner of Main
Street, which is lined
with small businesses
and empty buildings
struqqlinq aqainst

new commercial development along the
highway to the east
(left). Due to abundant
glazing, the building
glows like a lantern at
dusk (below).

Inside, structural
columns double as llqht
boxes on the upper
portion and bookshelves
on the lower (this paqe).
The transparent facade
on Main Street seems to
welcome passersby to
't:Omtt Inside (opposite).

at no extra charge as a service to
the community.
A vacant lot adjacent to the

D

9

l: ::J ID

library was turned into a pocket
park, with a pergola for climbing
vines and a water sculpture. The
community room on the library's
ground f loor opens to the park,
and pedestrians from Main Street
can easily wander in. A plaza
behind the library was covered with
grass and concrete pavers. creating

~B

a venue for events such as book
fairs, cake sales, and flea markets 5

the expected country fare.

E=====i
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Commentary
To some arch itects. the ec lectic
array of buildings on Gentry's
Main Street might have appeared
uninspiring, but for Blackwell,
it's the canvas he knows best. His
recently published monograph,

1. Library

6 . Kitchen

11 . Historic lift

An Architecture of the Ozarks

2. Book checkout

7. Gentry Community Park

12. Display area
13. Library archives
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(Princeton University Press, 2005),

3 . Children's area

8 . Community plaza

describes the region as having

4 . Computer area

9 . Fire truck exhibit (planned)

a "real natural beauty and simulta-

5 . McKee Community Center

10. Librarian's office

CJ
12

neously real constructed ugliness,"
a setup that Blackwell views as a
"deep source of possibilities."
The context becomes "not
just a setting for our work, but
part of the work," Blackwell says.
The library, part of Main Street's
grittiness, is also the center of the
cultural. educational, and social life
of the community, a dignified civic
and urban presence for Gentry,
sparking the preservation of other
buildings downtown. Today, 2,000plus citizens, or 80 percent of the
population, have library cards to
check out books, a testament to
what this community values.
Here, among the oblong
chicken houses, trailer parks,
sheds, and strip malls of Northwest
Arkansas, Blackwell's design contributes to the vitality of the
region's heritage and continues the
kind of unpretentious, thoughtful
work identified with his mentor,
Fayetteville's celebrated E. Fay
Jones, FAIA. •

Three: COIN STREET
NEIGHBOURHOOD CENTRE
London
Haworth Tompkins creates a community centerpiece
that embodies function with flair.
By Jenna M. McKnight

Arch itect: Haworth Tompkins-

Three decades ago, the South Bank

lated blast furnace

Steve Tompkins, director in charge;

district in central London was no

slag), which gives

Andrew Groarke and Chris Hardie,

place to cal l home. Schools were

the concrete a light,

project architects; Tom Grieve, Toby

shuttered and stores were vacated

creamy complexion,

Johnson, Lewis Kinneir, Hana Loftus,

as its populat ion plummeted to

explains firm director

Will Mesher, Jim Reed, Pascale Shulte,

4,000, spurring city planners to

Toby Johnson.

Joanna Sutherland, Tom Wilson,

consider eliminating housing alto-

Felis Xylander-Swannell, and Akira

gether to make way for large-scale

building's most strik-

The four-story

Yamanaka, project team.

commercial projects. Determined to

ing moment is its

Client: Coin Street Community Builders

foster neighborhood regeneration,

southern elevation,

Engineers: Price and Meyers

residents banded together to form

which looks on a busy

(structural); Max Fordham

Coin Street Community Builders

thoroughfare. Here,

(environmental and building services)

(CSCB) - named after a road that

ters, along with a rentable space for

Consultants: Antoni Malinowski

passes through the district's heart.

a shop or restaurant. To ensure the

glass panels is affixed to a glass

facility could accommodate chang-

curtain wall. Infused with yellow

(colorist); Davis Langdon (quantity

They were triumphant. In 1984,

an exuberant patchwork of dimpled

surveyor); Harry Montresor

the nonprofit group used loans to

ing needs, a flexible layout was

and ochre ceramic frit, the panels

(cladding); Colvin and Moggeridge

purchase 13 acres and has since

paramount. Moreover, the building

are backed by red aluminum

(landscape)

constructed four social housing

needed to allude to landmarked

reveals . According to the architects,

complexes. In 1997, it comm issioned

19th-century brick row houses yet

this skin emphasizes the building's

Size: 40,000 square feet

the London firm Haworth Tompkins

have a bold, Modern aesthetic -

rectilinear form, and it helped con-

Cost: $12.4 million

to design an affordable housing co-

and it couldn't be intimidating or

vince city planners that the design

"'0a_

Completion date: September 2007

op and community center for a
2-acre block. The terraced residen-

condescending, explains lain

suffic iently refers to the historic

0

Tuckett, CSCB director. "We quickly

structures across the street.

0:

tial buildings, which line three

agreed," he says, "that a bit of color

The other facades are remark-

::;;
:::>

Curtain wall : Wicona; Hirsch

sides of a courtyard and sit atop an

and a sense of fun should be part of

ably - and purposefully - different.

"'a

Glazing: Glaverbe/

underground parking garage, were

what they would need to do."

SOURCES
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Masonr y: Baggeridge Brick

finished in 2001. The architects then

Roofing: Alu masc

set out to complete the quadrangle

Solution

2. Hou sing complex

w

Flooring: Ryebrook Resins;

with the 40,000-square-foot Coin

3. Courtyard

"'

Freudenberg Building Systems
Carpeting: Milliken

Street Neighborhood Centre.

Faced with these complex conditions,
the design team opted for a basic,
boxy structure with varied facades

1. Commun ity center

Program
It was a challenging brief. Due to

and a stripped-down interior. To

cost, the client decided to divide
the remaining 25,000-square-foot

splashes of color, both inside and out,

parcel in half and develop the project in two phases. The $12.4 million

a consultant. Because much of the
building's poured-in-place-concrete

ONLINE: Rate this project and access

Phase 1, on the eastern portion, was

frame is exposed, the architects

additional sources at

to include a nursery, cafe, meeting

insisted on using cement with a high
volume of GBBS (ground granu-

Lighting: Alvaro Siza-designed

Lorosae lamps by Reggiani

architecturalrecord.com/ bts/.
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rooms, and a new CSCB headquar-

add visual flair, the team relied on
hiring the artist Antoni Malinowski as
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1. Stairs and elevator
2. Outdoor play area
3. Community cafe
4. Parking garage
5. Housing complex

Thermal chimneys
placed aqainst the
south-facinq curta in
wall (left) redirect heat

5

to rooftop vents. In the
nursery (below) ,
acoustic panels add
a dash of color to a
concrete ceiling, and
hanging lamps designed

SECTION

by Alvaro Siza supplement natural light.
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1. Main entrance

2. Lobby
3. Stairs, elevator
4 . Co mmunity cafe

5. Multipurpos e room
6. Co mmercial shell

7. Kitchen
8. Office
9. Outdoor play area

4

9

10. Kitchen
5

11 . N ursery

6

GROUND FLOOR

On the east. a dark gray brick wall
complements nearby masonry
buildings, while the western elevation's pale concrete blocks can be
easily removed once Phase 2 gets
under way. The terraced north
facade, clad in untreated timber,
mimics the aesthetic of the housing
complex it faces.
Inside, bare concrete columns,
high ceilings, and open floor plans
create an industrial-like character.
"You can compare it to a lateVictorian factory building," explains
partner Steve Tompkins, adding that
each level's floor plan is basically the
same yet accommodates "radica ll y
different uses." The ground level
contains a lobby, community cafe,
and a 3,400-square-foot commercial
space with floor-to-ceiling windows.
The architects placed the elevators
and stairwell on the building's west
side, mindful that this core will be
shared with Phase 2. A robust concrete staircase leads to a nursery
on the second level, the CSCB office
on the third level, and meeting
rooms on the fourth. A rooftop garden offers spectacular city views.
Sustainability was a guiding
force in the design. With an emphasis on passive cooling, the architects
placed 10 interior " thermal chimneys" of varying heights against the
south-facing curtain wall. These
10-foot-wide shafts, painted bright

N o
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SECOND FLOOR

The northern elevation

colors, funnel hot air to rooftop

faces a courtyard

vents. Other green features include

edged by a housing

solar-powered water heaters, a rain-

complex (above left),

water-collection system, and ample

while a rooftop garden

use of FSC-certified wood.

(below) offers stunning
views of central
London. A concrete
stairwell reveals the
project's stripped-down
aesthetic (above right).

Commentary
Since its September 2007 completion, the facility has generated
much fanfare - and rightfully so.
The Royal Institute of British
Architects gave it a design award,
in addition to naming the CSCB
"Client of the Year."
This building does exactly
what it should: It welcomes people
in and offers fle xible interior
spaces that are modest yet stylish.
The south facade's saffron coloring
is unusual, but for a city often
under a blanket of clouds, it works.
One element that is less successful
is the exterior treatment of the dissimilar facades, which defer to the
buildings around them but not neeessarily to each other, revealing
just how difficult it is to design a
contemporary structure for an
architecturally diverse, urban
block . Nonetheless, Haworth
Tompkins deftly succeeded in ereating an economical , adaptable,
and highly sustainable building
that enlivens the street scape - and
provides vital amenities to a thriv ing neighborhood.•
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Peddie School (USA) - Architect : RMJM Hillier - Contrac tor: Skanska USA Building, Inc. - Installer: Aetna Roofing Corporation

VM ZINC 0 is selected by architects worldwide for roofing and cladding projects. Its elegant colours,
exception al malleability, durabi lity and harmonious bl ending with other materials, make VM ZINC
a material of choice.
VM ZINC offers a very large rang e of products to meet all your req uirements. Drawings and
specifications, needs of clients, resea rch of aesthetic and respect for the environment.

umicor~

Umicore Building Products USA Inc.
3120 Highwoods Blvd, Suite 104, Raleigh NC 27604
Phone: 919-874-7173 ·Fax: 919-874-7140
www.vmzinc-us .com
CIRCLE 55

A Umicore brand

800.388.8728
www.wausautile.com
CIRCLE 56

The medium is light
The canvas is SunGuard
SuperNeutral®54.
Building with light. That's what SunGuard
Advanced Architectural Glass from Guardian
is all about. Our comprehensive range of
products, colors and design solutions allows
you to explore fully the aesthetic possibilities
of light. SuperNeutral 54 is one example.
Available on clear (shown here), green,
CrystalGray and low-iron UltraWhite;"
SuperNeutral 54 combines higher light
transmission and a neutral appearance with
exceptional solar control. SuperNeutral 54
can save thousands of dollars on energy
costs and help your project qualify for
LEED credits. See complete performance
data - and more than 30 other ways to
Build With Light-at SunGuardGlass.com.
Or call 1-866-GuardSG (482-7374).

GUARDIAN
SUN GUARD®
ADVANCED ARCHITECTURAL GLASS

BUILD WITH LIGHT"

a.

GUARD IAN
Gian. Au1omotlv~ • Bul\dlnp; Pmduc11
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McGraw Hill
CONSTRUCTION

HQ

connecting peop\e_projects_products

Which way to the C-Suite?

____

_.,

For the building industry, HQ magazine is the most direct route.
HQ Magazine and Website Premiering November 2008
Who makes or influences the final decisions about getting a building built, expanded or renovated? The same
people who sign off on products, technology, insurance, and other critical design and construction services.
They live in the C-Suite.
HQ magazine and website connects you to 65,000 of the top Cs - the CEOs, CFOs , COOs - and the owners,
developers and other top executives you want your message to reach. They'll turn to HQ for inspiration,
information, and insight. And then they'll call on you to make things happen.

A product of two leaders, McGraw-Hill 's Architectural Record and BusinessWeek, HQ will be a key resource
for decision makers who know that good connections make for good business. It will also be a key advertising
outlet for developers, architects, engineers, building products manufacturers, contractors and others .

To advertise or to learn more, connect with us at www.HQowners.com/HQ3 or call 1-800-458-3842.

ARCHITECTURAL
RECORD

BusinessWeek

The McGraw-Hiii Camponles

~

Smart Products,
Smart Home

Getting High Design from a Low-Tech Approach
ESCHEWING COMPLEX FORMS AN D TECHNOLOGY, SOCIALLY MINDED ARCHITECTS
RELY ON AGE-OLD BU ILDING TECHNIQUES TO CREATE MODERN MARVELS

•

By Josephine Minutillo
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hile archi tecture magazines A boxy st ructure is
are saturated with images of finished with simp le
soaring, wriggling towers and
materials in a publ ic
pristine, jewel-like structures, library in Villanueva,
those buildings represent a small fraction of Colombia (riqht). Many
actual construction. Most of us live, work, and interiors are left open
play in very conventional buildings-tradi- to the elements (below) .
tional wood-frame houses, steel-and-brick
high-rises, concrete-and-glass shopping malls. And for much of the
world's population, the comforts of home-not to mention work and
recreational facilities-are critically lacking. Governments around the
globe are increasingly looking to arch itects to address the housing and
infrastructure needs of impoverished communities, in the process hoping
to improve the grim economic, ed ucational, and security conditions that
plague them. The resulting structures are almost always the antithesis of
those complex, computer-driven designs that typically grace these pages.
Because of \.imjted financial resources, these projects rely on a low-tech
approach using simple forms; local, unskilled labor; unusual or recycled
materials; and alternative constructi on methods.

W

Building community
Colombia has long been seen as a country where the rule of law does not
exjst. The armed conflict there-between left-wing guerrilla groups, rightwing paramilitaries, and the national police-is the longest-running
conflict in the Americas. Drug production and trafficking, violent street
crime, and kidnappings on ly add to the brutal way of life to which many
Colombians have unfortunately become accustomed. But recent government efforts to build p ublic spaces and educational facilities in
disadvantaged areas have markedly improved living conditions for residents.
Following a large d iscovery of crude oil in the early 1990s, the
Casanare region in the northeast part of the country has enjoyed an economic boom. Wanting to share some of its newfound wealth with the
people (and taking a cue from construction efforts in Colombian cities
such as Medellin ), the regional government embarked on a plan to popu-
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late its cities with libraries. The first of these
was completed last year in the town of
Villanueva, a 5-hour drive from Bogota.
The job of designing the library
was given to four recent architecture school
graduates-Miguel
Torres,
German
Ramirez, Alejandro Pif\ol, and Carlos
Meza-after collectively winning a national
competition, their first. "We wanted the
building to have a strong signature, and be
11
very clear in terms of materials and
shapes," says Meza. The designers could not
have chosen a simpler material palettequite literally sticks and stones-employing
them to dramatic effect in a 16,700-squarefoot rectangular structure that incorporates
an outdoor plaza.
Though the concrete frame was
poured on-site by a professional crew from Bogota, much of the subsequent
construction was carried out by residents of Villanueva and nearby towns,
following workshops that taught the locals basic building techniques, as
well as the unique methods used for this library. "This is a post-conflict
area," explains Pif\ol. "People who are no longer engaged in violence are
being reinserted into civil society. This was a way to do that."

A distinctive feature of the building that required special training
to construct was the gabion wall. Nothing more than cages of rocks, gabions
are more com monly used in civil engineering projects for erosion and flood
control. For the library, experienced road bui lders from the region were
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., EVEN THOUGH WE HOPED TO CREATE A
MONUMENTAL BUILDING, WE ALSO WANTED
IT TO CONVEY A LOCAL, CRAFTED PRODUCT."
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brought in to supervise their assembly in 12-inch-deep wire cages along the
entire 234-foot-long eastern facade. Workers experin1ented with the look
of bisected sto nes in so me sections of the wa ll, but opted to keep the rocks
intact-mainly because it was less time-consuming that way. Also within
the wall are fo ur un glazed openings that feature aluminum , microperfo-

rated louvers for increased ventilation. The 31-foot-high wall wraps aro und
the north and south elevations, as weU. "Most people approach the site from
the east;' says Pif!ol. "We wanted to communicate a solid building, especially
in a town that has no architectural icons whatsoever."
The small stones, which average 4 to 5 inches in diameter, were
collected from nea rby rivers. For the opposite side of the building, which
contains a covered, outdoor space for public gatherings, the designers chose
another local product. Dimensioned pine-wood pieces from regional, controlled forests are arranged in a playful pattern in modular panels that make
up the waU and overhang of the plaza. "The choice of materials was intuitive," Meza says. "Even though we hoped to create a monumental building,
we also wanted it to convey a local, crafted product."
For many of the library's reading, media, and meeting rooms,
this lattice of sticklike pieces of pine is all that separates the interior from
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LEARNING OBJECTIVES

Use the fo llowing learning objectives to focus your study

After reading this article, yo 11 should be able to:

while reading this month's ARCH ITECTURAL RECORD/
AJA Continuing Education article. To earn one

2. Explain how the low-tech co nstruction techniques are suited to

AJA learn ing unit, i11cluding one hour of health, safety, and welfare

Q.

credit, turn to page 162 and follow the instructions. Other opportunities
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to receive Con ti1111ing Education credits in this isrne can be found

0
~

0

1. Describe unique low-tech constrn ction techniqu es.
the local climate.
3. Describe how local people can be in volved in building
construction projects.

beginning on page 165.
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the exterior. Unlike Bogota, whose mountainous terrain has a cool climate,
the flat landscape surrounding Villanueva features an almost tropical one.
Enclosed spaces include restrooms and a ground-floor theater, which is the
only room that uses mechanical cooling.
Earthquakes and heavy rainfall characteristic of the region presented challenges to the builders. To conform to seismic regulations,
foundations for the two-story building are more than 6 Y, feet deep. Each of
the columns that supports the plaza's canopy-left bare to align with the
clear expression of materials throughout the building-contains pin connections at the top and bottom to allow lateral movement.
The downpours typical of the rainy season are handled in the
building by another striking feature, one that is concealed behind the
parapet of the gabion wall. A zigzagging roof-s loping down in a west
direction over large program spaces, and east over 6-foot-wide corridorsdistributes rainwater to channe ls on both sides of the building.
A particularly oversize gutter on the west side also co llects runoff from
the sloping, trussed roof over the plaza, which consists only of a polycarbonate sheet less than Y, inch thick. The main roof is composed of a
sandwiched metal deck, whose inner glass-fiber layer helps buffer the
sound of falling raindrops.
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The alternating slopes of the main roof provide other benefits, as
well. The raised, east-facing portions over second-floor stacks and reading
areas are glazed to admit daylight. These a reas also aid natural ventilation
by draw ing hot air up and out of the building more readily. "We wanted
the building to be fresh and authentic, not a showoff," Pino! recalls. "We
designed it in the most honest and direct manner we knew how."
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Gimme shelter
Across the globe m Cape Town, South Africa, a local firm, MMA
Architects, recently completed the first of a series of houses it is building
in Freedom Park, an area which, despite its hopeful name, is a crowded
shantytown within the Mitchell's Plain Township, and which until a few
years ago lacked basic infrastructure such as plumbing and sanitation.
MMA's project is part of a larger initiative by a charitable trust to build
490 units of affordable housing there. The price tag for the first house
came in well below $10,000 and is expected to go down even further once
mass production begins.
To achieve such an impossibly low figure, the architects, led by
Luyanda Mpahlwa, researched alternatives to the brick and concrete block
construction that is prevalent in the region. "Architects are not involved in
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Take Your Fire-Rated Projects From Ordinary to Spectacular!

The Unique 60-Minute, Butt-Glazed, Transparent Wall Provides Safety
and Security w ith Unsurpassed Elegance !
Imagine an entire fire rated wall uninterrupted by vertical framing! The Vision 60 System™ is just
that-a fully glazed 60-minute transparent wall with no intermediate framing . Each panel of
Pyrobel-60® fire rated glazing is separated by a slim silicone caulking, offering truly free and
open vision for your projects. With numerous framing options available, this system is ideal for
schools and educational facilities where safety, security and uninterrupted viewing is desired.
For the most up-to-date information on our entire suite of fire rated solutions, including maximum
glazing sizes, framing details, CSI specs, and project photos, please ca ll us at 1. 877 . 376. 3343
or visit us online at www.fi resafe-g lass.com .
Pictured Above: The Houston Independent School District Administration Building in Houston, Texas. Here the
Vision 60 System is used not only to protect lives and property, but to provide full vision and light into the
stairwell enclosures on multiple floors.
Pyrobel is a registered trademark of AGC Flat Glass Europe. TRI-Safe is a trademark of AGC lnterEdge Technologies.
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low-cost housing here in South Africa;' Mpahlwa explains. "That is usually
carried out by developers with government subsidies. Without any sense of
creativity or innovation, they produce a model house and then just press
the repeat button. Our industry does not yet support alternative design, so
you really struggle to find affordable building materials."
Mpahlwa eventuaLl y settled on a unique construction system
produced by a small, local company. Co mposite assembly featuring a
metal truss sandwiched by timber outer layers make up the floors, staircase, window openings, and exterior walls of the two-story house. The
use of this kind of assembly saves up to two-thirds the amount of timber
used in conventional wood frame construction. The space between the
columns of the exterior walls was filled with an unlikely, but readil y
available product-sand.
Members of the community, particularly the beneficiaries of the
580-square-foot ho use, collected sand from the surrounding dunes, sifted
it to remove insects and debris, and put it into bags that they stacked
within the structural framework. The resulting 15-inch-thick walls,
Mpahlwa points out, provide excellent thermal properties, in much the
same way that traditional African stone or mud rondavels do. The walls
are also fir e- and wind-resistant, besides having superior sou nd-absorb158
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ing qualities in an area where privacy is in short supply.
The sa ndbags' ability to prevent wa ter penetration offers
another benefit. Much like wails of sandbags that are often assembled for
flo od control purposes in the wake of rising rivers, the sandbag-walled
house is particularly useful in an area prone to flooding.
As in the Villanueva project, a construction manager and a small
team of skill ed worke rs oversaw construction, which included on-the-job
training for locals. Throughout almost the entire building process, no

uouR INDUSTRY DOES NOT YET SUPPORT
ALTERNATIVE DESIGN, SO YOU REALLY STRUGGLE
TO FIND AFFORDABLE BUILDING MATERIALS."
electricity was required on-site. Beams were fab ricated to measure in a
nearby warehouse, and cement to plaster the exterior wa lls was mixed in
a hand mixer. Concrete was used only in the beams to support the second
level, where the bedrooms are located. Interiors are clad in timber board.
Mpahlwa left a considerable portion of the house's small plot
unbuilt, allowing for a garden and a safe area behind the house for the
recipient family's six children to play. "These are very dense and dangerous
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environments;' Mpahlwa says. "It's important to think about issues of
comfort and safety." The family, who had been living in a shack, was
involved in the design process from the beginning. "They had never lived
in a formal structure," Mpahlwa says. " It was an incredible feeling to see
the look on their faces as they moved into their first home."
Up market

Farther north on the African continent, a government program to stimulate
economic growth led to the creation of an extraordinary project. The landlocked nation of Burkina Faso is one of the poorest in the world, with few
natural resources. Most of the population is engaged in agriculture (de pite
crops' vulnerability to periodic drought) , and a large part of the male labor
force migrates annually to neighboring COUJltries for seasonal employment.
In Koudougou, the country's third-largest city, the construction
of the Central Market helped provide jobs and develop masonry skills
among local workers. Once completed, its 1,200 shops-encompassing
312,000 square feet-offered a vibrant civic space for commercial and
social exchange.
The market, which was honored with the Aga Khan Award for
Architecture in 2007, was built under the direction of the Swiss Agency
160
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for Development and Cooperation in collaboration with the Burkina
Faso government. The principal architect, Swiss-trained Laurent
Sechaud, has resided in Burkina Faso since 1997. "The climate and living
conditions here are quite difficult," Sechaud says, "but the people are
very welcoming."
While buildings made of ea rth-whether rammed earth, cob,
mud bricks, or compressed earth blocks-are largely alien to people in
the developed world, much of the rest of the world's population occupies
such buildings. The one-story houses throughout Koudougou were, until
recently, built from earth blocks. Construction of these homes, along with
that of the city's administrative buildings and urban facilities, is now
almost entirely of concrete block and other costly, imported materials.
Designers of the Central Market, including fellow Swiss Pierre
Jequier and local engineers, reclaimed tlie traditional building technique,
using the humble, locally made product to create a sprawling bazaa r of
vaults, domes, and arches.
Compressed earth blocks provide the precision and versatility
of bricks but can be made of virtually any kind of soil, require very little
moisture, and do not need to be fired in a kiln-making them less
expensive and more environmentally friendl y to produce. Earth for the
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market's blocks was manually extracted from a
hill I Y. miles from the site. A small percentage
of cem ent was added to the mix as a stabilizing
ingredient.
The blocks were made on-site using 12
hand-press machines, each supported by a rotating staff of four workers. Up to 9,500 blocks of
varying sizes could be produced per day, totaling
4 million for the entire project. Smaller blocks
were used in the vaults and domes. Larger
blocks measuring l l Yi by 3Yi by SY, inches filled
in the walls-the longest dimension representing the wall's depth. The blocks were cured in the sun in two stages, each
14 days long.
The market's orthogonal layout mimics the colonial grid characteristic of Burkina Faso's cities. Around its periphery are shops that stay
open past general market hours, animating the city center. In an effo rt to
open up views, minimize solar exposure, and provide adequate air circulation within the dense market, the internal layout, while still linear, is

quite diversified. Shops oriented east-west along
the width of the market form alleys, as north-south
oriented shops delineate small gathering spaces. An
open, domed area supported by a series of high
arches contains additional stalls.
The one-story compound incorporates 85
domes, 658 vaults, and 1,425 arches. Since timber is
a precious resource in the region, most of these were
constructed without th e use of formwork. A few of
the larger arches that required temporary support
used timber, but for most, earth blocks were cut and
shaped to form makeshift structures.
The labor-intensive proj ect generated more jobs than wo uld
have been possible had concrete been the building material of choice. In
the process, hundreds of local workers-many of them women-gai ned
certification as maso ns, and now work as freelance en trepreneurs. •
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INSTRUCTIONS
+ Read the article "Getting High Design from a Low-Tech Approach"
using the learning objectives provided.
+ Complete the questions below, then fill in yo ur answers on the next page.
+ Fill out and submit the AIA/CES education reporting fo rm
on the next page or take the test online at continuingeducation.
construction.com/to receive one AIA lea rning unit.

QUESTIONS
1. Which part of the constructio n of the lib rary in Co lomb ia was performed
by a professional crew?

a. the gabion wa ll
b. the concrete frame
c. the plaza overhang
d. the trussed roof

2. Which was not used in the co nstruction of the library's gab io n wall?
a. wire cages

no charge, go to contlnulnqeducatlon.construction.com/.

5 . The preva lent constructio n method in Cape Town is whi ch?
a. pine modular panels
b. metal truss sandwiched by timber

c. compressed eart h blocks
d. brick and concrete block

6. The building system for the Cape Town ho use used all except which feature?
a. sand
b. ceme nt plaster
c. co nventio nal wood frame
d. lightweight beams

7. The l 5-inch-thick walls in the Cape Town house provided all of the
fo ll owing beneficial properties except which?
a. fire resistance
b. rainwater run off channel s
c. thermal insulation
d. sou nd abso rpti o n

8. Koudougou's Central Market did all of the fo llowing for loca ls except which?
a. developed masonry ski lls
b. provided jobs

b. small river stones

c. provided civic space for socia l excha nge

c. aluminum louvers

d. developed an international trade market

d. dimensioned pine wood

3 . Experienced road builders supervised the co nstru ction of whi ch?
a. the gabion wall
b. the pine wa ll and overhang of the plaza
c. the 6.5-foot-deep fo und ati ons
d. the trussed roof

4. Heavy rainfall in Colombia is acco mmodated for by which constructio n
elemen t?
a. 6-foot-wide co rridors
b. columns with pin co nnectio ns at the top and bottom
c. channels on both sides of the building
d. a sa ndwiched metal deck on the main roof
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9. Swiss arch itects reclaimed the traditional building technique in
Koudougou for all of the fo llowing reasons except which?
a. earth blocks made the arches, va ults, and dom e shapes more precisely
b. conc rete blocks were not ava il ab le
c. concrete blocks were costly
d. making earth blocks o n-site provided local jobs
10. For which reason are the shops in Koudougou's market ori ented
both east-west and north-so uth around alleys and gathering spaces?
a. to provide adequate air circulation
b. to mimic the colonial grid

c. to provide a system of order
d. to ease crowd control
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These days, it's easy to find products that claim to be environmentally friendly . But it's much tougher to
find ones that actually are . Products like JELD-WEN® windows and doors made with Auralast® wood .
•The Aura Last process reduces water consumption , conserving a vital resource .
•Aura Last wood's protection process decreases VOCs by 96% over traditional dip treatments, meaning
improved air quality.
• Auralast is made to be long lasting, resulting in less material in landfills and reducing reharvesting .
• Auralast windows and doors meet ENERGY STAR• qualifications for greater energy savings.
• SFI certified Aura Last wood is available as an option on our Custom Wood windows and patio doors.
For more information call 800.877.9482, ext. 11201 , or visit www.jeld-wen.com/11201 .
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Forest products deemed sustainab le are a growing pa1t of today 's green buildings

z

Products that incorporate certified wood add to a structure's sustainability.

Provided by JELD-WE ®Windows and Doors

T

he demand in the United States for environmental ly
responsible building products continues to grow. Purchas ing
decisions are increasingly influenced by environmental
platforms, and architects, builders, designers and consumers
are looking to manufacturers for assistance. Soon , the sustainability
and environmental responsibility of bu ilding products may
be as important (or more so) to the building industry professional
than colors, hardware or even price.

As a building material, wood has been used for centuries for
its warmth, durability, longevity and natural beauty. Today, there is
another reason for architects to specify wood: its contribution to a
sustainab le environment. This artic le w ill cover the enviro nm enta l,
energy and carbon-neutral attributes of wood, and explain the
need for responsible forestry practices that keep wood building
materials a truly green choice. Also discussed will be the various
organ izations that certify wood as sustainable and the ways in which
points may be earned by specifying wood through the major green
rating systems.
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Use the learning objectives below to focus your study as you read

'~ The Case for Certified Wood. To earn one AIA/CES Learning Unit,

\ m

including one hour of health safety welfare/sustainable design
(HSW/SD) credit, answer the questions on page i 69, then fol low

the reporting instructions or go to ce.ArchitecturalRecord .com and follow the

BENEFITS OF WOOD AS A BUILDING MATERIAL
In addition to the fact that wood is one of a handful of major
renewable structural materials in ex istence, wood has a number of
other attrib utes that make it an intelli gent e nvironmenta l choice as
a building material.

reporting instructions.
Learning Objectives
After reading this article, you should be able to:
Discuss the attributes of wood as an environmentally sound building material
Compare the major forest certification agencies
Specify certified wood for green credit

Wood sto r es carbon. In the carbon cycle, carbon is dispersed
through the air, ground , oceans, plants a nd anima ls. Carbon dioxide
is the basic raw material that plants use to convert solar energy into
food , fiber, and other fom1s of biomass. Trees remove, or sequester,
this carbon dioxide from the atmosphere during photosynthesi s.
us ing carbon molecules to make sugars and starches that feed the
growth of cell walls. Trees then release the oxygen part of the
165
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carbon dioxide molecule back into the a ir, but the carbon remains in
the tree, even when it is made into furniture or other wood products.
The carbon in these wood products is basica lly inert and stab le,
and is kept out of the atmosphere for the service life of the product
- or even longer if the wood product is recycled . After decades
or even centuries of use, wood buildings can be easily adapted or
deconstructed and reused, which mean s they can continue to store
carbon indefinitely. The carbon is released only when the wood rots
or is burned.
Wood 's ability to sequester carbon is an important attribute
because carbon dioxide is a major contributor to global warming. Before
the industrial revolution, the concentration of carbon dioxide was stable
at some 280 parts per million - a fig ure that has risen to 380 parts per
million, a 35 percent increase, in the last century. Today, close to eight
billion tons of carbon dioxide are emitted eve1y year, representing more
than 75 per cent of total greenhouse gas emissions.
To recap, healthy forests absorb carbon dioxide and re lease
pure oxygen, with the carbon incorporated into the trees, leaves and
roots and soil, and then stored indefin ite ly in the wood products
made from the trees. Not a ll trees store carbon at the same rate,
however. Young, healthy trees have a higher rate of carbon diox ide
conversion than older, more mature trees. In an unmanaged forest,
old trees will stop capturing new carbon, though they wi ll continue
to store carbon until they start to decay.
Wood reduces fossil fuel consumption and embodied energy.
Substituting wood for energy intensive building products like steel
or concrete has a major impact both on energy usage and greenhouse
gas emiss ions. Using low-impact wood products results in less carbon
dioxide emitted and less total embod ied energy used. The literature,
notably by the Consortium for Research on Renewable Industrial
Materials (CORRlM), is replete with life cycle assessment studies
that demonstrate that wood requires substantially less energy to
manufacture, transport, construct and maintain than other materials.
When considering environmental impact using life cycle assessment,
wood outperforms steel and concrete in the fo llowing areas:
• Embodied energy in production
• Emiss ion of greenhouse gases
• Release of pollutants into the ai r
• Generation of water po llutants
•Production of so lid wastes
Some consider life cycle assessment tool s to provide a better
picture of a material's environmental footprint than the point systems
cu1Tently provided in certain popular green buildi ng rating programs.
While life cycle assessment measures direct environmental impacts
such as the amount of pol lutants released, the rating systems gauge
indirect product features such as the distance of the manufacturing plant
from the site, that are to some extent related to sustainable objectives.
Wood is a renewable resource. With trees continual ly regenerating
both naturally and through planting, there is more forest area in the
United States today than there was I 00 years ago. Forest growth in
the United States exceeds harvest by over 35 percent annually.
166
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Wood has superior insulation properties. Because its honeycomb
ce llular structure contains air pockets that limit its ability to conduct
heat, wood is an efficient insulator. By comparison, stee l and
concrete faci litate heat transfer through a building's wa ll s, which
acts to actually increase a building's energy consumption.

Wood's ability to sequester carbon is an
important attribute because carbon dioxide
is a major contributor to global warming.

I

Wood has a favorable strength to weight ratio. ln comparing
strength versus weight, wood is known to be stronger than steel,
most fiberglass and alum inum . In addition , wood is stiffer poundfor-pound than fiberglass ai1d steel, making it a highly efficient
material for producing a given structure.
Wood can be engineered. Another increasing ly popular green trend
is the use of engineered wood. Engineered products are recyc led or
reconstituted wood materials using laminated wood chips or strands
that are glued together. Not only can engineered wood products be a
more efficient use of wood and rely less on large, o lder trees, they can
drasticall y minimize the amou nt of waste created in processing raw
materials. Waste wood, regardless of spec ies, shape, and age, can be
used in making these products. Because engineered wood is manmade, it can be designed to meet application-specific performance
requirements. Large panel s of engineered wood can be made from
fibers of sma ll -diameter trees, and small pieces of wood ; even wood
with defects can be used in many engineered wood products. In
addition , engineered wood products often have greater tolerances in
stabi li ty, consi stency, straightness, and strength than dimensional
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lumber and consequently can be easier to work with.
Some common engineered wood products include:
• Glulams , an engineered wood product comprised of wood
laminations, or" lams," bonded together with waterproofadhesives.
Components can be comprised of a variety of species. Generally,
individual "lams" are up to two inches thick.
• Oriented Strand Board (OSB) is made from waterproof, heat-cured
adhesives and rectangular wood strands arranged in crossed layers.
Like plywood in structure, OSB has many of its strength and
performance characteristics. Because it is manufactured in
continuous mats, OSB is available as a solid panel of consistent
quality.
• Joists are '!'-shaped engineered wood structural members used in
floor construction and flat roof applications. They are prefabricated
using machine stress graded lumber or laminated veneer lumber
flanges and wood structural panel webs bonded together.

DEMAND FOR WOOD AND WOOD PRODUCTS
Building materials are not the only products made from wood. There
are an estimated 5,000 different products made from trees ranging
from the lumber and paper items to carpeting, clothing and even
toothpaste. The average American uses about 749 pounds of paper
every year. Approximately 95 percent of houses are built of wood
- statistics that translate to the average person using the equivalent
of a 100-foot high , 18-inch diameter tree every year for wood and
paper needs. Economists predict that global gross domestic product
(GDP) will double and per capita income in developing countries
will triple over the next 20 years. As standards of living increase, so
will the demand for natural resources, including wood .
However, the global production of wood and paper products wi II
be hard pressed to meet the new requirements without succumbing
to questionable forestry practices. The increasing demand for wood
makes it more important than ever to adhere to sustainable forestry
practices and avoid repeating the mistakes of the past.

An environmental consciousness gradually took hold in the United
States, spurring a movement toward forest management, reforestation,
and erosion control that were seen as keys to limiting degradation from
timber harvesting. An increasing interest in sustainabililty has thrown
low-impact logging and other responsible policies into sharp focus,
as the goal has become to balance current needs for lumber with the
ability of future generations to meet their needs.
Unfortunately, many of the irresponsible logging practices
that occmTed in nineteenth century America have been repeated
around the globe. More than half of Earth ' s original forest cover
has been destroyed due to human activity such as agriculture,
development and logging - much of the destruction occurring in
the past 50 years. The situation is particularly dire in the rainforest,
as the following statistics illustrate:

• Rainforests once covered 14 percent of the earth's surface; now
they cover only 6 percent of the earth.
• Brazil ' s Atlantic rainforest is approximately 4 percent of its
original size.
• Half of l 0 million plants, animals and insects live in rainforest
land. Over 100 species are lost every day due to deforestation.
•Over twenty percent of the planet's oxygen is produced in the
Amazon Rainforest.

FOREST CERTIFICATION HISTORY:
A RESPONSE TO GLOBAL DEFORESTATION

NEED FOR SUSTAINABLE FORESTRY
At the beginning of European settlement in 1630, the land that would
become the United States of America consisted of approximately
423 million hectares of forest, or about 46 percent of the total area.
By 1907, forest land had declined to 34 percent of the total area, a
number that has remained relatively stable, with today's forest land
area amounting to about 70 percent of the area that was forested
in 1630. Over the centuries, forest land has been converted to
other uses, primarily agricultural , with the bulk of the conversion
occurring in the 19th century.
During the late 19th centu1y and early to mid 20th century
there was intensive logging on the nation's timber land. While
the early logging industry was largely romanticized, as westward
migration progressed, laissez-faire logging policies and farmers
clearing up to four acres of forestland for every additional settler,
created a lumber front that moved constantly westward, depleting
native forests. ln many places, rapid harvesting and irresponsible
logging methods altered native forests , creating simplified forests
of same-aged trees with reduced immunity to fire and disease.

Protecting remaining forest cover is now an urgent task.
Growing populations and burgeoning global economies are creating
increased demands for forest products and services, thereby placing
intense pressures on the world's forests. It is a considerable challenge
to balance demand for products and services with maintenance of
viable forests. In simple terms, sustainable forestry can be thought
of as striking that balance between society ' s increasing demands for
forest products and benefits, and the preservation of forest health
and diversity. This balance is critical to the survival of forests , and
to the prosperity of forest-dependent communities.
Some of the goals of sustainable forestry include:
• Ensure a sustainable supply of raw materials
• Maximize yields
• Control costs
• Protect against unauthorized wood in the supply chain
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Much of the pressure wil l be on private forests. Nearly 60 percent of
U.S. forest land is privately owned. An estimated 89 percent of timber
harvested in the United States comes from private lands, an increase
from 76 percent in the 1970s. These private lands provide the bu lk of
the country ' s forest products and environmental services.

FOREST CERTIFICATION
Forest certification helps protect forests from destructive logging
practices. Designed to grant a seal of approval for wood or paper
products that come from fo rests managed to strict environmenta l and
social standards, forest certification programs provide consumers of
windows and doors, for example, with third-party assurance that the
wood in the product was sustainably harvested from a healthy forest,
and not illegally sourced from a tropical rainforest or the homelands
of indigenous people. By increasing consumer demand for certified
products, retailers and manufacturers are more likely to use certified
suppliers, which in tum prompts forest managers to adhere to
ecologically sound management, avoiding such practices as largescale inappropriate clear cutting, logging in old-growth forests and
cutting down natural forests in favor of tree plantations, especia lly in
developing countries where the initial financia l gai ns ofrapid harvesting
are enticing. Forestry certification not on ly provides consumers with
assurance of confom1ance to a quality or performance standard,
it increases the perceived value of the product in the marketplace.
Forestry certification can also be a key differentiator among products
and even among manufacturers.

To carry a forest

certification label, a product
must have documentation proving it comes
from a certified forest. This paper trail is called
the "chain-of-custody!'

To carry a forest certification label, a product must have
documentation proving it comes rrom a certified forest. This paper
trail is called the "chain-of-custody" and it provides a link between the
certified forest and the certified forest product. In other words, chain of
custody tracks and records the path logs take from the forest, through

IN 2008, ONLY 10% OF THE WORLD'S
FOREST COVER IS CERTIFIED.

the differen t stages of production - primary manufacturing, secondary
manufacturing, wholesaling, and retailing - all the way to the end user.
Compliance with this standard means that customers can be assured that
from harvesting to manufacturing to delivery to their door, the product
has adhered to sustainable standards.
Whi le the intentions are pure, a lot remains to be done in the area
of forest certification. With approximately 35 organizations worldwide
offering certification progranis, as of2008, a mere J0 percent of the world's
forestland has been certified, according to the Sustainable Forestry Initiative.

BENEFITS OF CERTIFIED WOOD
Using certified wood comes with a number of benefits, not the least
of which is the intrinsic advantage of acting in an environmentally
responsible manner. It provides assurance that the product has met
rigorous environmental and social standards. The use of certified

THE NEXT GENERATION'S
PERSPECTIVE WILL INCREASE GREEN BUILDING

Choose brands
aligned with
social cause
Listen to brands
aligned with
social cause

Uncertified Forest s
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wood may contribute credits or points to a certified project under
the various green rating systems. With the increasing consumer
focus on sustainable lifestyles, homeowners may increasingly place
a financ ial value on having a demonstrated component of their
house identified as certified wood. Studies show the perspectives
of the next generation of consumers will increase green building.
According to the USGBC, the overwhelming majority of nextgeneration consumers already choose brands aligned with a social
cause and a clear majority wi ll recommend brands aligned with a
social cause.
Further, purchasing cettified wood ensures the long-term
sustainability of the forests rrom which the wood was harvested. Jt
ensures that forests are maintained, with support for continual wood
supply and minimization of illegal logging. In short, purchasing
certified wood drives the entire market toward sustainable practices.
On the other hand, buying wood from forests that are not managed in
a way that can be independently audited and scientifically evaluated to
protect the entire ecosystem may be an environmentally risky choice
and, at worst, counter productive to the sustainable forestry movement.
~ Continues

Certified Forests

Shop for brands
• aligned with
social cause
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0
0
0
0
2.

0
0
0
0
3.

0
0
0
0
4.

0
0
0

5.

0
0
0
0

Wood re leases carbon :
a
after it is used during photosynthesis.
b. under no c ircumstances.
c. when it rots or burns.
d. when the product reaches the end of its service li fe.

6.

0
0
0
0

To ca r ry a forest certification label, a produ ct must have d ocum entation provi ng it
co mes from a certified fores t. This paper tra il is called :
a. chai n-o f-custody.
b. volume ceni fication.
c. accred ited documentati on.
d. label ing chai n.

7.
0
0
0
0

T his portion of the world 's fo restla nd has bee n certified :
a. 50 percent
b. 30 percent
c. 75 percent
d. I 0 percent

A wood produ ct comprised of wood la minations bonded together with waterproof
adh esives is known as:
a. OSB.
b. Glulam.
c. I-joist.
d. melamine.

8.
0
0
0
0

T he two primary stand a rd s for la rge fores t ownership in th e United Sta tes a re:
a. ATFS and SFI.
b. SFI and FSC.
c. FSC and PEFC.
d. PEFC and ATFS.

The approximate number of products made from wood is:
a. 50.

9.
.::J

b.
c.
d.

0
Ll

T he only certifica tion system currently accepted by LEE D is:
a. ATFS.
b. SFJ.
c. FSC.
d. PEFC.

sing wood products results in :
a. us ing less carbon dioxide.
b. Jess embodied energy.
c. less water pollution.
d. A ll of the above

500.
1.000.

5.000.

Rainfores ts once covered 14 pe rcent of the earth 's surface; now they cover this
percentage:
a. I pe rcent
b. 6 percent
c. 15 percent
d. 25 percent

Last
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10.

0
0
0
0

Firs I
Name

The NA H.B recognizes:
a. all cred ible third-party cenifi cation programs as they develop.
b. onl y FSC and S FJ.
c. onl y ATFS and S FJ.
d. only FSC.
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New technology and code revisions plus the abse nce of standard building interface dimensions require
a project by project approach to escalator design.
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Provided by KONE Inc.
By Karin Tetlow

.S. patents for escalators or moving stairways date back to
the mid 19th century, but it was not unti I the late l 800s that
the world 's first operable escalator was insta lled in Coney
Island , New York and London's Harrods department store. Short ly
thereafter the first commercial model appeared in 1900 and du ring
the first half of the 20th century manufacturers in both the U.S. and
Europe found a welcome market for their models.
Since then , with improved techno logy, escalators have ro uted
people within virtually every bui !ding type from hote ls to department
stores and transported the public in airports, office bui ldings and
even outdoors. The world ' s longest system is the 2,600 ft CentralMid-Levels escalator in Hong Kong, wh ich transports tens of
thousands of commuters between their work and resi dence above
the streets.
Yet escalators do more than efficiently move 90-p lus
billion passengers each year. They encourage comm uni cation.
Environmental psycholog ists have noticed that conversations
are broken off at the arrival of the elevator and recomme nd that
creative corporations specifica lly request esca lators for new offices.
Escalators also offer a unique organizationa l view that counteracts
the isolation experienced by executives on penthouse floors.
While new construction is the major market for esca lators,
renovation and replacement is a growing sector, since an increas ing
number of the estimated 50,000 escalators in the U.S. are over 20
years old.
Escalators are not created equally and are un like ly to fit
the same well way. U.S. code requires the ang le of inclination
not to exceed 30 degrees and while most manufacture rs use
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simi lar escalator components, each manufacturer arranges these
components differently.
An understa nding of their design concepts and installation
requ irements - and how their functioning varies according to
the kind of project - is therefore key to designing escalators
for both new and existing buildings. In addition , with the
drive towards sustainable design , awareness of energy efficiencies
and env ironmental issues in escalator design is becoming
increasingly critical.

one AIA/CES Learning Unit, includ ing one hour of hea lth safety

welfare/sustainable design (HSW/SD) credit, answer the questions on page
175, then follow the reporting instructions or go to ce.ArchitecturalRecord.com
and follow the reporting instructions.
Learn ing Objectives
After reading this article, you should be able to:
Summarize the design concepts, building interface basics and essent ia l
components for escalator installation.
Identify the pertinent features necessary for optimum esca lator planning.
Evaluate the different options available for updating escalators.

BASIC ESCALATOR COMPONENTS
The essentia l components of an escalator include:
Th e stru ctu ral tru ss. A truss is the main supporting structure of
the esca lator that bridges the lower and upper landings, composed
of two side sections joined together with cross braces across the
bottom and top of the structure. The ends of the truss are attached to
the top and bottom landing platforms via steel or concrete supports.
The truss carries all the straight track sections connecting the upper
and lower mod ules.
171
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Upper module step and handrail drive system, the main
electrical and mechanical drive, is genera lly housed beneath the top
landing platform at the upper e nd of the unit.
Early technology drive systems used worm gear drives that
were about 70 percent efficient. They used a handrail drive chain/
linkage which , in turn, required high maintenance and messy
oiling. In addition slippage often occurred because of fau lty
synchronization.
New technology drive systems are abo ut 94 percent efficient
and employ a planetary gear drive, which e liminates the handrail
drive chain , messy oiling and synchroni zation problems. The
planetary gear drive uses synthetic-based lubrication and has a
30,000-hour run before the oi I needs to be c hanged, about twice
that of conventiona l sytems.
Electrica l drive systems have improved as well. Full voltage
systems that required high amperage to sta rt have been replaced
with solid state soft-starting controls.
Many manufacturers also offer sensing devices, which monitor
the load on the esca lator and adj ust motor voltage accord ing ly.
This can result in e lectrical cost savings of up to 40 percent over
conventional escalator systems.
The lower module houses the step return idler sprockets
or lower reversing station. This lower reversing station component
is now manufactured in cast stee l, allowing for a quieter and
smoother transition of the steps and chain aro und the lower end of
the escalator.
Top and bottom landing platforms. In addition to housing
the upper and lower modules, the top and bottom platforms anchor
the ends of the escalator truss and contain a floor plate, a comb
172

plate and comb segments. The floor plate provides a place for
the pas engers to stand before they step onto the moving stairs.
This plate is flush with the finished floor and is either hinged or
removable to allow easy access to the mach inery below. The comb
plate is the piece between the stati o nary floor plate and the moving
step. The comb segments are mounted to the comb plate and are
so named because their edge resembles the teeth of a comb. These
teeth mesh with matching treads on the top of the steps. This design
is necessary to minimize the gap between the esca lato r steps and the
comb plate, which helps elimin ate entrapments.
Step chain. Each esca lator contains two step chains on either
side of the unit. These are basically simi lar in shape to a bicycle
chain , but much larger, and attach the steps to the mechanical drive
system which continuous ly pulls the steps.
Historically these chains required constant lubrication ,
consuming up to 600 liters of o il in a 10-year period. Further,
they made for an oily mess throughout the interior of the escalator
that required regular clean downs that used strong solvents and
detergents. Most manufacturers now offer a patented lubricationfree chain as a sta ndard or as an option. These dramatically reduce
oil consumption, e limin ate problematic oiling devices, prevent
environmental contamination and significa ntl y cut downtime
associated with housekeeping and maintenance.
The tracks. The track system is built into the truss to guide
the steps. There are actually two tracks: one for the front wheels
of the steps and one for the back wheels of the steps. The relative
positions of these tracks cause the steps to form a staircase as they
move out from under the comb plate. On the inclined portion of
the escalators, the step track is positioned to create a staircase
configuration at the steps. Then , as the ste ps transition at the top and
bottom of the escalator, the two tracks separate to allow the steps to
" flatten out" at the floor plate.
Escalator steps. Most manufacturers offer steps in three
widths: 24-in , 32-in and 40-in w ide. The depth of any step tread in
the direction of travel sha ll not be less than 400mm ( l 5.75in) and
the rise between treads shall not be more than 220mm (8 .Sin). Most
steps today are fabricated from cast a luminum , which is stronger
and li ghter than older escalator step construction .
The handrail. As its name declares, the handrail provides a
convenient handhold fo r passengers. Manufacturers offer a range of
co lors to provide an aesthetic fit.
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Maintained by the Port Authority of New York and New
Jersey, the George Washington Bridge Bus Station has three
levels- the main concourse with shops and ticket sales, the lower
level with local bus and subway stops and bus platforms on the
upper level. Escalators moving people between each level had
been in service since the station was opened in 1963.
After 40 years of heavy use, equ ipment malfunctions, lack
of spare parts and addressing safety code changes, escalators
were periodi ca lly taken out of service, thereby seriously
inconveniencing the station's 20,000 daily commuters.
Two alternatives were evaluated: rehabilitation and
replacement, reports Port Authority engineers Dharam Pai , PE
and Cheng Chang, PE. Each alternative was problematic. New
replacement parts were hard to obtain and replacing the existing
heavy-duty escalators required significantly more space that
involved structural modifications .
While exploring these options, a third was presented: a
modernization package where an entirely new escalator wou ld
be installed in the existing truss. The package provided a
systematic way of replacing all escalator components with new
custom engineered modular ASME code and New York City
building code compliant components, while avoiding significant
disruptions and construction costs. Two escalators were selected
as a pilot project.
After extensive factory testing (the modernization was
the first for the station's type of escalator) the modules were
attached to the existing truss. Other components were installed in
sequential fashion that followed the procedures of new escalator
construction. No structural modifications were required and no
major rigging, hoisting or crane requirements were necessary
- and no service interruptions.
Cited as a 2007 Project of the Year by Elevator World,
the two modernized escalators offer improved safety, greater
reliability, lower energy use and lower operating costs. Moreover,
the replacement newels, decking and stainless steel balustrades
improve the appearance of the station .

ESCALATOR DESIGN CONCEPTS
Escalator geometry. Governed by ASME and CSA
(Canad ian Standards Association) standards in the U.S. and Canada
(ASME Al 7.1-2007/CSA B44-07 Safety Code for Elevators and
Escalators), A 17. 1 requires the angle of inclination for escalators
not to exceed 30 degrees. (O ld/hi storic escalators must conform to
the requirements of ASME A 17.3 as a minimum , where adopted by
the local authority.)
This means that for a g iven floor to floor rise, the work point
(W P) - the point at which the 30 degree incline intersects with the
floor leve l - to work point (WP) dimension is always the same,
regardless of the manufacturer (floor to floor rise x 1.73205.)

Since manufacturers configure escalator components
differently, the distance between the floor level WP and the
point at which the escalator intersects with the building structure
- known as the Face of Support (FOS) - varies. As a result, all
manufacturers ' space requirements between the WP and FOS have
different dimensions.
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Source: KONE Inc.

Interfacing with the building. The distance between the FOS
at the upper end and the FOS at the lower end formulates the actual
structural opening of the escalator well-way. Then, an 8" pocket
is typically provided at each landing to allow for the alignment of
plate finishes with the walk-on plate.

Building

F.ace of Support Details
6"

1 5/6"

/

FINISH FLOOR

I

.'.1.o'. . . .

FACE OF SUPPORT
FILL BY OTHERS AFTER
ESCALATOR IS SET
REMOVABLE NON-SKID
COVER (BY KONE)

;;::

,.

STRUCTURAL SUPPORT
BEAM TO BE SIZED AND
PROVIDE BY OTHERS

ESCALATOR

:·

TRUSS

111/16"

1D JTYPICAL REINFORCED CONCRETE END
1
I!: SUPPORT
FOR NON-SEISMIC APPLICATIONS
sourceoKDNElnc.

The depth and length of the pit, number of level steps and
whether or not intermediate support is required at the back of the
esca lator pit will all vary from manufacturer to manufacturer,
depending upon the rise of the escalator and width of the steps.
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ESCALATOR PLANNING

Building Interface: Pit DeP.th, Length
and Intermediate SupP.ort Insert
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The essential feature of escalator planning is to understand that
there is no one-solution-fits-a ll. Each project needs to be analyzed
according to its particular requirements .
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Applications for Escalators with Different Step Widths
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FOR NON-SEISMIC
APPLICATIONS

1. Pit Depth

Step
Width

4
1
~

I
I
I
I
I
I

t
2a

~

1. Centerline of Handrail to Centerline of Handrail - varies with step width. . . - 2b - . i
I
I
2a. The width of the safety zone is twice the CLHR to CLHR
dimension plus two inches and varies with step width.
2b. The length of the safety zone is measured from the end of
the escalator newel end and is two times the distance
between the CLHR. This also varies with step width.
Source: KONE Inc.

Standard escalator fea tures. Most esca lator manufacturers
offer the following basic standard features:
Balustrades in " so lid" usua lly #4 or # 8 stain less steel and bronze or
glass with thickness either 3/8" or 1/2" .
Speed. 100 ft per minute, which is the maximum speed.
Step widths in 24-in , 32-in and 40-in.

Microprocessor based controller.
Maximum travel distance varies with manufacturer.
Painted steps in silver and black
High-impact step inserts in yellow and black
Floor Plate in aluminum and stainless steel
Safety f eatures. (See Safety Features sidebar in onl ine section of
thi s article .)
1 74

S HP

24i n

One passenger

Medium

32in

One passenger
+one package
or one piece of
luggage

Shopping malls,
department
stores, smaller
airports

40 in

Two passengers-one
may w alk past
another

M ainstay of metro
syste ms, larger
ai rports, trai n
stations, some
retail usage

Large

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Energy
consumption
in Horsepower

Smal l

Source: KONE Inc.

Code Clearances

Applications
Low-volume sites,
uppermost levels
of de partment
stores, w hen
space is limited

2. Pit Length
3. Intermediate Support

The width of the escalator pit is typically calculated as
the physical width of the escalator plus two inches to allow
for construction tolerance . S ide by side escalators are typically
handled the same way, but the two inches is added only once, not
per escalator.
Code stipulates the width and the length of the landing zone at
each end of the escalator, both of wh ich are driven by the distance
between the centerline of the handrails (CLHR.) This varies with
step width and among manufacturers.

Single-step
capacity

10

HP

15 HP

The first place to start is analyzing the market segment. Retail ,
office, airport, stadium, hospital or pub I ic transit, each require different
features and design aesthetics. Some site-driven features include:

• Type of balustrade. In addition to standard manufacturer offerings
stainless steel , bronze and glass, detailing in brass and ambient
g lass are available .
• Step width is specified according to space available and the
requirements of passengers.
• Number offlat steps. Code requires a minimum of two flat steps.
Most commercial projects are designed for two flat steps. Three flat
steps is a common feature found in public transportation projects.
• Weather related f eatures. Water resistant options include galvanized trusses, water tight control cabinets and electrical switches,
sea led bearings, chain covers, and protective canopies. These are
common in outdoor applications.
• Type of chain. Lubricated chain or lubrication free chain are
options. Depend ing on the rise, width , and step loading requirements, chain wi ll be sized accordingly.
• Type of metal finish. 304 type steel is standard. 316 is an available
option for corrosion resistance.
• Type of drive and other components. Planetary gear drives are
standard. Energy saving soft start devices are optional.
Since many of these features can add considerable cost to the
escalator budget, it is important to take time to match the operating
environment with the required features prior to finalizing the project
budget and specification.
@ Continues at ce.ArchitecturalRecord.com.
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I.

0
0
0
2.

0
0
0
0
3.

U.S.
a.
b.
c.
d.

Escala to rs a re unlike ly to fit the sa m e well way beca use
manufacturers arrange componenlS differently.
b.
building floor heighlS are different.
updated codes require different space requiremenlS.
c.
manufacturers use different components.
d.

4.

Historic escalato rs mu st conform to
ENllS.
a.
ASMEAl7.3 as a minimum.
b.
ASMEAl7,I.
c.
ASME A 17. !/CSA B44.
d.

5.

7.

0
0
0
0

Today's step c ha ins
are avai lable as a lubrication free standard or option.
all still require constant lubrication.
b.
are located on one side of the unit.
c.
All of the above
d.

a.

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

a.

0
0
0
0

0
0

6.

cod e requi res th a t escala tors be insta lled a t
a 40-degree incline.
always the same distance between the work point and face of support.
always the same rise.
an angle of inclination not 10 exceed 30 degrees.

8.

0
0
0

9.

0
0
0
0

Ma ny m a nufacture rs offe r ste p widths in
24-in and 40-in.
a.
12-in, 24-in and 32-in.
b.
32-in, 40-in and 50-in.
c.
24-in, 32-in and 40-in.
d.

10.

0
0
0

First
Name

Last
Na me

T he width and le ngth of th e landing zones a re
different at each end of the escalator.
driven by the distance between tlie centerline of the handrai ls.
c.
independent of the step widtl1.
d.
a lways the same.

a.
b.

first ste p in escalator planning is
addressi ng energy efficiencies.
specifying safety features.
analyzing the market segment.
matching design aesthetics with that of tlie building.

Reasons for replacing or modern izing old esca la tors inc lude
difficulty in obtaining par!S.
b.
taking advantage of the improved efficiencies of new technology.
c.
changes in safety codes.
d.
All of the above

a.

Mod e rnization is often chose n ove r replaceme nt because
new trusses are more reliable
OSHA-approved barricades are not required
b.
it is often far less costly and disruptive than direct replacement
c.
of the opportunity lo reinforce tlie building foundation
d.

a.
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The width of the escal a tor pit is typically calcula ted as th e physical width of the
esca la tor plus
a.
3 inches.
b.
depends on comb plate width.
c.
2 inches.
d.
one-half the width of the step.

T he
a.
b.
c.
d.

z
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All the Benefits of Pilkington Planar
• The flattest glass in the industry
• Energy efficient high performance coatings
• Minimal sightlines with unparalleled transparency
• Fully tested with a 12 year system warranty
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800.452.7925

wwglass.com
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Glass Act: Where Beauty and Engineering Clearly Meet
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Seeing through today's spectacular bolted structural glazing systems to the precision engineering inside
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By Layne Evans

rom storefronts and lobb ies to the most stunning
signature buildings in the world, the expanses of
glass continue to get bi gger, taller, more complex and
ever more transparent. The metaphors vary - disappearing
walls, invisib le structure, bringing the outside in, dissolving
the boundaries between the building and the street and sky
- but the basic desire for the most transparent structure
possible has driven the development of glass architectural
material for about two thousand years.
The current state of the art is the bolted structural
glazing system, al o referred to as point supported glazing:
glass, stainless stee l fittin gs and increasingly imaginative
support or back-up structures conceived and executed as an
integrated unit. As glass structures get clearer and buildings
more see-through , the sc ience and skill required to implement
them gets increasingly complex. This article will outline
the still continuing evolution of bolted structural glazing
systems, the precise engineering, stringent testing and
technological innovations in each of their major e lements,
particularly the glass itself, and the critical importance of
bringing together the design , engineering, manufacturing
and fabrication of these interacting elements into a single
system, a sum very much greater than its component parts.

F

One of the most celebrated and spectacular examples of bolted structural glazing
systems in the world is the Rose Center for Earth and Space, American Museum of
Natural History, New York City, NY. Architect: Polshek Partnershi Architects LLP.
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Use the learning objectives below to focus your study as you read
Glass Act: Where Beauty and Engineering Clearly Meet. To earn
one AIA/CES Learning Unit, including one hour of health safety

welfare credit, answer the questions on page 181, then follow the
reporting instructions or go to ce.Architectura lRecord .com and follow the
reporting instructions.
Learning Objectives
After read ing t his article, you should be able to:
Examine the major components of bolted structural glazing systems
and assess how their essential relationships to each other impact design
and performance.
Recognize the specific design, testing and engineering issues related to the
fundamental properties and manufacturing processes of glass as it is used
in bolted structural glazing systems.
Compare the basic types of bolted glazing structural glazing support systems
and how they function in various applications.

Throughout the colorful history of glass in bui ldings, from the first
not-very-clear windows in first century Rome through the stained
glass of medieval cathedrals, the Sun King ' s mirrors in Versailles
and the 293,635 panes of glass in London's famous Crystal Palace
in 1851 , glass was always captured in a frame. Individual panes of
glass became larger in the 19th century, with the inventions that
led to mass production, but frames of lead, steel or aluminum were
sti ll req uired . Only in the 1960s, predominantly in Europe, came
the invention of the patch plate hardware fittings that could connect
individual glass lites into a matrix without frames.
These early systems were a remarkable advance in
transparency. They typically were suspended assemblies, consisting
of panels of face glass connected to vertically oriented glass fins
by sliding knuckle hinges and comer patches. The face glass hung
from adjustable steel rods along the top of the structure, and was
stiffened by the fins , which hung independently from the face glass
and were designed to take lateral loads. The vertical and horizontal
joints separating the individual lites of glass were typically sealed
with two-part epoxy.
177
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This basic system was prevalent for over 25 years, but in the
1980s, technical advances in two different areas led to the next big
step forward in transparency. Structural silicone systems began to
emerge, with properties superior to previous epoxies, more weathertight and more able to withstand the flexing and stresses of large
glazing systems. Around the same time, in England in 1982, the use
of a countersunk hole in glass was invented and quickly recognized
as a key breakthrough. A hole about the size of a quarter was drilled
very close to the glass edge, and much smaller fittings, flush with
the exterior face, could be used. The innovation of the countersunk
hole, instead of the heavy comer patch plates used in the original
suspended systems, al lowed structural glazing to be used as an entire
cladding system, in any plane, not just the vertically suspended
facades. Each lite could be fastened back to the glass fin, making
each lite independent of those adjacent. The true point supported,
bolted glass fac;ade emerged.
Impressive buildings all over the world began to incorporate
these systems from the late 1980s on. The basic components
- glass, fittings and support structures - remain the same today.
However, as in every other technology, the pace of innovation in
each of these components has accelerated in recent years. Today's
glass is available in forms that are lighter, flatter, clearer, and highly
engineered to meet more stringent energy and building codes.
The design of fittings has been refined and expanded to include
applications for the most extreme conditions. And today's glazing
is often bolted to sophisticated steel supporting structures, including
trusses and tensioned cable riggings, which make architectural
statements of their own.

The Time Warner Center
The Time Warner Center located in New York City utilizes
state-of-the-art cable tension design at its main entrance fac;ade
and "Prow" structure. The Prow is a three-sided transparent
glass structure specifically designed to house Large electronic
signage. The large horizontal steel elements visible in this
image are in place to support signage and do not provide any
structural support for glazing. The Prow was constructed using
a combination of low-iron glass, vertically-hung double steel
cables, and horizontal glass fins. The horizontal laminated glass
fins shown below are designed to take up the lateral wind loads.
The vertically-hung double steel cables are designed to support
the dead load suspended weight of the glass wall.
The 80' wide x 180' tall entrance fac;ade is supported
by a cable net, which consists of a series of cables tensioned
horizontally and vertically. The boundary structure is critical in
this type of design due to the large loads imparted by the cable
net. Cables are tensioned at every vertica l and horizontal joint,
allowing the fac;ade to move a full 23" in and out at its center
(46" total), under full wind load conditions.

.
I

the basic desire for the most transparent
structure possible has driven the development
of glass architectural material for about two
thousand years.

But perhaps the most important overall lesson learned has
been the recognition of how closely the performance of each
element is connected, and how carefully these relationships have
to be managed to create a single, sole source, tightly controlled,
precisely engineered, integrated system.

IT'S ALL ABOUT THE GLASS
The clear heart of the structural glazing system is the glass
itself. As crucial as the right fittings are to the system, steel
fittings are far simpler to engineer than glass. And even the most
sophisticated design for a support structure wi ll only perfonn as
well as the glass performs.
Glass is one of the most mysterious substances known, the
most liquid of solids and the most solid of liquids. It is technically
"perfectly elastic," which means if deflected (moved), it will return
to its original shape. But it is also technically "brittle," meaning that
it cannot bend very far without fracturing. Theoretically glass has
higher tensile strength than steel, but it does not behave in a "linear"
way. Doubling the load will not necessarily double the deflection
178

The famous transparent glass "Prow" at the Time Warner Center,
New York City, NY.
Architect: Skidmore, Owings & Merrill, LLP

of glass. Compare, for examp le, the stress and load relationships of
metal and glass. A metal coat hanger will reach its yield point (it
will bend) long before it breaks. In glass, however, the yield point
and the breakage point are exactly the same. That point is reached
with no visible warning, and not necessarily at the point where
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On the left, standard roller wave distortion is clearly visible. On the right, the perfect reflection made possible in glass controlled for roller wave, in the
extraordinary bolted structural glazing system on the facade of the Brain and Cognitive Sciences Complex, Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
Cambridge_
,M
_ as_s_. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

stress is highest. A small crack from an infinitesimal imperfection
or impurity will propagate at very high speed throughout the glass,
causing total failure.
In engineering glass facades, the two essential design criteria
are stress - the structural strength of the glass when subjected to
various loads; and deflection - how much the glass will move
when subjected to forces such as wind. Glass in an architectural
application will be subject to multiple and constantly changing load
factors: weather, positive and negative wind effects, temperature
effects, snow loads, seismic factors, possibly live loads from the
supporting structure, and in the case of canopies and skylights,
possible falling objects. The dynamic and static loads acting on glass
will cause it to deflect. The amount and shape of the deflection will
depend on the glass size and thickness, and the glass edge support
conditions, as well as the loads . The glass and glazing system must
be designed not only to have the strength necessary to withstand the
design load, but also to limit deflection.
ASTM El 300 "Determining Load Resistance of Glass in
Buildings" is basically a failure prediction model taking into
account the random nature of the kind of flaws and damage
that can cause fractures in glass. It is the industry standard used
for determining the load resistance of glass in buildings. It also
includes information for calculating the deflection of glass based
on its size and thickness. (ASTM E 1300 specifically excludes
glass with holes and notches, so they have to be accounted for by
other analyses.)
Many other (often proprietary) complex and exhaustive
computer models have been developed to analyze the performance,
strengths and tolerance of glass. Design panel charts, for example,
allow engineers to accurately predict how a given panel of structural
glazing will perform under various loads. With this data the
engineer can design specific panel geometries and specify glazing
systems of the appropriate thickness. A typical analysis by a glass
engineer would require determining the size of the panel in square
meters (vertical axis) and the design wind load in Newtons per
meter (horizontal axis). The cross section of these two elements will
determine the appropriate thickness of glass for a given load .

So the properties of a simp le pane of g lass are already far
from simple to quantify and predict, but drilling countersunk holes
also creates areas of stress concentration that have to be taken into
account. The loads on glass are normally transferred at the corners
of the g lass panels. Specially designed fittings that allow for
movement, as talked about more below, are critical for exactly this
reason, but toughened glass is still necessary to accommodate the
high stresses at connections.
In consequence, the glass in structural g lazi ng systems
must be engineered and manufactured with extreme accuracy and
quality control measures. Testing and analysis must be stringent,
continuous and based on actual empirical data from the g lass, the
assemblies and the existing far,:ades and completed projects. New
building codes with higher wind and se ismic requirements mean
testing and analysis are even more important for compliance.
The eventual beauty, perfonnance and safety of glass in any
building, but particularly in bolted structural glazing systems, are
directly determined by the level of its engineering way before the
system reaches the manufacturer, and at every precise step after that.

PERFORMANCE IN THE MAKING
The basic process of manufacturing very high quality float glass
begins with melting about 70 percent silica sand, 13 percent
dolomite and limestone, 12 percent soda ash and small amounts of
other materials. Often some percentage of the batch is in the form
of cullet, or cleaned and crushed glass recovered from previous
glassmaking, which lowers the melting temperature required . About
50 other elements are available to add in precise formulas to affect
perforn1ance, depending on the application. The melted mixture
produces a continuously rolling 12-foot wide glass ribbon . The
molten glass flows from the furnace and "floats" over a bed of molten
tin. It is then "annealed", a carefully controlled cooling process
to minimize internal stresses and maximize potential mechanical
resistance. For structural glazing systems, the glass is also " tempered",
to make it four times stronger than annealed glass. (The term " heat
strengthened" actually refers to a slightly different process. Heatstrengthened glass, while twice as strong as annealed, will break
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into large jagged fragments , unlike tempered glass, which
breaks into small, much less dangerous fragments.)
Tempering involves reheating the glass to the point
where it starts to soften followed by rapid controlled cooling
or "quenching." The outer surface of the glass cools faster
than the inner layer. As the inner layer cools it contracts and
compresses the outer layer, increasing the flexural strength '
of the glass by up to four times.
All fabrication of the glass is completed before
tempering. All holes are drilled, and the other carefully
controlled polishing, edg ing, notching and finishing
processes completed, before tempering, because nothing
can be altered afterwards.
Not all tempering is created equal. One measure
is compressive strength. Typical furnaces average
approximately 11 ,500 psi (pounds per square inch , a unit of
pressure), and some of the most advanced modem furnaces '
achieve minimum compressive strength of 16,000 psi. The '
added strength can be especially important in structural
glazing for the added safety at countersunk hole locations
where maximum stress occurs.
Another measure is the occurrence of edge dip, roller
wave and bow. These may sound like garage bands, but
Transparency and performance are both enhanced with an ionoplast interlayer
they are actually visual distortions that, although inherent
in the glass roof of Yorkdale Mall, Yorkdale, Ontario, Canada.
to the tempering process, can be minimized by stringently
Architect: MMM International Arch itects.
controlled manufacturing processes. Edge dip and roller
wave are caused when the ribbon of semi-molten glass
sags even a small amount on the continuous casting roller during horizontal or vertical orientations. Sensors translate pressure forces
the tempering process. Bowing is caused when the two sides of the into measurable electrical resistance.
Uniform load test. Tempered laminated glass is loaded past
glass are cooled at even slightly different rates. These distortions
are difficult to control for and are quite visible in the wavy trees and the breaking point, and the laminate layer must support the weight
runny clouds reflected in many glass facades. The peak-to-valley of the broken glass.
Finite element analysis. a numerical analysis to define how
" waves" in glass can be measured, and the published norm is 0.05".
However, it is possible to specify a minimum 0.0008" peak to valley a structure or material will react to loading conditions depending
wave, which virtually eliminates visual waves and results in high on the anticipated stress levels at various points and under various
conditions. In the early 1970s finite element analysis was limited to
clarity and the perfect reflection of the surrounding environment.
The following are some of the most important additional the most expensive mainframe computers such as those belonging
analyses, tests and measurements that should be specified to ensure to aviation, defense and the nuclear industry. Tn our age, of course,
increased computer power makes it possible for 3-D computer
safety and performance in bolted structural glazing systems:
Heat soak. Many experts consider the heat soak to be one of models to predict accurate results for all kinds of parameters and
the most important safety tests for tempered glass, to be specified variables, such as mass, vo lume, temperature, strain energy, force,
and performed on all structural glazing systems before they are displacement and many others.
Tests for specific applications. Glass and assemblies
shipped. The heat soak process is a destructive test developed to find
and eliminate the tiny, invisible impurity nickel sulfide, naturally destined for bolted structura l glazing systems typically undergo
present in the silica in float glass. Even a single inclusion of nickel many additional tests for specific conditions, including wind load
resistance, hurricane performance, air and water penetration, seismic
sulfide can cause spontaneous breakage in a piece of glass.
In the most stringent heat soak tests, glass is exposed to a performance, impact resistance and bomb blast loading.
temperah1re of 290°C (+/-) for a period of 8 hours. In these tests
99.9 percent of the nickel su lfide impurities will be destroyed . Only ® Continues at ce.ArchitecturalRecord.com.
the fully heat soaked glass that has survived this process should be
specified for bolted structural glazing systems.
Strain gauge. Drilling the countersunk holes into glass creates
areas of additional stress. These effects have to be factored into the
system ' s overall performance parameters. The strain gauge is a
mechanical test to assess a variety of loads app li ed to glass panels in
180
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The invention of the counte rsunk hole in bolted structural glazing systems made
possible which of the following:
a.
Fittings flush with the g lass
b.
Structural g lazing in all planes, not just vertical
c.
Sm1ctural g lazing as an entire cladding system
All of the above
d.

l.

0
0
0
0
2.

0
0
0
0

The important difference between glass and metal when loaded is that:
a.
metal is stronger
b.
the yield point and the breakage point of metal are not the same,
but in glass they are.
c.
the fracture o f glass is linear and easily predictable but metal is more complex.
d.
glass is always lighter.

6.

0
0
0
0
7.

0
0
0

0
3.

0
0
0
0
4.

0
0
0
0

The two essentia l design criteria for glass in structu ral glazi ng systems a re
deflection and
a.
thickness
b.
transparency

c.

stress

d.

coating characteristics

8.

0
0
0

Reheating glass during manufacturing to the point of softness and then cooling
or quenching it quickly is the basic process for:
a.
annea ling
b.
laminating
c.
solarizing
d.
tempering

5.

All but which one of the folJowing a.-e permanent visual defects that can be
minimized only by stringent manufacturing control:

0
0
0
0

a.

Bow

b.
c.
d.

Roller wave
Surface grit
Edge dip

0
9.

Bolted structural glazing systems cannot be used in seismically active areas.
True
b.
Fa lse

10.

Potential liability risks in structural glazing systems involving many different
components, designers, engineers, fabricators, suppliers and others can be
controlled by:
a.
us ing a si ng le experienced source for as much of the work as possible so a
single warranty can be provided
b.
di stributing the various responsibilities among as many different professionals
and suppliers as possible so the risk lo each is reduced
c.
requiring as liule testi ng as possible to preserve deniability
d.
ordering standard olf-the-sl1elf compo nents from various suppli ers to
si mplify procurement

0
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Which of the following best describes stainless steel fittings in bolled structural
glazing systems:
a.
TI1ey are a ll generally si milar except for size and can be easily ordered from
catalogs for any app lication.
b.
The type of stainless stee l is not relevant to performance.
c.
The choice of hardware is re lated to multiple factors including the specified glass,
the design of the support system, the design and !Unction of the building, and the
antic ipated loads.
d.
They ha ve been increasing in s ize over the years.

a.

0

First
Name

Heat soak is a critical test for all glass to be used in structural glazing systems
because it virtually eliminates spontaneous in-service breakage due 10 :
a.
nickel sulfide
b.
excessive soda content
c.
uneven cooling
d.
vis ible mineral particles

0
0
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A specified peak-to-valley wave meas urement (in inches) of which of the following
would indicate tempered glass with virtually no visual waves and the highest
transparency and clarity:
a.
0.05"
b.
1.0"
c.
0.0008"
d.
.08"
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As a member of the A/A you are part of a positive and
supportive network of over 83,000 colleagues. Within
this vibrant group, you'll find abundant opportunities
to collaborate, innovate, and inspire.
And because your membership is offered through local,
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for your clients and community.
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It's almost back to the studio culture of being students and sharing ideas."
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Mohamad Farzan, AJA - Member Since 1986

"Working with my peers and colleagues has given me the opportunity to learn
more about what the AIA is able to provide for me.Things that I would not have
otherwise known were available. I would not have known how important it is to
touch base with our legislators on a regular basis in order to move an agenda
forward that is not just good for architects, not just good for the AIA, but good
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for the community and the environment overall. "
Stacy Bourne, AJA - Member Since 1994
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fiberglass faced exterior sheathing and much
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ready availability and re sponsive service
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Residential
Making a difference in affordable housing design

S

ocial housing got a boost this summer
Like many affluent communities,
when Congress passed and the
Santa Monica, California, relies on lowPresident signed the Housing and
income workers to keep its service industries
Economic Recovery Act of 2008. The
going. Typically, such gentrified districts disbill's provisions include the establishment of a
place the urban poor who need the jobs in
National Housing Trust Fund, which, according to
these areas but cannot afford to live there.
Sheila Crowley, president of the National Low
Responding to this need, the Co mmunity
Income Housing Coalition (NLIHC) , represents a
Corporation of Santa Monica engaged Kanner
victory for low-income housing advocates and "a
Architects to design 26th Street Housing.
major breakthrough in the design of federal housStephen Kanner, FAlA, found that the budgeting programs, moving them into the realm of
ary limitations inherent in the project
mandatory funding." Funds come from annual
compelled him to think differently. The procontributions made by Fann ie Mae and Freddi e
ject's "proximity to tl1e ocean allowed for cross
Mac, based on a percentage of each corporation's
ventilation such that it eliminated the need for
annual new business (a n unknown quantity these
air-conditioning, reducing the cost of the
days ). Ninety-percent of the funding-not subbuilding and enhancing sustainability,''
jected to the annual appropriations process-will
remarked Kanner.
be used for the creation, preservation, rehabilita- Kanner Architects designed the mural on
In San Francisco, Parkview Terraces
tion, and operation of rental housing, 75 percent the facade of their 26th Street Housing.
provides affordable housing for senior citizens,
of which will be used for low-income households.
treating the residents as sophisticated city
With the slumping housing market, this is good news. It dwellers: "No faux crown moldings and flowered wallpaper,'' says
won't solve homelessness; indeed, it barely scratches the sur face.
Sylvia Kwan, FAIA, a partner at Kwan Henmi Architecture/Planning,
which designed the project with Fougeron Architecture. But Kwan
Nevertheless, it's the first new federal ho using program since the
notes that the " layers of bureaucracy compound the difficulties of
HOME Program was created in 1990 to provide grants to states and
local governments for low-income households, and since the finalizing the design solution and agreeing on a final budget!'
Section 8 rental subsidy program was launched by HUD in l 974.
John van Nostrand, a principal at architectsAJliance, the
While the federal governm ent may be increasing its finanfirm that designed Eva ngel Hal! in Toronto, approached the 84-unit
cial support, the great majority of low- in come ho using gets built housin g project for the forme rl y homeless as a kind of"architecture
thanks to the grassroots efforts of developers, local agencies, and degree zero," a simp le framework that could adapt to residents'
nonprofit organizations, whose missions include helping people on changing needs. "We assumed people will want to move on as soon
as they ca n get more permanent housing. So we try to design
the lower rungs of the econom ic ladder.
[housing] that can adapt as new people move in."
While these projects can be meaningful due to their
M inneapo lis-based Artspace served as the developer of
impact on society and the lives of the people involved, they
the
Mount
Rainier Artist Lofts in Maryland to create an apartment
demand special skills in navigating the complicated system of government and private financing and require that architects become building where art ists and their families cou ld live and work.
political advocates and wizards at solving daunting financial chal- Serving as architect, HGA Architects and Engineer's Bill Madden,
lenges. But overall, the architects featured here feel that the AJA, fo und that constra ints put on the team, " from unusual site
constraints and demands of this buildin g type often push them to co nfi gurati ons, low construction costs, and specific needs of the
be more creative and explore new directions for design soluti ons. users, unleashed their creative energy, surprisingly, and inevitably
led to innovative and memorable design soluti ons."
In an era when the federal government doesn't actually
build affordab le ho using-it just helps finance it- and when local
groups must do most of the hard work of putting these projects
200 Parkview Terraces
186 26th Street Housing
Kwan Henmi Architecture/ together themselves, architects can be a powerful contributing
Kanner Architects
force, dignifying such projects through design. Jane F. Kolleeny
Planning and Fougeron
193 Mount Ranier Artist Lofts
HCA Architects and Engineers

197 Evangel Hall
architectsA llinn ce

Architecture

204 Residential Products
ONLINE: Submit your Residential project to construction.com/community/.
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Kanner Architects' 26th Street Housing
provides modern comforts to low-income tenants
By Sarah Amelar

e do n't h ave m o ney fo r fa ncy An alternatinq rhythm
mate ri als, but abundant light of solids and voids
a nd air, whi ch ca n m ake a huge animates the Santa
Monica Boulevard ele di fferen ce in yo ur living environment, are free," says Joa n Ling, executive vat ion (opposite, top) .
director of th e Co mmuni ty Cor porati o n o f The entry facade alonq
San ta Monica (CCSM). Since her orga niza ti o n's 26th Street (bottom)
found in g in 1982, this no np ro fit age ncy has features a brise- soleil.
dedicated itself to "preserving social a nd economic diversity" in Sa nta Mo ni ca, Ca lifo rnia, by creating h igh-qu ality
low-incom e ho using. As Ling po ints o ut, thi s very desi rable a nd eve rgen tr ifyi ng communi ty o n Los Angeles's West Side relies o n to urism and
other service indus tries (with the lo w-wa ge jobs th at th e secto r ge ne rates), yet the immed iate a rea has no t otherw ise provided affo rdable
housi ng for worke rs and th eir fa milies. W ith 1,400 completed units a nd
200 more in the works, her no np ro fit has successfull y beco me o ne of
Sa nta Mo ni ca's bigges t landl o rds.
Each time th e agen cy co nve rts existin g buildin gs o r e rects
affordable new ones, it makes a po int o f engaging loca l, design -o ri ented
architects-in cl ud ing well -kn ow n firm s such as Frederi ck Fisher an d
Partners, Pugh +Sca rpa, a nd Daly Ge n ik-who m "we ca n co un t o n to
deliver tho ughtful , sustain able, easy- to- m aintain , co ntextu all y respo nsive hous ing," expl ain s Ling. "The p ool of a rchitects in Sa nta Mo ni ca
alone is phenomenal, so we have n o n eed to go fa r afi eld." Fo r 26 th
Street Housing, one of the o rga ni za ti o n's most recent projects [RECORD,
May 2008, page 133; Jul y 2008, page 197], CCSM chose Ka nn er
Architects. T ho ugh most of Ka nn er's multi fa mil y wo rk has bee n market
rate, even luxu rio us, th e firm e nte red th e low- inco m e ho using rea lm in
2003 wi th Metro Hollywood [ R ECORD, July 2006, page 208], a visuall y
playful , energy-efficien t, m ixed - use d evelop m ent th a t ca ught CCSM's
attention. "Whether o u r sin gle- level units a re hi gh-end o r low- in co me;'
maintains Stephen Ka nn er, FAIA, presid ent of Ka nn e r Architects, "th e
spatial design principles are th e sa m e."
The site itself, a co rn er pa rcel at th e intersecti o n of two busy
commercial arteries, Sa nta Mo ni ca Bo uleva rd and 26 th Street, was purchased by CCSM before Ka nn er ca me o n board. Eco no mical real esta te is
a necessity for this agency, which cobbles together its fundin g fro m federal
tax cred its, tax-cred it equi ty investm e nts, state a nd city soft loa ns, a nd
bank loan s. CCSM favors sites, such as th.is o ne, with proximi ty to mass
transit and jobs, int rodu cing, as Ling puts it, "a level of sustainabili ty . ..
that helps red uce traffic co ngesti o n a nd air po lluti o n."
But ho using alo ng no isy, high-tra ffi c bus ro utes prese nts architectural and q uali ty-of- life challenges. A requirement imposed by th e
tax-credit fundin g determin ed that the project had to be entirely residential,
thus ruling out the obvious solutio n of retail at street level. Additi o nall y, the
city of Santa Monica ma nda tes "pedestrian -friendly design;' with a certain

W

degree of tra nsparency and permeability to passersby. Ka nner addressed th e
dil emma of street-fro nt units at grade by buffering th em with th eir ow n
small outdoo r spaces, enclosed by slatted screens and planted bamboo. This
solu tio n generated th e la nguage for th e enti re faca de.
As built, th e fo u r-s tory, 42,000-squa re-foot bui.l ding, wi th 44
units, a central co urtya rd, a communit y roo m , and und ergro und parking, m eets the stree t with a play of solids and lightl y screen ed vo ids
(includin g balco ni es o n all levels). At th e o utset, CCSM made several
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SOUTH ELEVATION SECTION

20 FT.

'--------/
6 M.

1. Living, dining, kitchen

6. Parking garage

2. Bedroom

7. Ramp to garage

3. Bath

8. Breezeway

4 . Patio

9. Courtya rd

5. Community room

10. Elevator

5

0

GR OUND FLOOR

10 FT.

'-------1

3M.

The arch itects used
cost-effect ive, lowmaintenance cement
fi ber board , painted
brown to simulate
wood (right). In the
courtyard (top right),
a steel - grate stair
becomes a sculptural
element, wh ile accents
of vivid color enliven
t he open corridors.
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specific req uests, including 2-to-3-bed roo m units to acco m moda te fa m ili es; as mu ch co mmunal space as poss ible; max imum air and light o n
th e interi o r; low- mainte nance, enviro nm entall y fr iendl y materi als; a nd
nat ural ventilatio n a nd shadin g in place of air-co nditio ning. Ka nn er
res po nded with a configura ti o n of single- loaded co rrido rs that wrap the
co urtya rd a nd invite cross breezes.
Beca use wood wo uld have exceeded th e build ing's $8 m illio n
budget a nd req uired signifi ca nt upkeep, th e a rchi tects simulated it with
a durabl e cement fi ber board painted b row n. Flashes of bri ght colo r o n
balco ny return wa lls a nimate street faca des, fini shed in off-white plas ter
with woodlike screens and "cla pboa rd" accents. A large, lo uvered, aluminum brise-soleil was painted b row n and rises two stories on the west
facade, a key passive-cooling feature th at shades while usherin g in breezes
fro m th e ocea n, loca ted o nly a co upl e of m iles away.
A prime community ga th erin g space, th e co urtyard provides
access to all un its. H ere, a steel-grate stair, exp ressed as a sc ulp tural element, ascends to upper-l evel apartm ents, all entered along m o tel-like,
open-air public co rrido rs. Inside, th e w1its are sun -fill ed and environmentall y attun ed with fl oor coverin gs from recycled mate rials, low-energy
lig htin g, pa in ts free of (or low in) vo lati le o rga ni c co mp o unds, and
du al- flu sh to ilets.
Fo r the exterio r, Kann er Architects designed a mural representing th e passage fro m ocean to city, inspired by the existence of a wall
pain ting on th e site's previo us bui ldin g, a Jewish commu nity center.

It will be the hottest thing in the kitchen even when it's off.
The Electrolux ICON'" Dual-Fuel Range comes equipped with gas burners and electric ovens. No detail has
been spared . The Smooth-Glide'" racks slide in and out with the touch of a finger, the cooking surface varies
from a 17,000 BTU Power Burner'" to an 8,500-850 BTU Precision Burner;· and the ovens are electric convection
for precise cooking every time. The Electrolux ICON™professional series Dual-Fuel Range is so versatile it can
heat up any kitchen you design.
For more than 70 years Electrolux appliances have graced the kitchens of fine European homes and restaurants.
Now they are available in the United States. To speak with a representative, call 800 .365.1365 .
For more information or to view the Electrolux ICON'" series on the Web , visit electroluxusa.com .
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A mural (above), evok-

units with low-cost

ing passage from

furniture from Ikea

the ocean to the city,

(below). The court-

recalls the site's previ-

yard's open steel stair

ous wall painting. The

(above right) is the

architects furnished

building's primary

the sunny, airy model

vertical circulation.
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Ling says she is pleased to recognize the site's history-and perhaps even more important, to "see this project come full circle." As she
explains, the Jewish co mmunity center's day-care facility helped raise
"some of the people, including lawyers, who made this project happe n.
They've given back. And now an en tirely new ge neration, 80 or so children, are growing up on the same site, ideally benefiting from it, too."
She says she measures each project's success "by how well it
holds up physically and by ten ant feedback." After 26th Street Housing's
first yea r, the building remains in good condition, and she reports, many
tenants have said they like Jiving here. At the building's opening, Kanner
recalls, "I was touched-people came over and actually thanked us for
creating this place for them." •
Project: 26th Street Low-In come
H ousing, Santa Monica, Ca lifornia

Exterior cladding: Hardy Panel

Architect: Kanner Architects-

Garage doors: Raynor

Steph en Kanner, FA IA, principal;

Glazing: Factorlite

SOURCES

Carol Templeton, AJA, project archi-

Hardware: Schlage; Hager

tect; Ken Vermillion , project manager;

Woodwork: Armstrong

john Mebasser, senior architect

Paints and stains: Dunn Edwards

Consultants: Reiss, Brown, Ekmekji

Carpet: Mohawk Flooring

(stnr ctural!civil); Storms & Lowe

lighting: Halo; Stonco

(m! e/ p ); A lpha Construction (genera l

Benches: Forms+ Surfaces

con tractor)

Tile: Daltile
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BELLASSIMO

- - - - - • COLLECTION

PRESENTING
THE LATEST
ARCHITECTURAL

B ZZ
INSPIRED BY NATURE, BELLASSIMO WILL TAKE YOUR DESIGN IN BOLD
NEW DIRECTIONS. THIS INNOVATIVE NEW PREMIUM SOLID SURFACE
FROM BRIONNE CAPTURES THE LOOK AND FEEL OF NATURAL
STONE, WITH IT'S AESTHETICALLY NATURAL DESIGN PATTERNS. IT'S
BREATHTAKINGLY BEAUTIFUL, YET PROVIDES THE DURABILITY, DESIGN
FLEXIBILITY AND EASE OF MAINTENANCE YOU WOULD ASSOCIATE
WITH THE MOST ADVANCED ACRYLIC SURFACES.

FOR MORE INFORMATION, CONTACT US TODAY TO LEARN MORE
ABOUT BELLASSIMO. FOR VISION AND FIT, THINK BELLASSIMO.

@ HanUJ

www.H
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nasurfaces .corn

Email ·. in!o@hanw
1-BBB-426-9421
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door
window
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grips
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HANDCRAFTED BRONZE HARDWARE

Mount Rainier Artist Lofts entices creative
people into the role of urban pioneers
By Beth Broome
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rtists have long served as conduits for change in marginalized neighborhoods, brav ing difficult environments in
exchange for low rent and often unwittingly paving the way
for mainstream inhabitants. In the case of the Mount
Rainier Artist Lofts, creative people were lured quite intentionally as pioneers for change in hopes of turning around the fate for Mount Rai nier,
Maryland, a small, deteriorating street-car suburb just a block from the
border with the District of Col umbia.
With the goal of reinventing the small , historic residential neighborhood, the Prince Georges County Redevelopment Authority, community
activists, and local nonprofit groups combined fo rces to create the Gateway
Arts District and develop a master plan for a 2-mile-long stretch of Rhode
Island Avenue Extended, or Route l, the area's commercial corridor.
Artspace, a Minneapolis-based nonprofit developer involved in the project,
brought in Minneapolis-based HGAArchitects and Engineers to help create,
on the former site of three derelict businesses, a mixed-use building that
would provide affordable live/work spaces for artists and their families.
While Mount Rainier is on the National Register of Historic
Places, the building would serve a forward- thinking community. "The

artists, on one hand, wanted a funky,
contemporary building," says Bill
Madden, AIA, project architect and
manager, "while the Design Review
Board and the Mount Rainier residents requested a more contextual
architecture emulating the modD
estly scaled historic styles of the
neighborhood." During initial planD
ning phases, the design team held
SITE PLAN r(• O O O
public forums, garnering community input about the scale, design,
and materials for the project. Responding to the board's requests, the architects incorporated Classical elements in the facade, such as a base and
cornice, and used double-hung windows, proportioned to match those of
surrounding buildings. However, they took liberal creative license with these
features; for example, installing corrugated metal horizontally around windows to mimic louvered shutters and creating a metal-strip cornice.
In the early stages of the project, the size of the site was decreased,

c
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II

1. Livi11g!dini11g
2. Bedroom
3. Closet
4. Stair to loft
5. La1111dry

SECON D FLOOR

1. Main entrance

2. Retail

3. Cafe
4. Open to below
5. Apartmfnt
6. Loft
7. Gallery

FIRST FLOOR

presenting the architects with another challenge: how to keep the scale o f
the build ing (whose structure is composed principally of precast concrete)
down while maintain ing the same number of w1its on a now smaller fo otprin t. To do so, they set back the top fl oor and clad it in galvanized -metal
siding, giving it the appearan ce of a line of boxca rs, a nod to the main railroad spur th at sits behind the site. In respo nse to a tight constru ction
budget ($8.3 millio n-about $ 110 a squa re foo t fo r the 73,000-square-foot
building), the architects concent rated their efforts on the exterior, leaving
the res idents to fit o ut the interiors. The discovery that quilting had been a
regio nal tradition piqued the interest of one of the designers, a quilter herself, who created imagery that morph ed into a patchwo rk look for the
facades, inco rporatin g a var iety of bri ck and corruga ted-metal-siding co lors, includ ing clear galvan ized , red , orange, and gray.
The wedgelike site led to an arrow-shaped building, which lends
itself to a collectio n o f unique units, with 18 d ifferent configurations fo r
the 44 apa rtmen ts. Interiors are sim ple to an extreme, boasting a prepo ndera nce of d rywa ll, red vi nyl fl oo rin g in th e publi c halls,
and exposed pi pes and du cts and plywood-decked lofts in the doub leheight apart men ts. O rn am entation and perso naliza tio n has been
left up to the residents, who have ado rn ed public spaces with th eir scul ptures and collages, and inside the units have painted murals, applied large
photographs to stair risers, or even installed soundproof recording studios.
H GA's other projects for the Arts D istrict-including residential
buildi ngs and a museum and cultu ral center-are currently o n hold, and
the area still has the fee l of being in the ea rly stages of emergence.
However, o n a smaller scale, at least, Mo un t Rainier Ar tist Lo fts (which is
almost always fully occupied ) is foste ring change as it has evolved into a
tight-knit nexus for creative individ uals who, enjoyi ng subsidized rents as
low as $555 fo r a studio apa rtm ent, are able to pursue their art. •

Heavy use of concrete
block and singlecolored metal siding
on the bu ilding's back
saved on material costs
(above). Interior pub lic
spaces, such as the
cent ral stair (left) , are
spare to an extreme.

Project: Mount Rainier Artist Lofts,
Mo1111t Rainier, Maryland
Architect: HCA Architects and
Engineers-Dan Avchen, FAJA,
principal in charge; Bill Madden,
AJA, project architect and manager;
Tim Carl, AJA, project lead design er

SOURCES
Masonry: Trenwy th; Old Virginia

Brick; Endicott Clay Products
Storefront: United States Al11111in11111
Metal paneling: Morin Corporation
Windows: Custom Window; Chereco
Resilient flooring : Ar111st rong
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Introducing the fiberglass-faced sheathing
that can make any project a little greener
GreenGlass'" maximizes both performance and environmental credits
Manufactured with an enhanced core that includes up to 90% recycled content gypsum sandwiched between
naturally mold- and moisture-resistant fiberglass facers, GreenGlass· meets the most demanding exterior
design requirements and the greenest environmental construction standards. It's engineered for commercial
and residential installation under brick, stone, metal, wood and vinyl , as well as EIFS and various curtainwall
systems. Available in W' and%" thicknesses, a 48" width and lengths of a; g; 10' and 12: GreenGlass also
adds structural strength, fire resistance and a 12-month exposure warranty in normal weather conditions~
Plus, it's lighter and easier to handle than other glass-faced gypsum sheathings. So, specify GreenGlass
and make every project a little greener.
"For GreenGlass warranty details, visit our website.

Temple-Inland®
www.templeinland .com \ 800-231-6060

Green Building Svstem Contributions
LEED MR 4.1 Recycled Content
Specifies 10% of all project materials ISO 14021 certified to be recycled content

#•
•
• +.;

~

LEED MR 5.1 Locally Produced
Specifies 10% of all project materials extracted and manufactured within 500 miles of project

A Dr'AT" 'l':lllJ!I EIFS INDUSTRY
I \l\\J \I
~~:~

1:118

ISO 14021

NAHB 604.1(2) Recycled Content
Specifies products with recycled content used in major areas like walls and floors, etc.
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02008 TIN , Inc. Temple-Inland and GreenGlass are trademarl<s of TIN, Inc.

architectsAlliance's Evangel Hall establishes
a new model for supportive living in Toronto
By Alex Bozikovic
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rom the street, the seven-story building by Toronto's
architectsAIJjance is difficult to figure out. A set of three volumes
wrapped in curtain waU and dark gray brick, it could be offices or
apartments. Accorrung to partner-in-charge John van Nostrand,
tills smooth, contemporary wrapper contains something quite familiar.
"EssentiaUy;' he says, "it's an old-time hotel."
In fact, Evangel HaU consists of a thoughtful hybrid of a singleroom-occupancy (SRO) residence and social-service hub, but designed with
plenty of care and the graciousness of a Victorian hotel. Located in a mixeduse neighborhood in downtown Toronto, Evangel HaU, an inner-city
mjssion of the Presbyterian Church of Canada, includes 84 uruts of transitional housing. It also serves as home to a church drop-in center that caters
to the city's homeless with a cafeteria and an array of social services.
In development for more than a decade, Evangel HaU's new
57,000-square-foot building speaks decisively to the debate in low-income
housing between congregate living, in whjch people share apartments, and
hotel-style facilities with self-contained residences. For van Nostrand, a
strong moral din1ension underlies tills debate. Having designed low-income
housing projects over the past 25 years, and studied their Modernist predecessors-from work by Le Corbusier and Mart Stam through New York's
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To ron to -based, Alex Boz iko vic is an edi tor at The Globe and Mail. He also writes
fo r Azure, Frame, and Metropolis.

Common Ground SROs and Arthur
Erikson's Portland Hotel in
Vancouver-he concluded that congregate housing "pits architectural
theory about what we think people
want against the facts-that people
want to have their own space."
Van Nostrand and his
team, including project architect
Paul Kulig, recommended the hotel
model to their clients, despite the
fact that it has been out of favor,
especially in Canada. "It was a
huge missing block in the housing
spectrum ," he says. The cli ent, Evangel HaU Missio n, which had prev iously operated a downtown soup kjtchen and a drop-in center but never
a residence, was convinced that an SRO was the best solutio n beca use of
the density that could be achieved. So architectsAlliance designed a
scheme with mostly 225-square-foot studio apartments. Such small units,
while accepted in the U.S. , were controversial in Can ada and illegal under
existing building codes. After an extensive stud y of the issue, including
focus groups with possible resid ents, va n Nostrand and his tea m succeeded in lobbying the government to change the rules.
10.08 Architect11rnl Reco rd
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GROUND FLOOR

20 FT.

'-------/

SIXTH FLOOR

6M.

13. Parking

1. Vestibule

7. Clinic

2. Offices

8. Drop-in center

14. Bachelor 1111it

9. Servery

15. One-bedroo111 1111it

3. Clothing store
4. Utility

10. Interview rooms

16. Two-bedroo111 unit

5. Elevator lobby

11. Multipwpose room

17. Teachi11g kitche11

6. Bath

12. Kitchen

18. Roof deck

TYP ICAL FLOOR

The architects designed

To serve both the residents and the client, the architects made
flexibility an important theme in their design. They created a building that
looks like (a nd can work as) two attached facilities: a long, si,x-story block,
wrapped in a curtain wall that combines transparent and opaque glass in a
lively checkerboard pattern, and a smaller, seven-story structure clad in
gray brick. A lobby near th e middle of the long block serves the drop-in
center, with its cafeteria, thrift shop, and a range of other social services
located on the main floor an d in the basement. A second lobby, in a narrow glass wedge extending from the south end of the building, provides
access to elevators taking residents to the apartments upstairs. Th is
arrangement allows th e residents access to the public facilities down stairs
while giving th em privacy from visitors to the drop- in center. Yet only a
door separa tes the two sections. If the building were reconfigured, the two
wings co uld be easily combined. Likewise, the architects deliberately made
the public areas on the first floor and in the basement generic in character,
so they could evolve and serve different functions over time. "The idea was
to create large spaces with niches and character that ca n be transformed,"
van Nostra nd said. In fact, a street-front space that opened as a thrift shop
later became ho me to Evangel Hall's yo uth drop-in center. The thrift shop,
m eanwhile, moved to the basement.
Since the building's poured-concrete structure has few columns,
the residences have flexi ble floor plans. Knockout panels built into partitions between apartments ca n be easily removed, so neighboring units can
198
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precinct (left) .

a long, narrow building

Studio, one-, and two -

on a compressed

bedroom un its prov ide

site within the city's

flexible living spaces

19th-century industrial

fo r residents (below) .

be combined. Two of the basic 225-square-foot studios with a shower can
be combined to create a one-bedroom apartment, or three of them can
create a two-bedroom unit. Van Nostrand compares the openings between
rooms to suite doors in a hotel, but notes that the apartments in their current state are truly separate, letting residents remain self-sufficient.
When it came to the facade, "The idea was to make it look like a
market-rate bui lding," van Nostrand says. So the exterior brick and the
curtain wall, with its syncopated design of colored spandrels, look similar
to what the architect has used on high-end condominium and university
projects. The checkerboard elevation camouflages the socioeconomic
conditions of the people living inside, giving them the same consideration as people living in more expensive housing. And it sends a message:
that quality design can be made available to everybody. •
Project: Evangel Hall, Toronto
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SOURCES

Architect: arch i tectsA/lia nee-John

Windows and curtain wall:

van Nostrand, partner in charge; Rudy
Wal/111a11, collaborating partner; Paul
Kulig, Jon va n Oostveen, project architects
Consultants: Blackwell E11gi11eering
(str11ct11rnl); G&M Technical Services
(m/e/p ); Dinee11 Construction
(general contrnctor)

Amsterda m Windows
Roofing: Perrnaquik
Lighting: Peerless Lighting; Seagu ll
Lighting; Siste111alux; Kenai/
Paints and stains: Pittsburgh Paints
Floor and wall tile: Daytile
Floors: Armstrong
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Projecting floor slabs
and windows animate
the entry facade on
Turk Street (this page).
The 98,000-squarefoot building sits at a
busy corner (opposite,
right) and has a doubleheight community
space (opposite, left).

Kwan Henmi and Anne Fougeron give senior
housing a hip new look at Parkview Terraces
;::
...w
_,

By Clifford A. Pearson

Q_

ather than assume that sen ior citizens want their ho using
gu sied up in wood shi11gles and faux Victoriana, the architects
of Parkview Terraces in San Francisco treated the project's residents as people looking to the future rather than the past.
"We've moved beyond the time when seniors all wanted to live in places
that look traditional," states Sylvia Kwan, FAIA, a partner at Kwan Henmi
Architecture/Planning, which designed the lO 1-unit affordable senior
housing project in collaboration with Fougeron Architecture. "We didn't
want to turn this into an old-people's home," explains Anne Fougeron,
AIA, principal of Fougeron Architecture. "It's a pretty sop histicated gro up
living here, so we felt we could be quite modern," adds Fougeron.
Set in the city's Cathedral Heights neighborhood (where Pier Luigi
Nervi and Pietro Belluschi 's sculptural concrete St. Mary's Cathedral stands
aloof from the urban fray), Parkview Terraces looks onto a block-long park
to the northwest and a matching playground due we t. The architects organized the building to take advantage of views to that direction a nd capture
daylight from the south. Doing this, they placed a nine-story housing block
along Turk Street on the north a nd a three-story wing on the so uthwest
corner of the site. In the process, they created a pair of light-filled terraces:
one on the entry level, the other o n top of the three-story wing. (An earlier
plan had a third terrace, but this was cut for budgetary reasons.) Parking for
22 cars is tucked underneath the entry- level terrace.
Affordable housing is a tri cky numbers game-first involving
financing, then requiring architects to queeze housing units within the
many con traints set by that financing. For Parkview Terraces, money
came from a number of sources, including $ 16.6 million from a tax-credit
investor, the ational Equity Fund; a $ 13.3 million loan from th e San
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Francisco Redevelopment Agency; a $500,000 below-market-rate loan
from the Federal Home Loan Bank; and a $2. l million market-rate mortgage from Union Bank of Cali fornia. To make the numbers work, the
project's two developers, A.F. Evans (a for-profit company) and the
Chinatown Community Development Center (a nonprofi t organization),
needed to build at least IOO apartments. But they couldn' t afford to build
hi gher than nine stories, because IO-story buildings are considered highrises and require extra life-safety features that would bu t the budget. To
add to the challenge, the developers decided to devote the entire fir t floor
to social services such as cou nseling and hea lth screen ing, and common
spaces such as a community room, a recreation space, and a hair salon.
For the architects, making the numbers wo rk meant squeezing
the floor-to-ceiling height to 8 feet I inch (8 feet 10 inches floor-to-floor )
and gettin g up to 18 units on lower floors and 12 on a typical upper floor.
The apartments, which are either studios or one-bedroom units, range in
size from 400 to 690 sq uare feet. To save precious vertical space, the architects threaded pipes and wiring overhead in places such as apartment
entries, closets, a nd bathrooms, where ceiling heights drop to 7 feet 6
inches or 7 feet 1 inch. But generous glazing and big views make the apartments feel m o re spacious than yo u might think. And although each
residential floor has a double-loaded corridor, the architects used glass at
either end of the dog-legged hallway to bring in daylight.
The building's structure and fenestration also help meet the
arch itectural challenge. Posttensioned concrete floor slabs just 8 inche
thick save space and project beyond the building envelope on the front
and back at four different levels to give depth to these elevations. The projecting slabs also slice the main facades into a eries of multistory and
10.08 A rc/1i1 ec t11rnf Reco rd
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Fac ing south, the rear

1. \fo/L111tecr serl'ices

2. BeaL1ty sa /011

3. Lobby
4 . Mmrager's office
5. Co111111rr11ity roo111
6 . Caterilrg kitclren
7. Terrace
8 . Relwbilitatio11
9 . Fit11ess
10. ocial services
11. 011e-berlroo111 r111it

12. Strrrlio apart111c11t
13. Conrnrrrrrity library
GROUND FLOOR

FOURTH FLOOR
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story wing (left) .

of the bu il ding over-

Floor-to-ceiling glazing

looks a sunny lower

makes the units look

terrace and an upper

bigger than they are

one on top of the three-

(top and above).

single-story bands, breaking down any sense of the building being a stack
of tightly packed floors. Projecting chevron fenestration-a modern
interpretation of the bay windows found throughout San Francisco-add
even more depth and animation to the exteriors while offering residents
different angled views. The tight, $27 million budget wouldn't allow the
architects to use curtain wall for the main facades, so they specified a
storefront system with floor-to-cei ling glazing. Although this cost more
than standard windows, its ease of installation saved on labor costs.
Forty-seven of the I 0 l apartments are wheelchair-accessible, and
all can be converted for use by wheelchair-bound residents. Depending on
residents' incomes, they pay either $8 LO or $725 per month in rent for
one-bedroom units and either $598 or $561 for studios. The federal government's Shelter + Care program and the city's Department of Public
Health's Direct Access to Housing program provide rent subsidies.
Both Kwan and Fougeron agree th a t San Francisco's
Redevelopment Agency played a key role in supporting good design at
Parkview Terraces. Edmund Ong, who was the chief architect at the
agency for 30 years and was involved in Parkview, explains, "There needs
to be the political will to make affordable housing happen." In San
Francisco, that will has enabled dedicated architects to create affordable
housi ng that looks better than many nearby market-rate projects.•
Project: Parkview Terraces,
Sa11 Fra11cisco
Architect K1Va11 He11111i Arclritec/Clre/
Plmr11i11g-Sylvia Kwn11, FA/A,
Robert ja11se11, A JA, A11n Partin,
jn11ct MacKi1111orr, project tea111
Consulting architect: Forrgero11

ArchitectL1re-A1t1re FoL1gero11, A JA,
Bassel Samaha, AJA, Todrl Aranaz,
Toby Ste1Vart, project tea111
0
Storefront system: Arcadia
Windows: Torrn11ce Ahr111i11rrm

©2008 Uponor, Inc.

Radiant heating by Uponor makes you r whole house comfy and cozy. It circulates heat
under the ftoor, so it's warm all over regardless of what corner you send her to . There
are no drafts, no cold spots. With no furnace, it's quiet and dust free. It'll even save on
energy costs . For more information, visit www.uponor- usa .com
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I Residential Products
' Extra hand in the kitchen
Xy lem 's Dual Art faucet was conceived to be an easily
adaptable solution for common sink styles, including
drop-in with rim , undermount, and vessel. Dual Art is
distinguished by an arm that pivots from the faucet
body to vary the angle, and thereby the height, of the
water stream, and can be fixed via a hand-tightened,
knurled setscrew. Once the water stream is set, the
angle of the stream is adjustable via the aerator
cylinder at the end of the spout. Xylem, Cumming, Ga.
www.xylem.biz CIRCLE 213

! Australian flavor

! Step it up

Sydney-based designer Charles Wilson, in collaboration

With its extensive Customs & Specials Program,

with Michigan-based manufacturer Genesis Seating, is

Coffman Stairs by Visador offers builders and architects

producing a line of contemporary Australian designs in

a way to quickly distinguish their homes with custom

the States. An organic reinterpretation of a Victorian

staircases. A full line of customized options is available

lounge chair, Heron (above) is made using a co-molding

via the program, including special sizing for staircases

process wnere two materials (structural polyurethane

with unusual dimensions and curvings. Most wood

and soft foam) are used in the same mold. Living Edge,

species on the market are available. Coffman Stairs,

Los Angeles. www.livingedgeinc.com CIRCLE 212

Marion, Va. www.coffmanstairs.com CI RCLE 214

A Team of Expert Plan
Reviewers Wait in the Wings
The International Code Council®'s Plan Review Servicesexperts in every code application and building field
Reviewing plans for accuracy and proper application of codes is important,
but it requires extensive code knowledge. And having a team of in-house
plan reviewe rs is costly. Put the Code Council®'s Plan Review Services team to
work fo r yo u t o ensure plans are thorough and accurate.

No matter how complicated the project-even on one specific aspect of a
plan-our team of experts is ready to help.

CONTACT A PLAN REVIEW SERVICES EXPERT TODAY!
1-888-ICC-SAFE (422-7233}, x33809 I www.iccsafe.org/prs4
CIRCLE 76

' Glass mirage in the desert
Conceived by artist Leslie Rankin, Glassic Art is the term
for an original technique that colors glass without using
heat. Rankin applies the process to create decorative
glass doors, windows, staircase railings, countertops,
and more. When a client wanted a waterfall for a Las
Vegas residence, Rankin suggested a mirage waterfall
instead. Land scape lighting is used to flood through the
clear center of the panels, to give the illusion of running
water. Each "waterfall" is 30' x 4' and is made of two
1"-standard plate-glass pieces laminated together.
Glassic Art, Las Vegas. www.glassicart.com CIRCLE 216

! Show and tell, hide as well
The Flat.C wall system, designed by Antonio Citterio for
! That 's hot

B&B Italia, is a new approach to storage for living room,

With a clean-cut Scandinavian appearance, the Rais

dining room, or home-office applications. The first wall

Topas wood burning stove stands out as a piece of

unit for B&B Italia, Flat.C creatively displays media,

Modern furniture. The stove is modeled after the

books, and home accessories as art, while sliding doors

standard Rais design, characterized by a large glass

and enclosed storage containers can conceal anything

door and firewood holder. Constructed of high-

not as visually appealing. The customizable system

strength steel, the stove weighs nearly 400 pounds

includes horizontal and vertical pieces in a range of

and measures 19'/2" x 19\/a" x 63". The top-vented

sizes, colors, and finishes, including satin lacquer in chalk

Rais Topas requires a 5" clearance to the back wall

white, desert. anthracite, yellow. orange, and green.

and a 7" clearance to the side; the connector pipe

B&B Italia, New York City. www.bebitalia.it CIRCLE m

needs to be 14" from the side and 11" from the back.
Rais, Portland, Tenn. www.rais.com CIRCLE 21s
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McGraw Hill

CONSTRUCTION

Through every stage, McGraw-Hill Construction has the essential
resources to bring your designs to life.

Architectural Record

GreenSource

Dodge
www.construction.com

ENR

Sweets Network

Regional Publications

PRODUCTNEWS
ARAIA0408

E. Dillon & Company's
Reflective Series

WILL CHANGE
the way you think
about concrete masonry!

lzakaya Restaurant, Atlantic City, NJ
Details : An extraordinary
custom metal structure of diverse irregular angles gives the space a
d1st1ngu1shed sense of occasion
Fabrication : Eventscape Inc
Design: Alvarez-Brock Design
Theme Contractor: KHS&S Contractors

Infinite flexibility. We will build any structure at any scale, with no
restriction on form or material. Our obsession with craftsmanship and
detail guarantees that every structure is as beautiful as it is functional

T 416.231.8855

F 416.231.7225

E info@eventscape.net

See creative visions become realit y at www.eventscape.net

@l#J•IJ.N•l•f:J"
c reate without boundaries'M
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Product Focus

Windows
These window products have savings in mind. For some, it is
about saving time. money, labor. and maintenance, as with a
reassembled unitized-curtain-wall system. Others are concerned
with saving energy, the environment, or even lives. Rita Catinella Orrell

Therm aProof
Sash/frame Insulation

R-5 to

Perimeter seal

R-11 coo

a true
R-Sto
R-11FF

Low-E coated outer glass llqht

Maintains Its high R-values
across t he entire glass and frame,
to maximize energy savings

Low-E supended coated film
(single or double coated)

Other High-R Windows

but only
R-2to
R-3FF
The R-value Is measured only
at center of glass. The window
as a whole, Including frame, leaks
energy and Is less efficient.

KEY

COG = Center of qlass
Ff' = Full frame

New super-insulating windows said to offer highest full-frame R-values in the world
Serious Materials, the Sunnyvale,

glass that was awarded a 2007

years; while some might see a

insulates the frames as well as the

California-based developer and

Top 10 Building Product award by

return in as little as nine months.

glass. Finally, "Triple fin" weatherstripping seals everything tightly.

manufacturer of sustainable green

BuildingGreen. While the acquisition

"This is a true breakthrough in win-

building materials, has introduced

brought Alpen's high R-value cen-

dow technology," says Surace.

ThermaProof, a new line of win-

ter-of-glass technology on board,

"There is nothing else at this level

hung, single-hung, slider, casement,

dows the firm claims will offer

Serious Materia ls was already work-

that ca n save thi s much energy."

slid ing doors, French doors, and

the highest full-frame R-values

ing separately on ThermaProof's

in the world.
According to Serious Materials'

design, says Surace.
ThermaProof is a complete

To drive up the R-value of the
window, the manufacturer includes
one, two, or three layers of mylar to

Styles available include double-

storefront. Curtain-wall framing is

C.E.O. Kevin Surace, for years win-

family of windows for residential

reduce the amount of convection

not currently available, but it will be
in the future. Also in development
from the company is EcoRock, a

dow companies have not spoken

and commercial construction that
offer R-values at R-8, R-11, or R-14

and air flow in the window cavity. In

completely new type of drywall that

add ition, a brand-new spacer tech-

because, simply, they were nothing
to brag about. Some high-rise win-

across the entire glass and insu-

nology holds the glass panes apart

will use virtual ly zero embodied
energy in the manufacturing of its

lated frame rather than just at the

from each other to create a large

core. Serious Materials, Sunnyvale,

dows, he explains, are as low as a

center of the glass. This helps

insulating gap. A wet seal is used to

Calif. www.seriousmaterials.com/

R-1 or R-1.4, offering not much more

reduce a typical building's heating

place the glass in the frame, rather

Windows CIRCLE 220

insulation than no window at all. In

and cooling energy use by 20 to 40
percent, resu lting in an 8 to 16 per-

than a dry seal, so there is no heat

about the R-values of their products

acquisition of Alpen Windows, a
recognized leader in high-perform-

cent energy savings. Most bui lding

or coo ling loss. Unlike aluminum
frames, a new framing system -

owners will see a return on invest-

foamed PVC fo r residential and insu-

Card or go to architecturalrecord.

ance, energy-efficient windows and

ment in anywhere from one to five

lated fiberglass for commercial -

com/ products/.

May, the company announced its

For more information, circle item
numbers on Reader Service
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I Products

Windows
..,.. A chore no more

..,.. Unitized-curtain-wall system

The new Ultimate Replacement

As part of Kawneer's range of unitized

Casement from Marvin Windows and

solutions, the 2500 PG Unitwall is cus-

Doors features a wash mode that lets

tomizable to fit the individual conditions

homeowners clean the interior and

of each project and is available in stock

exterior of a casement window in three

lengths, preassembled, and glazed.

simple steps without going outside or

Rapid installation makes the unitized-

using complicated tools. In addition,

curtain-wall system ideal for new or

the window offers a commercial-grade

remodel projects and shop fabrication

hardware system, large sizing capability,

facilitates the sorting and recycling of

easy insta llation, and many design

scrap without littering the construction

options to replace any type of window.

site. The system incorporates a continu-

Marvin Windows and Doors, Warroad ,

ous thermal separator and four glazing

Minn. www.marvin.com CIRCLE 22 1

options. Kawneer, Norcross, Ga.
www.kawneer.com CIR CL E 222

.,.. English windows pass the test

.,.. Decorative glass for less

The Corporate 2000 range of steel

Peachtree now offers Design-Lite Glass

windows from U.K.-based Crittall

on all of its windows, entry-door sys-

Windows has undergone and passed

tems, and patio doors. Design-Lite Glass

hun\cane tesl\nq in the United States,

uses an advanced manufacturing tech-

meeting Missile Level D and Wind Zone

nology to recreate decorative glass

3 requirements. The rigorous testing

looks for a fraction of the cost. The

took place at the Facility of Architectural

technique applies a thin bead of

Testing in York, Pennsylvania. Three

acrylic - in silver, oil-rubbed bronze,

units from each window type were

gun metal, or white - to a window,

tested: fixed lights, side-hung open out,

patio-door, or entry-door panel in one

and folding-out door. Crittall, Essex,

of three standard offerings. Peachtree

England. www.crittall-windows.co.uk/us

Doors and Windows, Mosinee, Wis.

CIRCLE 223

www.peachtreedoor.com CIR CLE 22 4

..,.. That's a wrap
New wood-wrapped screens from
Weather Shield can be specified with
Ct:

several screen mesh options, including

w
w

fiberglass, glare-resistant aluminum,

s:

and the new No-See-Um screen mesh.

",..

z

<(

Vl

Screens for a range of window styles

w

can be wrapped in one of six natural

fCt:

wood species: pine, cherry, maple,

:J

0

u
~

mahogany, oak, or alder. The NoSee-Um screen is made from tightly
woven fibrous strands that allow for
improved light transmittance, air flow,

.t. SFl·certified products added to line

and bug protection. Weather Shield

Jeld-Wen now offers Sustainable Forestry Initiative (SFl)-certified products as part

Windows & Doors, Medford, Wis.

of its Custom Wood window line. The company has achieved chain-of-custody plant

www.weathershield.com CIRCLE 226
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fVl

w

s:
<9
0
f-

0
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certification from SFI, based on third-party independent audits that ensure facilities

a.
_J
_J

meet SFl 's high standards of forest products stewardship. The certified products,

<(

s:

which include Ponderosa pine custom windows, patio doors, and trim components,

For more information, circle item numbers on Reader Service Card or go to

f-

cost 10 percent more. Jeld-Wen, Klamath Falls, Ore. www.jeld-wen.com CIRCL E 22 s

architecturalrecord.com/ products/.
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A good building succeeds in balancing the functional with
the aesthetic. And that is exactly what Suntech's Solar Design
Line does. The same piece of glass is both a window and a solar
panel at the same time - so practical considerations need no
longer obstruct your architectural vi sion.

§ SUNTECH
Solar powering a green future '"'

www.suntech-power.com

CIRCLE 79

Every building's most common enemy
is unwanted moisture. It weakens
structural elements and spawns hazardous mold, often leading to costly
remediation-even demolition-thereby
erasing its value.
That's why designers are careful to install good moisture-controls inside the
building. Yet it's the outside walls that
constantly under assault by rain,
ow, and condensation. If it remains
.:·~ll)llied in the wall cavities, this natumoisture can cause wall-damage
r mold-growth (invisible until it's too
latE! .

0

All ma in com ponents
are factory-assembled
onto easy-to-mount
flashing pa nels.

True "value-engineering" calls for a
system that drains walls, faithfully &
reliably, far into the future.

>~

\i

II

I

I

8

Built-In
TERMINATION BARS

with pre-dri lled hol es,
allow quick, one-ma n
installation.

Built-In
NO-CLOG
DRAINAGE MATTE

lets water pass,
unobstructed,
to Weep Tabs.

•· _ .,

---=!:~==::.:=--=~~~=:_Jl---~::J

I 1

I

TOTALFLASH's long-term value lies
in its multiple moisture control
methods that are pre-assembled onto
each handy, 5-foot panel of flexible
flashing. Greater protection=greater
longevity.
And its short-term value is that it can
save you HALF the Time-&-Labor
cost (or more) of installing ordinary flashing-details! Even ONE
man can install it! Also, there's no
nd-cutting of imprecise lengths of
liwieldy flashing rolls, and since it's
all-in-one," there's no waiting, day after day, for multiple deliveries!

8

5 ft. Panels of
PRE-CUT FLEXIBLE
FLASHING'

0
0
direct s
moisture
out of
build ing.

Clearly Specified
LAP JOINTS

enforce comp lete
secure coverage.

',All Screws & Adhesive Tubes included
in each box of

r.......~lal'll <'

Built-In
STAINLESS STEEL
DRIP EDGE

0

.
releases mo 1s~u re
away fro m build ing.

Built-In
NO.-CLOG ~EEP TABS

deliver n:io1sture to
the outs ide of the
buildi ng.

Product Briefs
... The writing 's on the wall
ldea Paint is a commercial-grade, single-coat, rollerapp li ed paint that transforms any smooth surface
into a dry-e rase writ ing surface. The award-winning
product provides a low-cost, durable replacement for
old and worn-ou t dry-e rase boards and chalkboards.
The paint works with industry standard dry-erase
products and can transform hallways, meeting-room
walls, and other areas into dry-erase surfaces without
seams, borders, or restrictions to size and placement.
ldeaPaint. Boston. www.ideapaint.com

CIRCLE 221

.t. Mix-and-match flooring
Tom Polu cci and Natalie Banaszak of HOK Chicago

... Not your everyday wallflower

have converted LVT to the status of mosaic tiles with

Trove launched its debut line of decorative wallpapers

the Create Collection from Mannington Commercial.

at the 2006 International Contemporary Furniture Fair.

Create's cutout shapes include a 10\/ " round that

This yea r, the firm introduced several new patterns to its

neatly fits into the arc of its companion diamond link,

line of UV-resistant. Type 1commercial-grade paper wall

along wi th a basic 24" square, a smaller 6" square,

coverings, including Alcyone (near right), a floral inspired

and connector 12" x 24" rectangle. The surfa ce tex-

by water lilies, and Azha (far right), a pattern that

ture of the tile has a subtle linear design. Mannington

appears to feature butterflies but actually explores the

Commercial, Calhoun, Ga. www.mannington.com

unconventional beauty of moths. Suitable for commercial

CIRCLE 229

or residential projects, the 12'-high, large-scale patterns
repeat in either 3'-wide or 6'-wide dimensions. All orders
are printed to the specific height requirement for each

'f A clear view

wall and are available on either smooth or linen-textured

Ideal for paramount views, the new Pro Series glass-

paper. Trove, New York City. www.troveline.com

and-aluminum railing system features /," tempered

CIRCLE 22a

safety glass and provides continuous top rails without
protruding posts for up to 24'. Suitable for both interior

... Display system on display

and exterior applications, the system is compatible with

Hollaender Manufacturing was chosen to provide a retro-

wood, composite, and concrete surfaces and is third-

inspired wall-racking system to be used for merchandise

party tested. Additionally, the durable powder-coated

display in Marc by Marc Jacobs retail outlets. Working

finish is available in a variety of standard colors, as

with Stephan Jaklitsch Design, Hollaender developed a

well as custom hues, and is treated with corrosion and

system made up of brus hed-stainless-steel piping in

colorfast protection. Deck Images, Hastings, Minn.

horizontal and vertica l planes. A new fitting was devel-

www.deckimages.com/nrl

CIRCLE 231

oped to allow each store to easily reconfigure shelving
as needed. Hollaender Manufacturing, Cincinnati.
www.hollaender.com

CIRCLE 230

... Storing knowledge
The Smart link collection of K-12 classroom furnishings is
designed to organize and ma nage the classroom with a
single product line. Sma rtlink includes four key components: teacher station, modu lar storage, student desks,
and wall rail system. The storage tower (right) features
multisize trays and shelves for differently shaped items
and equipment; locking or open storage; and an exterior
tool bar on the side panel that ho\cls mes, magazines, or
books. HON, Muscatine, Iowa. www.hon.com CI RCLE

232
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I Product Resources On the Web
www.kohler.com/pro

-==---=---------

===-====-~

Kohler has launched a password-

www.ilevel.com/performance
connection The ilevel Performance

protected Web site to serve the needs of

Connection Tool is a simple interface for

several trade groups including plumbers,

professionals looking for information

contractors, architect/designers, builders,

on structural framing products suitable

remodelers, and countertop installers.

to the requirements of their geographic

Users from each trade group receive

area. Visitors enter their zip code, and

customized information from Kohler

the tool provides a listing of appropriate

based on their indicated areas of interest.

products based on four key environ-

Visitors can search for product info,

mental conditions: seismic design

create folders to keep projects organized,

category, maximum wind speed, snow

and store it all for future access.

load, and average annual precipitation.

www.restorationglass.com
S.A. Bendheim has launched a new site

www.buildinggreen.com/calc/
fuel_cost.cfm To help consumers

featuring extensive information about

and professionals objectively compare

Restoration Glass, a line of mouth-

fuel costs, BuildingGreen (w hich collabo-

blown window glass the company

rates on McGraw-Hil's GreenSource

exclusively imports. Online visitors will

magazine) has launched a free online

find enhanced navigation, images, and

fuel-cost-comparison calculator. The

a Quick Time video demonstrating the

calculator helps simplify the process by

centuries-old traditions employed to

cons idering the heat content of each

produce the glass. The Web site also

fuel, the efficiency of combustion by the

includes "How to Measure" guidelines

heating equipment, and the efficiency

and an online shop.

of distribution.

W ven Wire Fal:>ri

•~DW.NCE LIFTS
DISAPPEARING DOCK LIFT

NOW YOU SEE IT

NOW YOU DON'T

Pro1ects rnclude multi-story wire mesh draperies for hotels, auditoriums, and
casrnos, curved dividers for visual merchandising; wrndow treatments for private
homes, safety screening for industrial settings: sculptural forms for urban gardens;
decorative rnterior/exterior wall coverings for buildings and parkrng garages:
aviary round weave screening for animal habitats, and see-through appealing
barriers for commercial security. Whatever the application, let us help you realize
your creative vismn

(Z)

1-800-843-3625
www. a dva nee Iif ts. com

CASCADE COI L DRAPERY

www.cascadecoil.com

800-999-2645
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We can tailor a dock lift to fit your needs and budget.

EVERY DOCK NEEDS
CIRCLE 82

A LIFT

www.mrsteam.com

www.americanstandard-us.
com/waterefficiency American

Focused on teaching visitors about the
concept of steam therapy and its many

Standard has launched two online

beauty and health benefits, the Mr. Steam

tools that promote water conservation.

site is intended more for consumers than

featuring a quiz section, recipes, and a
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professionals. However, in addition to
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does offer a comprehensive product

by converting to various water-efficient

section for its line of commercial and

fixtures and faucets. The Rebate

residential steam baths, including full

Locator provides a current listing of

pricing and spec information.

water conservation rebate s available.

www.ppgideascapes.com/
energy PPG Industries has introduced

Spacesaver's newest Web site is dedi-

an online tool that enables architects,

and space and deliver more organized
and secured storage environments.
The site features descriptions of

estimate how many gallons of water,
and how many dollars, they can save

In a time of war, it's no surprise that

can help military personnel save time

interactive tool that allows users to

video featuring the product, the site

www.readyandsecure.com

cated to showcasing how its products

The Water Savings Calculator is an

_
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specifiers. and building owners to
compare the relative energy and environmental performance of common
architectural glazings on prototypical
buildings. The tool features calculations

Spacesaver's full line of military stor-

made according to the U.S. Department

age solutions as well as real-world

of Energy's most sophisticated energy-

examples of how those products are

modeling programs. Users can select

being applied.

from 12 North American cities.

Mail Manager
File, find and share
Benefits:
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Reduce lnbox size and email server space requirements
Ensures emails are filed according to office standards
Learns as you file
One place to look - keep emails 1n same folders
as other documents
Easily adhere to data retention legislation
Higl• speed search tool. which allows you to
search even when disconnected from the network ideal for mobile workers
No 'lock-in' - uses standard MS Office file formats
Batch archive

Oasys
CI RCLE 83

We've been gr~en
since it was just a color.

F

rom our Platinum LEED (Leadership in Energy

and Environmental Design) Certification by

the U.S. Green Building Counci l to our latest
sustainable agriculture project around the world
or even right here in the boroughs of New York
City, Heifer International is ahead of the curve.
Our mission is to end hunger and poverty and
care for the Earth, and we accomplish that with
gifts of livestock and training in environmentally

ACADEMY ofART
UNIVERSITY
FOUNDED

IN

SAN

BY ARTISTS

FRANCISCO
FOR ARTISTS

1929

sound agricultural practices. We've been helping
impoverished families around the world and right
[lere at home since 1944, so we're not exactly
greenhorns. In fact, we were key participants in
the U.N.'s recent Commission on
Sustainable Development.
If you'd like to donate,
or learn more about
our work, visit
our website.

~

~~~

'"HEIFEK
INTERNATIONAL

www.heifer.org

Dates & Events
New and Upcoming
Exhibitions
Oyler Wu Collaborative
Los Angeles
October 24-December 14, 2008

exhibition wi ll elaborate on th e rea li za t ion that
no advances in soc iall y and environme ntall y
sustainab le bui lding design can occur without
reorganizing t he ex isting political structu res,
economic resources, and social capital that
can produce alternat ive systems for habitation.

Lectures, Conferences,
and Symposia

Motivated by the desire to occupy the SCI-Arc

At PARC Foundation Gallery. For more

October 7-8, 2008

informat ion, you can cal l 212/254-5445 or visit
www.theparcfoundation .org.

ARCHITECTURAL RECORD'S

situated in the territory between tectonic
expression and funct iona l performance. At
SCI-Arc gallery. Call 213/613-2200 or visit
www.sciarc.edu.

Architects Fired
Washington, D.C.
October 17-November 28, 2008
A group of celebrated D.C. architects turn their
sensibilities to the medium of clay. The architects demonstrate their three-dimens ional
ideas in earthenware, without the normal constraints of budgets and bu ilding codes. At
Cross Mackenzie Gallery. Call 202/333-7970 or
visit www.crossmackenzie.com.

Ongoing Exhibitions
Home Delivery:
Fabricating the Modern Dwelling
New York City
Through October 20, 2008
Comprising a survey of the past. present. and
future of the prefabr icated home, this exhib ition
places equal emphasis on the process of architectural design and production and its actua l
end result. In the 54th Street lot adjacent to the
Museum of Modern Art. visitors can explore five
prefabricated homes specially commissioned
for the exhibition and assembled on-site. At the
Museum of Modern Art. Call 212/708-9400 or
visit www.moma.org.

Estudio Teddy Cruz Practice of
Encroachment: From the global border
to the border neighborhood
New York City
Through October 25, 2008
Teddy Cruz's architectural studio collaborates
with community -based nonprofit organizations
for using the neighborhood as a site of experimentation in order to research new forms
of affordable housing and social density. The

:ii
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The Net-Zero Energy
Buildings Conference
New York

gallery in a way that exploits the spatial
potential of the existing venue, this Oyler Wu
Collaborative installation is intentionally

.u

2008 Innovation

Conference will cover all aspects of the design
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I Dates &Events

2009 Palladio Awards
Deadline: November 14, 2008

The eighth annual competition recognizes
outstanding work in traditional design for comof net-zero energy bui ldings, including severa l

mercial, institutional, public, and residential

co mpe ll ing case studies. MIT professor Daniel

projects. Visit www.pa ll adioawards.com.

Noce ra is t he keynote speaker, and Christoph
lngenhoven is the spec ial guest lecture r. At the
McGraw- Hill Auditorium. Call 866-727-3820 or
visit construction.com/event/innovation08/.

Leveraging Your Resources:
Doing More With Less
Chicago
October 74-17. 2008
Th e 2008 AIA Practice Management conference
wil l provide tangible resources and take-home
too ls, using actual spreadsheets, databases, and
management skills created through hands-on
sessions and workshops. For more information,
visit www.aia.org.

Competitions
GSA Design Awards 2008
Deadline: October 15, 2008
The U.S. General Services Administration's
2008 Design Excellence and Construction
Exce llence Awards invites entries from
individua ls and firms that have worked on
GSA-sponsored projects during the past fiveand-a-half years. Awards will be presented
in March 2009. For more information, cal l
202/219-1086 or visit www.gsa .gov.
2008 National Student Design
Competition
Deadline: November 3, 2008
The competition is open to all students of
architecture and design in North America.
Participants will be required to research,
respond to, and high light the unique aspects
of designing a library for the 21st century
tha t serves the selected site and community
and is as energy efficient as possible, using
the U.S. Green Building Council (USGBC)
Leadership in Energy and Env ironmental
Design (LEED) building standards. Visit
www.aias.org or ww.kawneer.com.
The Alma Schapiro Prize
Deadline: November 3, 2008

The Alma Schapiro Prize is aimed at advanc ing
the career of an American artist recipient

Discarded Dreams: Used Mattress
Design Competition
Deadline: December 5, 2008
Architecture for Humanity and Rubicon
National Social Innovations invite entrants to
create innovative ways of converting used
mattresses into useful products. The competition aims to encourage entrants to form groups
capable of creating a consumer product. and a
plan for production on a larger scale. For more
information about the competition, visit
w ww.o pen a re hi tee tu re network .o rg/m at tress.
IDEX: AWARD 2009
Deadline: December 8, 2008

Thi s internationa lly recognized design award
acknowledges designs that contribute
to improving life for people. Th e award
accepts nominations from all design disciplines, including industrial design, service
design, architecture, and graphic design.
The nominated design must be dated later
than 2004. Visit www. ind exaward.dk.

From the Ground Up:
Innovative Green Homes
Deadline: December 15, 2008
The goals of the competition are to foster the
most advanced think in g about design, sustainability, and cost-effect ive building practices
for the sing le-fami ly house, and to elicit proposals that can be bui lt based on the $150,000
construction budget. Call 375/443-2256 or
visit www.soa.syr.edu/competition.
Design for the Children Competition:
Pediatric Health Clinic
Deadline: January 75, 2009
Open to students and professionals, this international design competition asks participants
to explore the potential of future pediatric and
prenatal cl ini cs for East Africa. Entry is free,
and our goal is to use the winning design as
the basis for a pediatric and prenatal health
center in Rwanda. For more information, visit
www.d es i g nfo rt he chi Id re n.o rg.

and foster ing the continu ity of knowledge of
the Classical tradition as a vital aspect of
contemporary culture around the globe. The
centerpiece of the pr ize is a three-month
affi li ated fellowship at the American Academy
in Rome. Visit www.classic ist.org.

£-mail information two months in advance to
elisabeth_broome @mcgraw-hill.com.

A NEW PERSPECTIVE
ON BUILDING DESIGN
• Think energy efficiency requires too much
upfront cost?
• Looking for design support in evaluating
alternatives?

eVI Jers

Start

Contact a NJ SmartStart Buildings®program
representative and learn about the significant incentives
NJ makes available for energy-efficient technologies in
new construction and retrofit projects. Ask about design
support opportunities and technical assistance.

HJ Smor1Slor1 Buildings© k 11 regisler&d lrodemork. Use of the lrodemork withoul permission of

1heH.JBoordof Publi<UtilitiMkprohibited.

*NMifiii 11,M
njcleanenergy.com
New Jersey Soard of Publlc

e

Visit n j clean energy.com/ s s b
You might just see the world with
a whole new perspective.

utllltl• •
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Think BIG.
An architect's vision often leads to
majestic and imaginative new
designs. That's why they count on
RIXSON, the company that makes it
possible for concert halls, libraries
and office buildings to be adorned
with highly impressive openings.
From the most modest to the
grandest of doors, RIXSON's
concealed closers and pivots
ensure effortless operation and
superior performance, without
sacrificing lasting beauty.
Our Products Support
Your Vision.
Think RIXSON.

Electromagnetic Door/
Holder Releases

Fl oor Closers

Pivots and Pivot Sets

'
Checkmate' Stops
and Holders

RIXSON®
A'SSAABLDY
1.800.457.5670 I www.rixson.com
ASSA ABLOY, the global leader in door opening solutions

CIRCLE 87

Call for proposals

Named in honor of one of America's

The 2009 Latrobe Prize winner will receive $100,000

first professional architects, the

to support a two-year program of research selected by jury

_at robe Prize supports path - finding
·esearch designed to advance
:he art and science of arch itectural
)ractice.

review for its promise to advance professional knowledge in architecture. Submissions must be postmarked
on or before November 14, 2008 .
For more information please visit: www.aia.org/latrobe_prize
or email Pauline Porter at: pporter@aia.org

A
College of Fellows

World
Architecture
Festival

Be inspired by our gallery of
the year's best work, and join
our celebration and insight
into great creativity.

worlda rch itectu refestivaI. com
Portner sponsors

ARUP

DAVIS LANGDON & SEAH
INTERNATIONAL

Category sponsors

ARUP

DAVIS LANGDON & SEAH

INTERNATIONAL
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we•ve Got It Covered ...
Concealed & Customizable Fire Alarms & Emergency Lighting

combat
global warming,
reduce the
production of
greenhouse gases,

and bUilda

stronger infrastructure.
FA Series & 5000 Series

SPECIFY FLY ASH

@

(a recovered resource)

NFPA 72 Standards • UL Listed

as a replacement for cement
in concrete.

Our fire alarm and emergency lighting blends in, and remains
completely hidden and flush until activated. The fixture rotates 180
degrees upon activation, and returns to closed when deactivated.
Comes in standard white powder coat finish, and can be customized
with paint, wallpaper, or applique finishes to match your interiors.

When you specify fly ash as replacement for cement in
concrete, you help reduce C02 emissions from cement
production , conserve landfill space, and decrease
water usage. You also enhance workability and
chemical attack resistance, increase strength and
produce more durable concrete.
Contact Headwaters Resources for free technical literature
and information on how fly ash use benefits the environment
and produces better concrete.

Concealed View

H Ef-DWA":_~0~;!
www.flyash.com

Active Views

Phone: 888-542-4480
www. con cea I ite. com

1-888-236-6236
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A Wish

W

e love exotic
leg designs!

Come

This exotic Wishbone
Leg is a winner in

True!

our 2004 Design
Contest.

Wishbone Leg
Designed by:
Aaron Zomdorf,
San Fra ncisco, CA
A fascinating design of twisted
steel bar, "utilizing existing
materials in a fi'esh way with
multiple fin ishes and size
potential''. 27" tall finished in
Satin Stainless Steel.
Patent rending.

"F INE ARCHITECTURAL HARDWARE FOR YOUR FINE FURNITURE "•

CIRCLE 90
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MEMAR

Easy to install. Fits any space. Matches any decor.
With the Unico System's design flexibility, it is ideal
for historical remodels and renovations. Unico's
small-duct heating and cooling solution removes 300/o
more relative humidity than traditional systems without
compromising the design and decor of your project.
-----------~---

- - --

Your comfort begins at www.unicosystem.com

The fUnicofSystem®
Small-Duct Central Heating
& Air Conditioning

800-527-0896
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Go green. Design green:M

Smart Way- W

hat a superb way

todisp1aysignage,

•

to Display
fiber reinforcement.
MPB's

An advanced-technology* fibe made
from 100% reclaimed carpet, NyconG
is the only fiber that increases value in
"green" construction materials.
NyconG reinforced building materials, such as concrete and asphalt,
can contribute to project design for LEED '" certification.

An incredible array of sizes
and shapes of " stand-offs " ,
metal spacers that allow you
to space your signs from
the wall. Round , square,
short. long, different
diameters. Or to your
customs specifications.
See them all at
mockett.com/ standoffs.

Along with NyconG, we offer afull line of reinforcing fibers for all building
materials, including nylon, polypropylene, AR glass, PVA, steel, PET,
and cellulose.
Coll 800.456.9266 or visit www.nycon.com for more information.
·USP 6,971,784, other US ond foreign potents pending .
.,,,,_,.~I

f,Z,,,:&..wN.

New Nycon, Inc., Subsidiary of Pure Earth, Inc.
101 Cross Street, Westerly, RI 02891

H elping you build smarter and better.'"
CIRCLE 95
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art work, promotional
items. flexible and easy.

Style Meets Technology

Design Software
Bentley Systems, Incorporated

Lutron Electronics, Co. Inc.

GenerativeCompon ents
is
unique
design software that allows architects
and engineers to pursue designs and
achieve results that we re virtually
unthinkable
be fore . Direct you r
creativity to d eliver inspired sustainable
buildin gs that are free r in form
and use innovative materials a nd asse mblies. Discover GC today a t special pricin g for a limite d time. 800- BENTL EY
www.GenerativeComponents.com

Add color, texture and pattern with
Lutron shading solutions. Lutron 's
precision electronically controlled roller
s hades have expanded to include designe r fabric options that brighten any space.
El egant transitions of daylight transfonn
a room, all at the touch of a button .
800-446-1 503 www.lutron.com /fa brics

I Circle l50
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Two-Way Internet Communication

Rain Screen Cladding
Trespa Horth America Ltd.

MechoShade Systems, Inc.

Trespa Meteon is a flat panel based on
thermosetting resins, homogenously reinforced with cellulose fib ers and
manufactured under hjgh pressure and
te mperature. Th e res ultant properties
make the product particularly suitable for
rain screen cladding appl ications. What
makes Tres pa Meteon so uniqu e?
Resistance to weather, high color stability,
impact resista nce, excelle nt fire behavior,
ease of machinability and low maintena nce costs. 800-487-3772 www.trespa.com

The innovative IQ /485,."'-IPI (Inte rn et
Protocol Interfa ce) saves time a nd money
when commissioning or reschedulin g
the operation of s hading systems. The
syste m pe rmits easy two-way communication throu gh the lntern e t, e nabling
integration with other manufacturers'
systems, off-site com_missioning, systems
troubleshootin g, a nd browser-based
Eth ernet contro l extensible to Wi-Fi.
Contact th em at their e m a il address
for more information . 718-729-2020
Email marke tin g@ me c h os hade .co m
www.mechoshade.com
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Reflective, Color-Enriched Class
PPC Industries
The Vistacoo/TM family of color-enriched
glasses includes Vis tacoo/ Ca ribia®,
Vistacoo / Solargray® a nd Vistacool
Azuria®, offering high levels of visible
light transmittance with a soft, reflective
appearance. To order a sa mple kit,
visit their web site. 888- PPG-IDEA
www.ppgideascapes.com/vistacool

11:1~
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~perior Strength of Steel

Cas & Moisture Migration Control
Technical Class Products (TCP)

Announdng .....

Raven Industries, Inc.

Utilizing the s uperior strength of steel,
SteelBuilt Curta inwa UTM Systems allow
d esigns with larger areas of glass, smaller frame profil es and wider free-s pans
than is possi ble with aluminum framing .
SteelBuilt
C urtainwall
InfinityT><
takes design Aexibility even further by
offering back mullions of virtually any
profile, including 1-, T-, U- and L-shapes,
a nd can use as a back mullion almost any
type of fra ming member, from s tainless
steel to g lulam b eams. 800-426-0279

our newest addition for the next step of protection:

VaporBlock® PlusT>< is a highly resilient,
multi-layer underslab barrier th at
restricts naturally occurring gases s uch as
radon and/or methane from migrating
from the grou nd and through concrete
slabs. Provides from 50 to 200 times more
protection against methane and other
VOC's than other p remi um polyethylene
barriers. Meets a ll requirements of ASTM
E-1745, Class A, B & C and produced
unde r the strict guidelines of their ISO
9001:2000 certified ma nagement system.
Available in 6 mil (12-ft. x 200-ft.) and 20
mil (10-ft. x 150-ft.) rolls with VaporBond
Plus sea ming tape and pipe boot kits
for a total e nclosed insta llation system.
800-635-3456 www.vaporblock.com

Viii>OifBllock· PlusM
UNOlllSl,.All VA.1"011 lll!!TAftDl! ll I OA.• llAllllll!ll

The best of both worlds; a Moisture &
Gas Barrier in one easy to use product.

www.tgpamerica.com
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Wall Tile Collection
Architectural Columns &
Balustrades by Melton Classics

Viva Ceramica Slate
" It's th e result of the collab oration with
Patrizia Moroso, w ho knows what
dreams are abo ut and Massimo
Cardone, th e photographer wi th the
magical eye who can make black explode
into a tho usa nd colours. Two people I
really like to work with because they
s hare m y passion for th e unexplored territory of new app Lications where a s uper
thin, s uper light, lOOxlOO indestructible
tile can becom e a bathroom, a building
decoration or a work of art, depending
on what the designers feel like. Thanks
Patrizia, than ks Massimo for teachin g all
of us that we can see better with our eyes
closed." -Fabrizio Zanfi www.cerviva.it

Architectura l Columns & Balustrades by
Me lton Classics provides the d esign professional w ith the most comprehensive
selection of quality architectural products includin g architectura l columns,
balustrad es, m o uldings, cornices, a.nd a
wide a rray of architectural elements.
Architectural columns are available plain
or fluted, load-bearing or column covers,
round or square in fib e rglass, fiberglass/ marbl e composite, synthetic s tone,
cast s tone, GFRC, and wood for paint or
s tain .
Architectural
Columns
&
Balustrades by Me lto n Classics offers a
mainte nan ce free balus trad e product
id ea l for any appl ication. 800-963-3060
www.meltonclassics.com
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Fire-Rated Aluminum Products

Exterior Building Panels With Digital Print
ABET

Aluflam Horth America

Applied as a Rainscreen pane l system,
ABET LAM INATl's Ex te ri or Building
Panels are: graffiti a nd vandal resista nt,
fire resistant, environmentally friend ly
and will not d elam inate. Compact, selfs upportin g, high pressure laminate panels are available in a wide range of solid
colors, woodgrains, metallics and concrete. High resolution digital images of
logos, photos etc. can be printed right on
the panels. Colorfastness is guaranteed
for 10 years and panel integrity for 20
yea rs. Notable applications in the US
include the Brooklyn Library a nd North
Fork Banks. For samples call toll free
or visit th e ir web s ite. 800-228-2238
www.abetlaminati.com

Imagine being ab le to specify a fire-rated
system that looks so good you wo uldn't
know it's fire-rate d. Imagine the dean,
rich lines of clear glass. With ALUFLAM
storefront and curtainwall systems, this is
reality. Contact the m for further information. 714-899-3990 www.aluflam-usa.com
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Versatile, Energy-Saving Daylighting

Interior & Exterior Window & Door Trims

Major Industries, Inc.

Architectural Products by
Outwater
Outwater offers and stocks a complete
selection of architecturally accurate, highdensity polyurethane Interior & Exterior
Window & Door Trims. Designed to minimize the high material and labor costs
usually associated in accenting with wood
millwork, Outwater's UV stabilized,
factory primed Interior & Exterior
Window & Door Trims not only ensure
consistent quality that is resistant to
splitting, weather damage, decay and
insects, they are Lightweight, extremely
durable and easy to install. Free 1,000+
Page Master Catalog. 800-835-4400

Save on energy costs with cost-effective
Guardian 275® Translucent Daylighting
Panels. Guardian 275® skylight and curtainwall systems allow controlled natural light
to illuminate interiors while eliminating
unwanted glare and hot-spots. Guardian
275® systems also offer LEED® credit
opportunities, integral water management
systems and industry-leading warranties.
888-759-2678 www.majorskylights.com

www.O utwater.com
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Motorized Screens

Extreme Fenestration Performance
AZOM USA IMC.

Phantom Screens®

Conserving energy, while reducing
greenhouse gases, is possible when
manufacturers of fenestration products
use the Azon th ermal barri er method for
aluminum windows and Warm-Light®
warm-edge spacer for insulating glass.
Modern daylighting systems produce d
with both Azon structura l thermal barrier technologies will yield a fen estration
system capable of upholding the highest
efficiency and sustainability standards.
Contact them to learn about the role of
Azon th ermal barriers in energy conservation. 800-788-5942 www.azonintl.com

Executive
motorized
screens
by
Phantom® provide comprehensive
screening solutions for both commercial
and residential renovation and design
projects. Perfect for both surface and
recessed
installations,
Phantom 's
screens provide full ventilation, shading
from the sun, protection from insects,
and enhanced privacy. The screens can
be connected to the building's centralized automation system, and stay out-ofsight until needed. More info is available
at their web site. 888-PHANTOM
(742-6866) Fax number 604-855-7834
Email phantom@phantomscreens.com
www.phantomscreens.com
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Pre-Engineered Canopies & Walkways

Automated Parking Carage
Boomerang Systems

Structures Unlimited, Inc.

Boomerang's reliable a utomated parking
systems use 50% less space than ramp
garages by storing cars 2 to 20 levels high on
a small footprint. Systems can be wrapped
in any fa~ade and configured to fit almost
any project. Best of all, the total cost per
space is less than structured parking decks.
Proudly made in the U.S.A. 888-606-9395

The ultimate technology of a unique
single-source system comprised of structural aluminum box beams combined
with Kalwall® translucent sandwich
panels to form a lightweight composite
system. The result is a durable, long-lasting structure that stands up to hurricane-force winds, high snow loads, hail,
and the most demanding code require-

Email info@boo merangsys tems.com
www.boomerangsystems.com

ments, while deHvering diffuse, natural

daylight for glare-free, shadowless illumination to the area be low. Virtually
maintenance free. Snow guards, gutter
systems and downspouts are available.
800-225-3895 www.structuresunlimitedinc.com
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Ornamental Plaster Celling Tiies

Energy-Efficient Wall Panel
Above View Mfg., By Tiles, Inc.

ACCELERATED Building
Technologies, LLC

Above View ornamental plas ter ceiling
tiles are fabricated from a non-toxic, no ncombustible, proprieta_ry composition.
They drop into any standard 15/16-in.
T-Bar grid system. There are more than 50
standard designs, custom design work,
and 1,300 custom colors a nd faux finish es
available upon re quest. 414-744-7118

The accel-E™ Steel Thermal Efficient
Pan e l (S.T.E.P.) from ACCE LERATED
Building Technologies is a the rmally
resistant, hig h performance building
pane l that's stro ng, li ghtweig ht and
energy efficient. Comb ining the strength
and performance of cold-formed steel
framing with the s uperior insulation
prope rties of ex panded polystyrene, the
accel- E™ STEP wall system simplifies
framing, insulation and sheathing to just
one installation process. 888-9-accelE
(888-922-2353) www.accel-E.com

www.aboveview.com

L
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One- Way Mirrors

Custom Alumlnum Suspension System
Decoustics Limited

Clas TriSsch AC

Ceilencio is an integrated, concea led
s uspension ceiHng system that comprises both the grid a nd the acoustic panels .
The grid is manufactured from extruded
alumjnum, and panels re lease downward because of a tors ion s pring mechanism allowing easy access to the plenum.
www.decous tics.com

Unlimited design options for SPYMrRROR in interior and exterior applica tions,
i.e. coverage of information displays, TV's
etc. SPYMIRROR is a one-way mirror
which allows for observations without
being seen under a distinct lighting ratio.
The re are 3 options with increased clarity
(LT): 1 %, 12%, 20% available in 3mm to
12mm, in laminated 6mm to 12mm. Email
hytechglass@glastroesch.chwww.luxar.ch

I Circle 168
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Copper Chimney Pots

Acoustic Plaster System
Pyrok, Inc.

Jack Arnold - European Copper

Pyrok StarS ilent is a smooth, seaml ess
sound ab orbing plaster system. This
uniqu e syste m, cons is tin g of a rigid
sound board made of 96% post consumer recycled crushed glass, combines
the look of monolithic gypsu m board
with hi g h acous ti ca l performance.
914-777-7070 Email info@starsilen t.com
"rww.stars ile nt.com

Eliminate rooftop clutter with recyclable,
innova ti ve UL-listed copper chimney
pots. From Jack Arnold, AJA, European
Copper chimney pots are the only UL-listed pots for both masonry and metal flues.
Wi thsta nds all types of climate conditions,
building code compliant. Available in
three uniqu e styles and seven s izes,
easy to install. Pate nted . 800-391-0014
europeancopperchimneypots.com

I Circle 169
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Museum Collections

Counter Support Brackets
Rangine Corporation I Rakks

Peter Findlay Collery

Ran g ine Corporation's counter support
brackets provid e an easy-to-install alte rna tive to full-h eight laminated pa nels.
Available in a ran ge of sizes to support
counters up to 30-in.-d eep, bracke ts
insta ll easily into studs or blocking and
can support loads up to 450-lb. Less
expe nsive tha n laminated supports, they
increase o pe n s pace w hile im proving

" G uy Dill is one of our contemporary
sculptors who has consistently over the
past 20 yea rs been able to achieve w hat
might be called meaningful mon um entali ty - sculpture that proclaims itself as
needing to be made in monumental propo rtio ns," S teve n N as h, Ex-directo r,
as h er Sculpture Center, Dallas.
Fabricated bronze sculptures created by
nationally kn own artist Guy Dill availab le for public and private commissions .
Dill's work is included in 20 Museum
collections and over 60 public and corporate collections: Qualcomm-MitsubishiTransamerica-Sony. Le ft: Close Hauled,
2005, Fabri cate d Bronze, 32-ft. high,
Regent Bal Harbour Hotel, Mi a mi.
www.findlay.com

handkapped access and ergonomics.
Bracke ts can be o rdered in either s urface
or Oush mounted configurations to provide heavy-du ty unobtrusive support.
Manufacture d of extrud ed structura l
aluminum. 800-826-6006 www.ra kks.com
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~rchitectural Ceiling Fans & Lighting

Art Presentation System
Walker Display Incorporated

C Squared Art

Life's all about change and so is Walke r
Dis play whe n it comes to art presentation. Th e Walke r syste m frees yo u to
ex plore all yo ur option s. No- More-H oles

Enjoy art. The Cirque ceiling fa n, a high
pe rformance dynamic sculptu re, GOOD
DESIGN Award winner. Whisper quiet,
powerful, reliable a nd beautifully made.
View mahogany and multicolored blade
versions o n thei r web s ite. lncludes SOW
light and touch control syste m, re mote
control ava ilable. Suita ble fo r slope d
ceilings up to 30 degrees a nd up to 45
d egrees with optional ada pter. Lifeti me
warran ty. Air conditio ning can increase
yo ur electricity bill by a third or more. A
fan uses one tenth of the ene rgy. To buy
high-design a rchitectura l fa ns and Lighting please visit their we b site or call.
877-858-5333 www.g2art.com

lets yo u rea rra nge yo ur artwork w ith

ease a nd speed . Embrace change. Email
or calJ th em w ith yo ur ideas and vis ions
for the art spa ces in yo ur life. They ca n
help yo u in the creation of bea utiful disexhibits. 800-234-761 4
p lays and
www.walkerdisplay.com

0
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Low Profile Path Lighting
Modern Outdoor

Hunza Lighting USA

Comm ercial g rade constructio n + res id e ntia l aesthe tics, ma de in the U.S.A.,
s ho rt lead times, and e nviro nm entally
conscio us materials. These qu alities are
a t the core of Modern Outdoor- fin e
o utdoor furniture for those inte rested in
the clean simple lines of the mod ern a esthe tic. They offer fo ur complete lines that
e ncompass all of yo ur outdoor needschairs, tab les, be nch es, sett ees, c lub
cha irs, sofa s, ottoma ns, daybe ds, chaise
loun ges, planters, bar-he ight produ cts,
tea carts, and many accent pieces as we ll.
818-785-0171 www.mode rn outdoor.com

The Hunza Path Lite is machined from
solid copper or 316 stainless steel, providing a horizontal lightin g e ffect across
pathways or decks with a low trim profile
of less than 1-in. in height. There is a
ch oice of 4 light beam patterns, from half
to full circle, acco rdin g to the number of
face ts specified . The Path Lite uses a lowvoltage 20W MR16 lamp and is easily
in s talled into concre te o r woode n decks

using on e of 4 optiona l hou sings.
310-560-7310 www.hunzausa.com

Deck Housing
~-
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Perlect for Coted Communities

Interactive Liquid Filled Products
FAAC International, Inc.
FAAC is the world's largest specialized
manufa cturer o f ope rators for swing,
slide a nd ba rrie r gate syste ms . The
Mod el 400 h eavy-du ty hydra ulk swing
gate ope rator is UL 325 complia nt and
designed fo r applications needin g maximum ve rsatili ty, such as subdivisions
and apartments. Its power and reliabiU ty
also make it ideal for large, ornate gates.
800-221-8278 www.faacusa.com

Living Surfaces'""' Liquid Lava™ products a re exciting li q uid fill ed mod ula r
fl oor til es, table tops and counter tops.
They are resilie nt and w he n pressure is
appli ed th e liq uid moves a nd swirls
aro und o ne's feet or hands. Suitabl e for
an y a pplica tio n incl uding: nightcl ubs,
resta ura nts, children 's themed projects,
dance fl oors a nd m o re. 949-251-1560
www.jockimo.com

Model
I

I

Clrcle l79

~terior Bifold Door Systems

Cutter Installation System

Mounting
Clip

Venulauon
Prevents
Rot& Mold

No holes
no spikes,

Clrcle l82

Truss Building Products, LLC

La Cantina Doors, Inc.

Truss Building Products, LLC is proud
to introd uce a Revolutionary Gutter
Installation Syste m called the SnapLock
Gutter System. Sna plock works with 5, 6
& 7-in. conve ntional OG gutters a nd is
" free floating" allowing for expansion and
contraction w hk h is critica l wh en
installing gutters. This puncture-free gutter system is produced out of aluminum
and prevents sagging, buckling, and wood
rot associated with standard typical gutter
in stallations. Stop recommending outdated spikes and screws and visit the m
today a t the ir web site. 888-RAINDAY
www.snaplockgu tters.com

N ew all-aluminum exterior bifo ld door
system. Featuri ng a sleek d esign p rofile
a nd concealed multi-point locks throughout. Manufactured in the USA, lead times
start a t just fo ur weeks. Clear or Bronze
Anodized fini shes are sta ndard wi th custom color options availa ble. Systems up to
52-ft. wide and 10-ft. tall are available.
866.414.8933 www.lacantinadoors.com

screws. or nails

I Circle 180

j
Insulated Concrete Forms

Plant Vitamins & Hormones

FOR 100%
PROUD JOBS
"IMPOSSIBLES"
MADE EASY

I Clrcle 183

Vitamin Institute

Amvic Building System

The Vita min Institute offers any U.S.
established business or public agency its
money back afte r making a n average of
4,200 gallons from its first gallon, if it
regrette d its purch ase. Also $5,000
worldwid e to the first product to beat it
a t ac ti vat ing, revivin g, tra ns p lanting,
growing, and pe rfecting. Lo ng s ince,
SUPERthri ve h as h e lped fi ve U.S.
d epa rtme nts to win World War II. Over
500 park syste ms chiefs have written that
SUPERthrive wo rks best. SUPERthrive's
record includ es re pe ate dl y averted
bankruptcies, qu ickJ y reve rsing whole
great lost p lantings to beautiful winne rs.
800-441-8482 www.vita mininstitute.com

Am vic ICF's a re h ollow, lightweig ht;
"stay in place" concre te forms made of 2
pane ls of Ex pande d Polystyrene (E PS)
that a re con nec ted by 100% recycled

I Clrcle 181

po lyp ropy le n e webs . Am vic ICF's
provide a compre hens ive 5 in 1 building
solutio n, structural s tre ngth, insu lation,

vapour barrier, sound barrie r, surface for
instarnn g drywa ll and exterior finis hes
th ey an e n e rgy efficie nt a nd
Gree n building produ ct. 877-470-9991
www.a m vicsystem .com
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Executive Conference

1in McGraw-Hill Construction on October 22-23
Washington D.C., for our annual premier event:
ie Outlook 2009 Executive Conference. The newly expanded, two-day program includes
:gments designed to provide critical information on areas of utmost importance to
instruction professionals. This year, join us at the Outlook 2009 Industry Forecast and Trends
:ecutive Conference to secure the information you need to be successful in 2009 and beyond.
EX PAN OED 2-DAY PROGRAM
CONSTRUCTION ACTIVITY AND FORECAST I BUILDING PRODUCT TRENDS
INDUSTRY PLAYERS' TRENDS I GREEN MARKET TRENDS

2009 Construction Activity Outlook
Robert Murray,
Vice President. Economic Affairs, McGraw-Hill Construction
Trends in Home Building & Residential Construction
Kermit Baker, Ph.D., Hon. AIA,
Chief Economist. The American Institute of Architects
Player & Product Trends
Harvey Bernstein,

Vice President, Industry Analytics, Alliances &
Strategic Initiatives, McGraw-Hill Construction

Luncheon Keynote Address
Tucker Carlson, Senior Campaign Correspondent. MSNBC

The Road Ahead: Green Building Trends
and Market Growth
Rick Fedrizzi,
President. CEO and Founding Chairman,
U.S. Green Building Council
The Economic & Political Outlook:
Fasten Your Seatbelts
Michael Mandel,
Chief Economist, BusinessWeek
Building Materials Outlook
John Mothersole,
Principal, Industry Practices, Global Insight
Futurist Vision
Michael Rogers,
Futurist-in-Residence, The NewYork Times
PREMI U M SPONSOR

>ecting people_proiects_products

"'cGraw Hm
NSTRUC1ION
ct1on

SPONSORS

CLASSIFIEDS
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

POSITIONS VACANT
DESIGN ARCHITECT (NYC)
Under direction of Project Architect, resp o nsible
for specific dsgn aspec ts of majo r urban imp rovement or dvlpm t of m ulti p lex p rojects in cl
investigation, evaluatio n & reco mm endati on of
co mprehens ive city pl anning soluti o ns. Co n fe r
w/cl ient & prov ide hi gh qu ality dsg n draw in gs &
written recommendatio ns of dsg n so luti o ns. Prep
feas ibility & project progress repo rts to parent co. in
Korea. 1 yr exp, MA of Architecture & flu ency in
Korean language are reg. Res um e: M r. Jo n g Dae
Jung, (Code:DeA rch ), DA Glo bal Gro up, Inc., 2 15
W 40 th St., 7th Fl. , NY, NY 1001 8.
MAGNET FOR TALENT
JR Walters Resources, premier A/E/C recru1tm g
firm, ca n help yo u grow yo ur co mpany an d
yo ur ca reer. Rev iew current o ppo rtuniti es at
www.j rwalters.co m o r caU 269 925 3940
WWW.SMPSCAREERCENTER.ORG
Find marke ti ng/BO p ro fess io n a ls w ith A/E/C
experience. Ca ll 800-292 - 7677, ext . 23 1

ARC HITECTURAL DESIGNER
Prep. urban designs & site plans usin g 3-D Studio,
Form -Z, Adobe Illustra tor, Adobe Photosho p, Quark
Exp ress & CAD softwa re AutoCA 2008. Prep. project
b ud ge ttin g & cost estim atin g. Reg: M aster o f
Architecture Degree. 40 hr/wk. Job/ Interview Site:
Co nco rd , CA. Send resum e to : Designers Coll ective
Incorporated at hr@designerscoll ective.co m

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY
CONFIDENTIAL CLEAR INGHOUSE FOR
MERGERS & ACQUISITIONS
Strogoff Co nsulting offers co nfid enti al int roductions
between prospecti ve buyers and sellers, develo ps va luatio ns and guides firm s thro ugh the acquisitio n/
merge r process. As a strategic adviso r to fi rms
througho ut the U.S., Michael Strogoff, AIA, has an
extensive netwo rk of co ntacts and an insid er's
kn owledge of th e architectu ra l ind ustry. Firms are
int roduced to each oth er onl y when th ere is a shared
vision and a stro ng stra tegic and cultural fit . Co ntact
M ichael Strogoff, AlA, at 866.272.4364 o r visit
www.StrogoffConsuJtin g.co m . Al l d iscuss ions held
in stri ct co nfid ence.

A/E Online Uusiness Reporting Services
W\\ w.ae-metricsonline.com

Carriere

DESIGN ACCOUNTING

• Husinl•ss 01n·rations Rl'pnrting
• Kc) l\tetrics :\lonitoring

• Fimrndal Control

• Profit Planning

Save & Achieve the Best in Artists
Rendering & Construction Drawing
You Don 't Pay Until You are Satisfied
• Global Delivery Model Generates
Virtual Round-the-Clock-Service
• Global Delivery Team Consists of
Hundreds of Professionals
• Dur Global Vision Makes Optimization of
Cost & Time
SERVICES FOR ARCHITECTS, ENGINEERS
& REAL ESTATE DEVELOPERS

Toll Free: 877.870.8581
Local : 281 .870 .8581
Mobile: 713.927 .6666
www.archiconservices.com

To view Architectural Record online visit : www.architecturalrecord.com

LEGAL NOTICE
U. S. POSTAL SERVICE
STATEMENT OF OWNERSHIP,
MANAGEMENT, ANO CIRCULATION
(ACT OF AUGU ST 12, 1970: SECTION 3685, TITLE 39, UNITED STATES CODE)

AN IMPORTANT NOTICE TO OUR
CUSTOMERS ABOUT PRIVACY
Your contact Information, maintained in our secure
database in the United States. is used to help us
process and fulfill your request or order, service your
account. respond to your inquiries and to provide
follow-up services, such as contacting you to renew
your contract. Your contact information is added to
McGraw-Hill Construction's mailing list so that, from
time to time, we can send you product Information or
news about changes to our web site. In addition,
McGraw-Hill Construction shares this data collected
about subscribers with
· Other urnts w1th1n the family of The McGraw-Hill
Companies;
· Companies outside The McGraw-Hill Companies
whose products or services we feel may be of
interest 10 you ;
· Applicable project owners and architects so that
they can monitor use of their Intellectual property
rights in the applicable plans and specifications;
· Product manufacturers in order for the
manufacturera to follow-up on your reques1s; and
· Other businesses in the form of a listing in a
directory published by McGraw-Hiii
Construction that Includes your contact information.
Directories of this nature may be used by other firms to
conduct marketing entities.

We may also share your lnfoonalion wltt1 outside vendors
who will use the information only to perform services
on our behalf.
tf you give us your credit card number, it will be used
one time only to fulfill your order. We do not keep or
store credit card Information unless you are a
subscriber who has requested an ongoing monthly
subscription.
If you do not wish to have your name shared as
previously described, if you wish to review the accuracy
of the information you 've provided or if you have any
questions about our privacy practices, please send us a
note with your name, address and account number to:

Amy Sidelinger, Security Manager, McGraw-Hiii
Construction, 148 Princeton-Hightstown Road,
East Windsor. NJ 06520 or email
Construction_Privacy_ Poflcy@mcgraw-hlll.com
For more information on The McGraw-Hill
Companies• Customer Privacy Policy, see
www.mcgraw-hill.com/privacy.html
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Management Inc.. 60 State St, Boston. MA 02109-1820: State Street Bank & Trust Co.. One Lincoln Street, Boston, MA 02111 -2900; T. Rowe Price, 100 E.

Pratt Street. Baltimore, MO 21202-1090; UBS Financial Servicces, 1200 Harbor

Blvd.• Weehawken, NJ 07086
11. Known bondholders, mortgagees, and other security holders owning or holding one percent or more of total amount of bonds, mortgages or other securilies: None.
12. Not applicable.
14. Issue date for circulation data below: September 2008
15. Extent and nature of circulation :

A. Total number of copies-average number of copies of each i ss ue during preceding 12 monttis : 134.320: actual number of copies of single i ssue published nearest to the filing date: 133,618.
B. Paid and/or requested circulation- (1)Paid or reque sted outside- County mail subscriptions stated on Form 3514- average number of copies of each issue during preceding 12 months, 104,037; actual
number of copies of single Issue published nearest to the filing date. 103.291. (2)Paid In- County subscriptions- average number of copies of each Issue during preceding 12 months,

o: actual number of

copies of single issue published nearest to the filing date. 0. (3)Sales through dealers and carriers, street vendors and counter sales, and other non- USPS paid distribution - average number of copies
of each Issue during preceding 12 months. 22.463: actual number of copies of single iss ue published nearest to the filing date, 23,166. (4)0ther classes mailed through the USPS- average number of
copies of each issue during preceding 12 months. O: actual number of copies of single Issue published nearest to the filing date, 0.

C. Total paid and/or requested circulation-average number of copies of each Issue during preceding 12 months, 126,500; actual number of copies of single issue published nearest to the filing date. 126.4 57.
D. Free distribution by mall- (1)0utside county as stated on Form 3541 - average number of copies of each issue during preceding 12 months . 3.173; actual number of copies of single issue published
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nearest to the filing date. O. (3)other classes mailed through the USPS- aver.1ge number of copies of each i ssue during preceding 12 months, O; actual number of copies of single i ss ue published
nearest to the filing date. O. (4) Free distribution outside the mail-carriers and other means- average number of copies of each issue during preceding 12 months, 2. T1 5: actual number of copies of
single issue published nearest to the filing date, 1.682.

E. Total free distribution- average number of copies of each issue during preceding 12 months, 5.288 : actual number of copies of single issue published nearest to the filing date, 4,981.

F. Total distribution- average number ol copies or each iss ue during preceding 12 months, 131,788; actual number of copies of single Issue published nearest to the filing date. 131.438.
G. Copies not distribut ed- average number of copies of each issue during preceding 12 months, 2,532: actual number of copies of single Issue published nearest to the filing date, 2,180.

H. Total- average number of copies of each issue during preceding 12 months, 134.320: actual number of copies of single issue published nearest to the filing date. 133.618.
I. Percent of paid and/or reque sted circulation : average number of copies of each i ss ue during preceding 12 months. 95.99%: actual number of copies of single issue published nearest to the liling
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tmt the statements made by me we correct & complete. The f.AcGr.m-Hil Compaiies. ..i..nes H. McGraw, N, Gnu> Plblisher, 9/08/08.
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-IntegratedSince 1888, the AIA has been leading the industry in design and construction contracts.
In 2008, there's a new standard-Integrated Project Delivery (IPD) . IPD encourages
intense collaboration among owners, architects, engineers, and contractors-right from
a project's inception. Maximize efficiency and build on the strengths of your design and
construction team using the AIA's new IPD Agreements.
To learn more, visit www.aiacontractdocuments.org/AR4 to download your free copy of
Integrated Project Delivery: A Guide, and to purchase the IPD Agreements today.
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Standing on Green Principles: Sustainable Flooring Choices and Life Cycle Assessment
Innovative technologies, as well as tried -and-true materials, contribute to sustainable flooring
from "cradle to cradle".

Designing for Sustainability: Cementitious-based Building Materials Contribute to LEED Credits
Energy Modeling for Sustainability
Evolving software for modeling energy dynamics makes it easier for architects and engineers to design
green buildings.

Rapidly Renewable Materials Complex Calculus
Evaluating the environmental impact of alternative building products is more involved than a
straightforward examination of the length of planting and harvest cycles.

Learning to Live on Alternative Energy
Three landmark projects show us how to integrate renewable-energy strategies into architecture,
without compromising design .

Take these courses and many others online at http://ceu.construction.com. Access our complete
library of dozens of HSW-eligible continuing education courses and earn credits for free!
connecting people....proje<:ts._products
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GO BACK IN TIME.
Experience the timeless craftsmanship of an earlier age
with a modern twist. Rejuvenation offers a wide variety
of early to mid-twentieth century light fixtures,
many of which are now Compact Fluorescent
compatible. Now you'll be able to meet
environmental building standards without
sacrificing period authenticity.
TAKE ENERGY EFFICIENT BULBS WITH YOU.
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888-401-1900 "'""'"'""'of .............,,, llghllng rejuvenation.com
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Contact us today for a FREE quote or catalog!
1010 East 62nd Street• Los Angeles, CA 90001-1598
Phone: I 800 624 5269 • Fax: I 800 624 5299
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The editors of ARCHITECTURAL RECORD announce the 2009 Record
Houses awards program. Entry is open to any architect registered in the

U.S. or abroad. Sustainability rema ins a significant criterion in evaluating
Record Houses. Also of particular interest are projects that incorporate
innovation in program, building technology, materials, and form. Projects
must be built and inhabited . They may be single-family dwellings or multifamily housing complexes, totally new construction or renovated and

Recold Houses
CALL FOR ENTRIES

adaptive reuse projects. The fee is U.S. $65 per submission; please make
checks or money orders payab le to ARCHITECTURAL RECORD (sorry, we
cannot accept credit cards or wire transfers). Please download the official
entry form from www.arc hitecturalrecord.com and send with the submission. Submissions must also include plan(s), photographs or CD's with
print-outs, and a brief project description - all firmly bound in a 9-by-12-inch
folder. Ring, spiral, perfect, or book binding, as well as portfolios with
attached sleeves are acceptable options, but entries that arrive as a collection of loose pages will be disqualified. Your submission must be postmarked
no later than October 3 1, 2008. Anonymity is not necessary. Selected
entries will be featured in Record Houses 2009. Other submissions will be
returned or scheduled for a future issue. Please be sure to include a preaddressed envelope with an air bill or appropriate postage for the return of
your materials. Kindly allow 10 weeks for notification. Please email your
questions to Suzanne Stephens at suzanne_stephens@mcgraw-hill.com.

Submission deadline:
October 31. 2008

The Architect's Hand
Photocollages
make a graphic
activist point
Suzanne Stephens
It is fitting that the last page of this issue about
designing with conscience should focus on
Estudio Teddy Cruz, in San Diego. Since 1993,
architect Teddy Cruz has been spearheading
the design of socially responsive architecture for
immigrant populations around the Southern
California / Mex ico bo rder. The fact that his work
appears on a page usually devoted to architects'
sketches and watercolors, however, doesn't sit
well with Cruz. "Even though I love drawing, at
this moment of emergency, we need to reposition our practices in the context of rampant
socioeconom ic inequality," he says. "What is
interesting is a plan of act ion - not the gestural
hand of the architect."
But as shown in Cruz's photoconstructions,
a strong graphic image does catch the attention
of the publ ic. Since 2000, he has been creating
Border Postcards , photographic fragments

literally stitched together with adhesive tape.
These images are take n of infrastructure, residual landscapes, and leftover spaces stretching
Teddy Cruz with Ana

Conflict, San Dieqo/

from Los Angel es to San Diego to Tijuana. "'The images are a tool for researching the changing boundaries of the transborder urban flows that define the region ," Cruz explains. "'They are emblematic of

Aleman, Border

Tijuana (below),

Postcard: The Tijuana

digital print on vinyl

the recycling energies whe re leftover pieces of the Southern Ca li fornia infrastructure migrate to

Workshop, LA-SD -TJ

translucent scrim,

Tijuana to be reassembled as housing." These visual artifacts help communicate Cruz's intent to pro-

(above) , photocon-

15 by 90 feet, for

mote an urbanism emphasizing adaptation and reorganization of resources.

structlon, 48 by 48

the U.S. Pavilion of

inches, 2000. Teddy

the 11th International

Cruz created a photoconstruction of a border wall between San Diego and Tijuana, which includes

Cruz, Radicaliz inq

Architecture

photos of indigenous architecture appended to a fence. Called Radicalizing the Local: 60 Miles of

the Local: 60 Miles of

Exhibition, Venice

Transborder Urban Conflict, the image was reproduced as a trans lucent vinyl scrim, 15 feet high and

Transborder Urban

Biennale, 2008.

90 feet long, to extend across the pavilion's facade. Sliced into strips, it functioned as a threshold to

At the U.S. Pavilion of the 11th Internati ona l Architectu re Exhi bition of the Venice Biennale, 2008,

the exh ibition Into the Open, Positioning Practice. •
~ Read an extended interview with Teddy Cruz at architectura/record.com.
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Save energy while
enhancing your space.
Install Lutron dimmers to save energy and create
inviting, comfortable spaces at home or work.
Visit www.lutron.com/green to find out
how much you can save.

New! ViertiTM single-touch dimmer saves
energy with style.

Find Lutron products locally at select home centers ,
lighting showrooms, electrical distributors, through
your electrical contractor, or call 1-866-299-2073.
*Sources: Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
U.S. Department of Energy, and Lutron sales data.
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